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There Is An Appreciable Rise
In the Expectations That
the Genoa Parley May
President
Accomplish Much.

lH

BOATS AND BOOTS ARE
TWO MEANS OF TRAVEL

Salvation
Army Workers
Carry Doughnuts to Second Story Dwellers; Livestock Losses Heavy.
(By The Atuoclatrtl Fretn.)

Beardstown, Ills.,, April
14. Exodus of the homeless from the flooded city
of Beardstown started today. Habitable houses are
s
of
cramped.
the people are homeless.
Water has' risen above all
Three-fourth-

ly conceivable
previous
heights and today devel-

a menacing current
through the streets, which,
with the added baneful evioped

dence of quicksand, caused
the first outward signs of
anxiety on the part of the
people.
The Chicago, Burlington
and Quincy railroad, the
only one remaining in operation tonight, had a gang
of section workmen building their tracks higher in
the hope that they may survive the flood's crest.

ted Press). The bolshevik deleot
gates and the representatives
France to the economlo conference
broke bread together today at the
residence of Premier Lloyd George
and there has been an appreciable
rise, as a consequence. In the expectations that the conference may
have good results, even In the mosl
pessimistic quarters here.
The occasion for the meeting of
thn Knviot and French delegates at
a table was a conference which be
gan at 10:30 o clock tins morning
and lasted throughout the day, in
which French, Russian, Belgian,
Italian and British representatives
participated and during which Mr.
Lloyd George Invited all of them
to luncheon.
Culled by Moyd George.
The meeting was called by Mr.
T.lovd Geortte for a discussion of
the Russian
problems, with the
purpose of clearing up uncertain
points of the London experts'
before the Russians present
their final reply to it.
This carrying ot tne most vuai
part of the business of the confer- anr.a Ittln Dimh an informal father
ing, where personal contact may
much of the
possibly remove
thnt Vina lippn riisnlaved in
the public sessions, has created a
general reeling in conierence un
ntc. tUnt a rnmiiTomiBfl' mav he ar
ranged on the Russian problem
which will afford a satisfactory
working basis for tha reconstruction of Russia.
TV,, bnvnr.ta nf thf) Allied POfiltlOn
at the conference today was that
Russia first must saumy con-f-ai
pledges before obtaining any other
thn future. In
words Russia must recognize the
debts of the czarist government
before claims against the allies can
be entertained.
Anntlin. fMl fOPfnCi.
Tomorrow morning the experts
of the four Inviting powers who
wero present ,at today's meeting.
again will gamer at air. l.iuju
tteorge's villa and In the afternoon
by the
they probably will be joined
..fintino! ifAloirnfpsnf the five coun
tries. Germany has not been asked
to attend these private conferences
as she was not a party to the mak-itho T.nnrinn renarts' reoort.
,The straightening out of the moot
points in tne report win uo enecicu
oeioie u
at informal meetings
nnnn la pnlln.l n Tr. hud been ex
TtnBKln
make her
would
Hint
mmfv 'ft', thn rennrt of the experts
tomorrow but this reply now has
been postponed lnociinueiy.
The Russians have causod a
.l,tnmo.it In ha circulated through
M. Rakov3ky. the Ukranian premier, and other delegates, to the
effect that Russia already has
lnivn find made court reforms
and regulations affecting foreigners
res din in Rues a wnicn meet
v.nn nf tha nrttiHamM nf the TjOn
don experts' report regarding the
soviet government, and that they
also have expressed a willingness to
debts and
pre-wacknowledge
signified their purpose to erase
their claims against the allies arising from the operations of the
rt

tu

When that is reached arid the
flood commences recession all the
after effects of a flood are anticipated. Mayor Perry announced tonight that supervision of work then
would lie turned over completely to
the state department of health.
Uniforms, of the Salvation .Army
were today seen in the lowest habitable parts-othe city and workers
carried doughnuts by boat to second story dwellers, and to the five
hundred or more living huddled
in tents
beneath
Quicksand
the city,
which had 'been' quiescent until
stirred to aotivlty
by the river
water, today had dragged down two
large houses and had engulfed brick
pavements in different parts of the
city, so tnat travel by foot, is no
longer safe. Boots and boats we're
the two means of travel in the city
yesterday.
Tonight there is only
one safe way by boat.
Reports' of the suffering by
farmers in. the flooded districts
about the city today told of the
countless livestock drowned. Some
farmers have saved their chickens
by taking .them to the hay lofts of
their barns, but were unable to Wnno-oTnlHn Otifl YlldpnltC.il
save their hogs.
armies against the soviet regime if
the allied war claims againBt kus
ADDITIONAL RISK OF
sia are wiped out.
RIVER IS PREDICTED
n,

f

.
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New Orleans. La., April 14.
With the crest of the Mississippi
river within a few Inches of the top
of the levees here, and a forecast
by the weather bureau Indicating
that an additional rise of 1.3 feet
is probable before the end of the
flood
month, every
protective
agency In the city was reported on
the alert today to cope with any
emergency.
Government engineers In charge
of the levees, officials of the dock
board and river men declared there
(Continued on 1'age Two.",

110 COAL FAMINE

PRINTING BUREAU TO
RESUME WORK TODAY
(Br The Attsnclsted rtwn.)
Washington, April 14. The bureau of printing and engraving
will resume operations tomorrow,
It was said tonight at the treasury. The plant was closed Sunday
by Secretary Mellon for Inventory
of its stock valued at millions of
dollars, following the removal of
James L. Wllmeth as director, and
other hign officials, by executive
order of President Harding,

IS FEARED IN

GALLUP DISTRICT, NO MATTER
NOW LONG THE WALKOUT LASTS
An Unlimited Supply of Slack Is On Hand at
the Mines Which Will Be Used in Station-ar- y
Boilers; Locomotives Can Be Kept Supplied, Situation is Unchanged.
(SPECIAL DISPATCH TO MORNING JOURNAL)
Gallup, N. M., April 14. Very members are coming 'in daily.
little change has taken place In the
From all reports there Is little
coal strike situation In the local danger of a cosl famine in this lofield. Tho number of men have cality regardless of the time the
work has Increased strike continues.
suspended
slightly over the number that
The Santa Ee railroad Is In no
walked out on April 1. Officials danger of being tied up for lack of
of the United Mine Workers of fuel. . All stationary boiler plants
America report that more than can be supplied with fuel taken
.twelve hundred men are now from the slack piles about the
members of the local union. New mines. Navajo Indians are largely
used for loading slack. There is
an unlimited supply of slack coal
which has been lying In great
heaps about the mines. A quantity of coal Is being mined daily by
i
the small number of men who are
working, which will be sufficient
EORECAST.
to
keep a number of the coal burnDenver, Colo., April' H. New
engines in operation. AM locoMexico: Saturday .and Sunday, ing
running west out of Galfair, becoming unsettled north por- motives
fuel. Passenger
tion Saturday; warmer Saturday. lup use oil as do
not change in
locomotives
train
Colder nortfc portion Sunday.
Arizona: Saturday and probably Gallup, and oil burners can be
Sunday, fair, warmer Saturday, used.
There are probably not more
cooler Sunday.
than 75 men working in all the
The Board-ma- n
mines, underground.
LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
mine, an Independent mine,
one
6
ones
of the smaller
which
hours ended at
p. m. yesterday,
does not employ any miners, but
recorded by the university:
(52 which Is operated by a number ot
Highest temperature
HO
Boardman brothers, all of whom
Lowest
.
t
32 are experienced coal mners, Is in a
Range .
4tl position to supply coal for doMean
68 mestic purposes sufficient for all
Humidity at 6 a. m
16 local demands.
Humidity at 6 p. m
0
A number of arrests have been
Precipitation
36 made by the
Wind velocity
military for Illegal
of
wind
Direction
West transportation and possession of
.,,
Character of daji.
Clear Intoxicating liquor.

WEATHER
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....
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New York. April 14 (Special).
The visit to this country of Sir Ar
thur Conan Doyle, author of the
Sherlock Holmes stories and one
of the leading exponents of spirit
nallsm, has drawn new attention to
the study and discussions of psychic
In speaking of his
phenomena.
lectures on psychic
forthcoming
. Garland,
the
Hamlin
phenomena
well known author, says that many
of the conclusions reached by the
ifamous English Investigator practically agree with his own. "On one
point we are fully in accord," he
remarked. "We are convinced that
to explain
science is still unable
'
many phases of psychic phenom- ena. We also agree in asserting
that theso phenomena should be
the subject of careful study by men
equipped for the work.
"The objections of churchmen to
the investigation of
spirit
phenomena," says Mr. Garland,
In
unwarranted.
"ire
my opinion
Their branch of study is theology,
while tho study of psychic phenomena Is purely' a matter of science. I make this assertion with a
good knowledgo of he facts, having been an investigator' myself for
over twenty years. Moreover, I
consider psychic Investigation to be
one of the most Important branches
of science, because It has to do
with human llfo. It has been regarded In certain quarters as
avoid and as belonging to
the realm of darkness. That, however, I deny. It belongs to the
realm of chemlsy and psychology.
I'nknown Forces Surround Vs.
"I believe that we nre surrounded by unknown forces and the scientific problem, it seems to me, is
not whether spiritualism is true or
metaphysical
false, but whether
phenomena are real or Imaginary.
Pome future Newton will probably
discover a more complete formula
than ourselves, but In the meantime every natural fact should be
studied, and. if it ho real, incorporated in oiir patrimony ot knowl-
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Congress,

VIEWS AREGivEf
REPLY TO Ar.MUEST

Vote on Enlist
.Section Wij'
Both
Si'

Provision
Today:

'ne

Still

Are

Claiming Victory.,
(liy The A.wirtafcl P.m.)
Washington. Anril 14. President
TTnrdinrr In Vi'a first nnhltc lltter- ance on tne 1923 naval mil. ae- itlnmil In n lnttpi T,rnpnfPfl tntlnv
to the house that while the decision

must lie with congress, he would

a a tin he
nr. ni n foriv., ....
ha
'7 crfAotl.,
,'J"..'..v
MmnM hn If the
llnt.n1 fVia fftiintrt.
enllRted force was cut below tib.uuu.
The opinion was not sent gratu- Tr WHO
In rpfiOOnHO tO
ttrutalv

a request for the president's view
wmgworm, reby Representative
leaders
publican, Ohio, one of theOrODOKal
In rVin
in rlpfpflt tllB
In the bill limiting tho force to 67,- 000. There had been imunirai
etatamnts n tllr pffPCt that the
president opposed a drastic reduc
tion in personnel ana tr.nt no smuti
for the figure proposed in tno
amendment.
Glad U Accept Challenge
In presenting the letter toward
y
debate, Mr.
the close ot an
Longworth said he was glad to ac-of
cept the challenge from friends
the measure ns framed, to find out
what the president wanted and to
let the house know.
The vote on tho enlisted provision section will come tomorrow.
On the eve of the battle both sides
tonluht still were claiming victory.
is fine and the bill,
. "Everything
..;ttn, win nass." Haiti Chairof
man Keller, who is in charge
the bill.
"We will win. unless too many of
leave town for
our supporters
Easter," said Representative memnf Oregon, republican
ber of the naval committee, ready
with an amendment providing for
8B.000 men the moment the section
is reached.
Fight Rages.
Friends of tho "big navy" had
the
planned early today to force but
week,
fight over until next
nhuipman VpIIpv resisted all at- tempts to delay. When the measure was called up to be read. Item
turnby item, tho clerk hntV barely
ed a page when tho fight started on
the enlisted question and it raged
until night. In the
unceasingly
end the house, worn out by hours
of talk, quit nine pages ahead ot
the disputed provision.
was accepted
One amendment
and one was voted down. There
was no objection to tho first, by
Representative Towner, republican.
$250,-00- 0
Iowa, for an increase from
to $343,000 for tho governbut
ment of the Virgin Islands,
the other, for increasing the apLakes
Great
for
the
propriations from $160,000
to
naval station
e
$260,000, offered by Represonta-tivIlliChindbloom. republican,
nois, the home state of the station,
was rejected, 56 to 32. But tho figtho full
ures did not represent
voting strength on the floor.
Telegram From MacJftiler.often
Bitter at times, the debate
took a lighter turn. A telegram
from Commander MacNider of the
American legion, received today by
tho
Mr. McArthur. and read to
for
house, urging a full man force dethe
treaty,
ships protected by
veloped that the representative
members of the legion were not
behind the bigger navy fight.
Rankin, demoRepresentatives
crat, Mississippi and Arntz, republican, Nevada, declared the comramittee bill sustained the
tio, which they contended was all
the legion asked.
There were many attacks on the
accuracy of tho figures supplied by
the Intelligence bureau of the
nvu nrth rpsnppt In the enlisted
treaty Rtrength of Great Britain
ac
and Japan. iavai cxi'ens
included In the criticism, RepreIllisentative Mann, republican,
nois, saying they had insisted on
building the Great Lake station,
which they said now was not need
ed. The station, he said, virtually
would be wined out of existence by
the bill.
Data Prom Denby.
Representative Rogers, republican, Massachusetts, one of the
leaders in the fight for 86,000 men.
and who obtained tne views of
Hughes which were sent
SecretaryVinnea
anrltt fn Ihfi Week.
th.
submitted today a letter from Secretary Denby with a table showing how the various forces proposed would bo placed.
The letter provtcd a fresh attack on navy estimates by Chairman Kelley, who produced a letter
,.i,t.n Ur thn uucrplnrv tn tho
president on April G, saying he had
recommended a strengtn oi y,uuu
and believed with that number
"tUn ttrtw ruin ha mnintllined With
a reasonable degree of efficiency."
"And so tho secretary lias written the gentleman from MassaMr.
Kelley shouted,
chusetts,"
he could get along with 88,- "that
AtlA
ttrt,,, ra a nnmmlttnA n Ot tin
such varying and shifty estimates
from the navy department?"
"If we wait a couple of days
won't the secretary conio down to
your figure of 67,000 7" asked
Roach, democrat.
Representative
Missouri, but the chairman did
reply.
fin-li-

all-da-

--

RIVAL FIRE FIGHTERS
START BLAZES, CHARGE
Rlverhead. N. Y.. April 14.
Charges that rivalry Is running so
high between voluntary fire companies In this Long Island town
that one outfit starts a blaze In
to beat another to the scene,
are being Investigated, the assistant district attorney of Soffolk
county admitted tonight.
"In fact," ho said, "we have
lonrned that bets have been made
on the races."
of-d-

j

some-thing-

edge.

lo

trance of a
"In the death-lik- e
force
genuine medium an unknown cases.
is apparently exerted In some
distance
Objects are moved at a
from a
anil voices nre produced
horn. Materialization also apparently occurs, although it is impossible to say how it Is effected. 1
am only ready to maintHin that
there Is something profoundly mysterious In all this which may ultimately change from top to bottom
our Ideas of nature and of life.
Kntit Kins Case.
"Among the instances of materialization Investigated by scientific
men Is the celebrated case of Katie
King, the materialized being produced by the medium, Florence
Cook, and subjected to close examination by Sir William Cookes
many years ago. I myself hnve
seen forms appearing for a short
time and have touched them; but

FOR PUBLIC

SEARCH BEING
MADE FOR GIRL

10

lo The Journal.)
N. M April
search is

Wagon-Mound-

AGAIN ST IT,

'

)

H.

Railway Clerks Present
Their Defense Against
Wage Decreases Sought
Before Labor Board.

(B.r The Aticlntetl I'rcu.)
Chicago,
April 14. Railroad
managements were declared today
to be fighting for the public before the railroad board In Chicago
and battling against It In Washington before the Interstate Commerce commission, when the railway clerks presented their defense
against wage decreases sought by
tho carriers hefore the labor hoard.
"The carriers nre now arguing In
Washington thnt a rate reduction
cannot be mntle on the basis of
wage reductions," declared K. IT.
Fitzgerald, president of tho clerks'
union. "Ilefore this board they
promise to translate wage reductions into rate decreases. They are
,
fighting for the public here and
battling against it in Washington.
"They are similarly arguing that
such a rate reduction would not
stimulate traffic, while here their
first and primary assumption Is
that reduction In wages would be
relt In rates, resulting n Increased-traffiWage reductions In the
past resulted In dividend increases:
a reduction now would probably
have t lie same result, to judge by
tho attitude of the carriers before
the commerce commission."
;
Mr.
Fitzgerald
Interspersed
numerous exhibits with attacks on
the
which
he
declared
roads,
'
would push "our men one step
nearer an animal existence to provide incomes for the railway ownf
s
if they succeeded in obtainfew I
ers,"
,
v
ing nnother wage cut.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, above, oneAmong the exhibits shown was
since 1895.
earnings
and Hamlin (jar land, who makej whengiving
the average annual salary of
prophesy.
a railroad clerk was $71(1.79. The
averngo fnr 1920 was $1,593, nn
they never seemed to me to be com increase of 151.6 per cent, but
pletely developed. In most cases meantime the cost of food, the exthey lacked a foot or a hand or hibit showed, had increased 203
eyes, although the features might per cent, while
the purchasing
be' clearly visible. Many were frag power of the dollar decreased
11.7
mentary, liko those in tho Schrenk-Notzin- g
were
which
photographs
reproduced in several of our maga TEMPERANCE
MOVE
zines some time ago. Others were
IN
STARTED
AUSTRIA
like wreaths of smoke that tempo
rarily took shape and were simply
GAINING
IS
REPORTED
fugitive forms that rapidly passed
away. Of course It is easy to inter
(liy The Awirlntetl Prow.)
that if a form existed under certain
Vienna, April 14. Tho temper
conditions for three minutes it ance
movement
recently started In
mieht very well exist for three
Is gaining impetus, at least
hours under other conditions. That Austria
in publicity.
It has served to
is what Sir William Cookes main arouse
the liquor
Interests who
tained was the case in regard to have held
a big meeting in oppo
the fornv of Katie King."
sition and attempted to refute the
figures officially published of the
country's immense booze bill.
The government has agreed with
the social democraio proposal to
make a start by making tho sale of
A
liquors to youths unlawful.
measure is in preparation but some
over
has
resulted
the
disagreement
question of ago limit. The socialists wish to place It at IS years.
Tho Arheiter Zeitung, official socialist organ, has replied energetically to the charge of the opposition which is their principal card
in the United
that prohibition
has resulted in greatly InFollow- Slates
creased criminality.
The newspaper prints American statistics of
empty prisons, of prisons and correctional instit'jtions for sale, increased savings, bank deposits and
similar propaganda.

"if

mi
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End Comes Suddenly After He Was Believed
to Be Well on the Road to Recovery
ing An Operation Performed Monday; Sport
Loving World Plunged Into Mourning.
(BT TllB ASSOCIATED PRKSS.)
Chlcaeo. Anril f4. Adrian C. watched he always Insisted on fair
play. This trait was carried with
Anson, for more than a half con him
to the golf links where he has
tury one of the notable figures of been a familiar figure in recent
baseball, died today at St. Luke's years. He always, observed the
hospital after a week's Illness and many rule.t of golf etiquette and InJust two days before his seventieth sisted that those about him do the
same. There are few types of the
birthday.
Tho death of "Pop" Anson, as local public links who have not
he was called by the thousands of received one of "Pop's" famous
baseball followers who have known "bawling outs" for moving, talking
him as one of the legendary heroes or violating some rulo of etiquette
of the national sport, came sud- as the old timer prepared for his
denly after it was believed that he shots.
was well on the way to recovery
Funeral arrangements had not
following an operation performed been definitely completed tonight
last Monday. Ho had been stricken hut It was believed that a public
on the street Sunday.
funeral downtown would be held.
Mr. Anson's death has placed the
sport loving world in mourning, for HARDING WOULD HAVE
"Pon" not only was beloved by
every person interested In baseball,
AMERICA REPRESENTED
but was admired for his manliness
AT MARJTIME PARLEY
and squareness by all true sportsmen. His ability on the diamond.
where he was looked on by old
Washington, April 14. Recomtimers as the greatest of first base- mendation that an appropriation
for
men, brought him admiration
be matte to permit American rephis great skill and physicaLprowess resentation at the international
while his sportsmanship
brought conference on maritime law to be
him the respect of all.
held at Brussels, was made today
An Outdoors Lover.
by President Harding in a letter
lover
outdoors
an
up
was
to the senate. The appropriation
"Pop"
to the day he was stricken, turning asked was $50,000.
to golf when ho no longer could
Questions relating to the limitahandle a baseball. His confine- tion of liability of ship owners and
ment In the hosDital was very irk marine mortgages and Hens In case
some and each day he would Im- of collision at sea are to be considered at , the conference, for
patiently ask his doctor:
"When do l go nome, Docwhich a date has not been get.
with an
The president also sent in a reile always followed this be
perinsistent request that he
quest today for $4,000 to pay the
mitted to go home for his birthday annual share of tho United States
fnndav. nnri was BTeatlv cheered as a member of the international
on the occasions when he was told research
at Brussels,
council
this might be possible.
at which research in astronform
baseball
and other sci"Pon" Anson saw
omy, chemistry
ed, virtually, and watched its prog- ences is prosecuted.
ress through all the stages to the
In his teens
present time. As a boycontest
at a GOV.
he played his first
time when the game really was the
old "rounders" and was just starting In the process of evolution
which brought it to the point where
it is the dellcht of nearly ever
youngster and the nation's ftreatest
He played nrsi
pastime.
ny The Associated
Iowa, later going to
he was a
Trenton, N. J., April 14.
Rockford. 111., where
OGov. Kdward I. Kdwards today
Spaldteammate of tho lato A.
formally announced his candiing, tho great pitcher. In tho early
Philathe
with
dacy for the democratic nomiseventies bo played
Nanation for United States sendelphia Athletics, tho Chicago
ator at tho primary election to
tionals! and it was with the latter
2ti.
be hell September
club that he reached the pinnacle
Gov. Edwards,-- in his anof playing ability which still stands
nouncement, said in part:
out In the history of baseball.
"I have been convinced that
Work as a nuyer.
thero
is a real demand for my
as
a slugger,
"PnnV trreat work
candidacy. If I am successful
fielder and leader brought him recthe
people of the state will be
ognition as the first baseman
able to pass upon tho issue for
chosen by Spalding for the mythifor which I shall stand. From
team, the
cal
time to time I shall issue stateolavers being selected chleny on
ments which will leave no
their statistical records.
doubt in the minds of the pub-ll- o
In the early eighties ho became
as to what is my position
manager of the Chicago team and
on the Issues of the approachIn winning many pennants became
Theso stateing campaign.
known for his fairness and strictments will be designed to adness as a disciplinarian.
vise exactly
wlu.t policy I
would follow If I am so forThrough the various naseoan
tunate ns to be elected to tho
fights and the numerous occasions
of internal dissension which "Fop''
office of United States senator."

EDWARDS TO
BE A CANDIDATE

FOR

I.

5. SENATE

EDITION

A

country-wid-

o

being made to discover the
whereabouts of a three and a
half year
child who, it Is
claimed by her guardians, was
lost Monday afternoon about
3 o'clock In a
canyon about
four miles east of town. The
father cf the littlo girl lives
here in Wtgon
Mound, hut
upon the deuth ot her mother
ah rtly after the child's birth,
he gave the Utile one to the
family of Enrique Maestas lo
rear, and it was with this family "flie was living when uhe disappeared.
According to one of the
stories told by her guardians.
Mr. and Mrs.
had
.Maestas,
coma to town early MumlnV
afternoon antl left this littlo
girl with an eight or nine years
old girl tending
a herd of
goats. The older girl said that
she noticed the child sitting on
a rock talking to a man anil
that she had to go out of
for a few moments to round up
some ot tho goats that were
wandering away. When she
returned, she says the child
was gone. Upon the return of
Mr. and Mrs. Maestas lato in
tho evening, their children told
them they were tired, as the
little girl was gone and thev
had been lool ing for her ail
afternoon.
Searching parties
started out Tuesday morning
anil have been
diligently
searching ever since, but their
efforts have been unrewarded.
Blood hounds wero put on the
trail Wednesday afternoon,
but were unablo to pick it up.
Kvery foot of territory covering
a considerable radius has been
combed, but not a trace of the
chiltl has been found.
The child's sweater
was
picked up about. :wo miles
from the house, hut no uher
clue of any description can lie
located. Searching parties arc
still at work, ami the people
ore considerably agitated over
the child's peculiar

slit

PLEA MADE FOR

STAil ARM I
OF

150,000 MEH
E ASUR

Question of Military Preparedness Arises During
. Consideration of the Appropriation Bill.
WAR DEPARTMENT'S
VIEWS ARE OUTLINED

Organization Is Strained to
the Breaking Point Now,
Says Harbord, Assistant
Chief of Staff.
.

(By The Amwlnlril PrMii.i

Washington, April 14 (by the Associated Press.) The question of
military preparedness arose today
in the senate appropriation committee during its consideration ot
the army appropriation bill. Discussion of the subject was briel'.
but senators said tho question of
a national policy had grown out ot
the fight over the house reduction
in the size nf the army.
Major General J. O. Harbord,
deputy chief of staff, and Brigadier
General Lassiter, in charge of military operations and training, appeared before the committee tt
present the war department's views)
on the subject of the house cut, tlia
former insisting that the organiz- aition was strained to the breaking
point now under the forced reduc
tion ef a year ago, and tho latter
describing tho plan adopted by th
department for "building up at low
expense" the forces required In
national emergency.
"If provision Is not made for
130,000 men," said General Harbord, "then we who are charged
with operation and maintenance of
the work must ask congress to re- state for us tho mission of the
army. "
DAUGHERTY MID
tjiichtlons By Hitchcock.
Tho statement followed a series
of ouestloiiB by Senator Hitchcock,
democrat, Nebraska, who contendHARDING
ed that the "Kuropean Idea" of
had been proved
preparedness
wrong by the world war.
General Harbord declared the
done by the American army
AT
HOUSE work
was at extraordinary expense "ami
would have availed nothing had not
gallant little France held the lino
until we got our machinery going.
Government in the Future
Mr. HitphptipU fircnt.il tlinr tlm
had "fooled" all
May Have Proposals to UnitedIn States
getting actively and effecinto
the
Submit to Miners and tively
fray in less than a.
year. To this the general answered
thn t had the preparation taken
Operators, Report.
place ahead of tho declaration of
I war, Germany "might have felt
By The Amtiirliilnl l'rena.l
about engaging us."
14. l'nnn
Anril
Washington.
iv e uia it in a year, tnougn.
leaving the White House after a
continued
conference
General Harbord, "but
with
President
Harding
,
todaj-Attorney General Daugher-t- y had we lived up to the national
said ho had gained an impres- defense act. carried out Its terms
sion that "preliminary
and local !in good faith, we certainly would
conferences," were now going on navo saved immense sums that now
between local unions of coal min- enter into the public debt upon
ers and operators in bituminous which we are paying $951,000,00(1
fields, lie intimated that ho hud interest annually.
received this Impression from con
tact with different parties on his
General
Harbord stressed tlia
recent trip to Indianapolis, a visit need for officers and men to do
occasioned by his desire to get in "what tho public expects of us."
touch with legal aspects of tho gov It is the work outside ot the actual
ernment's prosecutions aimed at army functions that retpjire tin
miners' union officials and coal extra personnel, he declared, addoperators charged with violating ing that congress, by its appropriations and otherwise,
had shown
laws.
White House officials later dis such work was worth while and
cussed briefly the coal situation thus the army had come to regard
and intimated that tho government it as "our mission." He reiterated
WILL HAYS TO TRAVEL
might in the future have propo- that to cut down tho strength 4o
115.000 as proposed by the house
NEARLY 1,000 MILES sals to submit to the conflicting meant
that "something, somewhero
parties.
TO CELEBRATE EASTER
President Harding and his ad would have to crack, would have to
ministration at this moment, it was go undone."
In connection with the army readded, had no serious apprehension
(Hj The Annotated TresO
about
the situation. It was pointed duction, General Harbord said that
14.
lnd
Will
II.
Sullivan,
April
had been necessary to "close"
Hays, president of the motion pic- out that the price of coal had not it
ture prcdncers and distributors of advanced and that the temper of nine military attache offices. Ife
America and recently postmaster all parties had not been Irritated.
(Continued on Pago Two.)
general, will travel nearly 1,000
miles especially to celebrate Easter
communion at the Presbyterian
church in Sullivan, Ind., where he
Is an elder.
Mr. Hays now Is In
Xew York.
c.

50 YEARS, DIES AT CHICAGO
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SOLDIERS' ENTRY INTO GALLUP

NOT LIKENED TO JESUS' INTO

and Saving

JERUSALEM BY THE REV. D0YIE

Carelessness and loss are Just
as inseparable.
Lack of ordinary care about
homes and offices results In a
fire In the United States every
time the clock ticks off a minute.
The terrible Chicago fire was
caused by a small blaze In the
loose straw on a stable floor.
Some incident quite as trivial
causes fires every hour.
This loss hits everyone directly. You may be doing
something, every day, unwit-tinlthat puts your home or
your office in danger of a conflagration. Be careful yourself,
and above all, teach your
children to be careful. There
is an excellent booklet on the
subject, giving Interesting figures and explaining the many
small things which fires duo to
carelessness may originate.
This booklet is free. To obtain a copy simply fill out and
mnll the coupon below, enclosing two cents In stamps for return postage. Be sure to write
your name and address clearly
on the lines of the coupon.

Episcopal Minister at Gallup Claims He Sees
No Need for Troops in City; Explains That
He Was Misquoted and Tells How Civil
Officers Planned "Clean-Up- "
Raids.

Safety

Go Hand in Hand.

y,

FREDERIC J. HASKIX,
Wlreclor.
Journal
Albuquerque

Pre-ti.-

all-ti-

E
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A. C. AFiSOIl, IIOTABL
Sii BASEBALL FOR KORE Til AH

-

COUNTRY-WID-

CARRIERS FIGHT

i

CITY

Pally by Carrier or Mull, B,1o a Month
Single Copies 5o

COHAN DOYL

FORCE OF

Makes His First
Public Utterance Regarding 1923 Bill Now

PrcM.)
Genoa, April 14 (by the Associa-

Water.

YCHIC

!

86,000, STATES!

(By The Atmorlatctl

Three Fourths of the Inhabitants of Beardstown, III.,.
Are Reported Affected By
High

HARDING FAVORS
ENVOYS

C

F

THEIR

JOURNAL.

ALBUQUEE

CITY,

Information Bureau,
Washington. D. C.
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Fire
Booklet.
Name
Street
City
State
Note
Many Journal readers
have been clipping out tho llaskfn
and
coupons ... mailing lliem to the
.InllMUl
All
OAMlll.
Tl.la
should not bo ilone. They should
"V

lUUIIt Q

1(1

,

J IIO

.lllllltm'rtH!

Iiiin iial Information Bureau. IVilfch.
iiiKton, D. c." as directed In the

coupon.

In a letter to Mayor A. T. Han-ne- tt
of Gallup, Rev. A. J. G. Dowle of
the Church of the Holy Spirit In
that city emphatically denied the
report that in his sermon last Sunday he had expressed pleasure at
the arrival of slate troops in Gallup
and had likened their arrival into
Gallup to the entrance of Jesus
Into Jerusalem.
After reading the report of Rev.
Dowle's alleged statement. Mayor
Ilannett addressed the following
letter to the Episcopal rectur:
"April 12. 1922.
"Rev. A. J. G. Dowie,
"Gallup, N. M.
"Dear Sir: In behalf of the
hoard of trustees of tho town of
Gallup I desire to be advised
whether or not you were correct! v
(looted in the Albuquerque Herald
as likening the sending of troops
into Gallup to the entrance ot Jesus
into Jerusalem. Of course, you are
entirely familiar with the facts and
know that it was
the efforts of the town ofthrough
Gallup and the
board of trustees, and tho Burns
agents emulnvprt hv tho i,n.,,i .,r
trustees of Gallup, that the town
nun oeen cleansed of
t.t,
v.i.t
and nrnstltutpa ami thn.bootleggers
tary had nothing to do with the
t3it.uui.iuii, except to neip serve the
warrants making the arrests. I
believe that yon, together with all
good citizens, also resent the action
of tho governor in illegally declaring martial law in the town nf
Gallup.
'I would be very much pleased,
however. If you would define your
position.
Respectfully,
"A. T. I1AN.VETT,
(Signed)
".Mayor of Gallup."
lovle IVnlcs statement.
Rev. Dowle's reply In which he
denies the statement and adds lhat

the troops were not needed In the
city, follows:
"Gallup, NT. M., April II,
"Mayor A. T. Ilannett.
"Gallup, N. M.
"Dear Sir: My attention had already been called to the quotation
of the Albuquerque Herald on Monday last, in which I am supposed to
have compared
the coming ot
troops into Gallup to the entrance
of Jesus Into Jerusalem.
"I made absolutoly no reference
to the coming of the military. Tht
only passage which could possibly
be connected with this alleged reference was one in which I did not
mention the military, but in this
section of my sermon I spoke wit It
of the successful
appreciation
cleanup of bootleggers and prostitutes, made the night before by tht
municipal authorities under your
direction. A cleanup about which
ve had been In conference, as
well know, for many months. Never
throughout my wholo tsermon did I
mention the soldiers and the reasons,
or lack of reasons, for their cominsf
to Gallup. So far as I know, or can
learn, the action ot the goernur
in declaring martial law In Gallup
is absolutely without a shadow
reason. Acts of violence may havo
occurred in Allison, although only
one such act has been reported to
me, but certainly nothing has happened in the town of Gallup that
would Justify such action.
"It appears to me as If the Albuquerque Herald was more anxlnute
to Justify the governor than to report my remarks on Sunday last.
"Very sincerely yours,
"A'. J. O. DOWIB.
(Signed)
"Rector Holy Spirit Church."1 '
Mayor Explains Haiti.
In bringing the matter to th attention of tho Morning Journal,
tContiuuvd vu fax Tv,e.

f
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PLEA MADE FOR
STANDING ARMY
OF 150,000 MEN

fSEMENOFF STILL
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New York. April 14. General
Gregorie Semenoff, ataman of the
1 Cossacks,
was still in I.udlow
street Jail tonight waiting for
Ontsldo. crowding
hall.
J $25,000
the street, perched on railings,
J leaning from windows, even sitting
on edges of roofs, were thousands
who waited for him, not to cheer.
but to hiss and "boo" the leader
J of the Cossacks.
who
Most of the thousands
milled about the Jail during the
of
Most
Cossacks.
the
knew
day,
women of
ithem were men and lived
In the
Russian descent who
the low-e- r
'thickly settled districtsdidofnot
know
east side. If they
themselves what tho hard riding
Cossacks can do, they had been
J told hy their fathers and mothers
who had fled from Russian
They had no love for Be- -,
man-Jsacr-

mtnoff.

Koservcs Called Out.
reserves
Early In the day police
were called out. They milled with
the throng, ready to avert any pos- slble trouble or to open a passage
way through the crowds when
callers came to the Jail. Once or
twice the reserves went Into the
and drove the people
tenements
t
from the roofs.
I When the rotund general wth
unmistaftaoio
monsinincn,
jus
J which flow over his broad cheeks
to points under his eyes, was taken
J out for exerciFe the angry roar of
, the crowd drowned all police or-- t
riers and there was a concerted but
futile push toward the jail doors.
Colonel Kroupsky, a former
czafist offcer, once district attor-- I
ney In T'ctrograd, went to visit
J Semenoff, his chief. He was hssed
t and booed as the police made a
wide lane for him by main force.
"
The colonel would not talk. He
J hurried Inside, conferred with the
'general and hurried out and
J away.
Semenoff. the smiling
j Xtadame
young woman who has stood be-- J
hind her husband for more than a
? week of trouble, did not visit the
Jail. She contented herself with
going to church and sitting In her
J hotel waiting for news of a ball
bond.
!
Attorneys Busy.
J
During the day the general's at- were
bUBy seeking to get
torneys
the $25,000 bond but company af-tcompany refused on "patriotic" grounds. An effort to have
Semenoff released through a legal
i vacating of his arrest failed and
4 the crowd milled on.
I A new effort to release the Cos-- I
It
sacks will be made tomorrow.
will bo through habeas corpus. If
attor-jney
Sit falls, there is nothing the
can do, they say, but wait
end of the hearing In which
the Youroveta Home and Foreign
"Trading company Is seeking to get
hrformarlon on Bemenoff's prop-- f
erty.
The general wants to sail for
J Europe next week, but his attor-- t
nevs today said he probably would
J

er

fnot.

rene Walsh, youngest
Memphis, makes a specialty
practice. - She express-J- j
es her readiness to accept all kinds
of criminal cases, from petty of-- 1
fenses to murder charges, but only
I on condition that the true facts be
jj presented to the Jury.

!MIs

stationed

at Camp

Washington, respectively. One of
the reasons given for the transfer
of the troops was that the barracks
of the two war time camps were
"literally going to pieces and In
some instances were. In such condition that men discharged would
not
A potential army
of 2,000,00(1
men Is the goal set by the war de
In
its
plans for
laying
partment
national defense, according to General I.assiter. The 2,000,000 man
army would he composed of three
h
forces, he said,
being assigned to the regulars;
to the national guard and three
sixths to the organized reserve. As
in the world war, in time of hostilities these forces would be at once
merged into a homogenous entity,
under unified federal control,
timos Predicted.
If the broad plan on which work
Is now progressing Is abandoned,
ha warned the committee, the United States "will have to face in the
next war the same, chaotic condi
tions as heretofore,"
The present authorized strength
of 150,000 men, tne witnessea said.
permitted the department to main
tain only 39,108 as infantry and
9,178 as cavalry troops ready for
Instant service nearly 60,000 men
being required for overhead, ad
ministrative and Instructive duties
of various sorts. Since the tactical units are at present below full
strength, even this theoretical
available force of Infantry and
cavalry Is larger than could be
actually depended upon In case of
immedlato need, he added.
one-sixt-

two-sixt-

CONTINUED CLOSING '
OF MINES REPORTED
(Hj Tha Aaaoclalrd PreM.)

Pittsburgh, Pa.. April
n

1,4.

Con-

tinued closing of
coal
mines In Fayette county by organizers of the United Mine Workers
were reported tonight hy Vice President P. T. Fagan at headquarters
here.
Latest additions lo the union
ranks, he said, had been made In
the Indian creek region, where six
mines.
Independent
employing
about 1.200 men, were closed.
Mr. Fagan said his reports from
Westmoreland county Included the
closing of fifteen mines yesterday
and today, bringing the total of
and
closed mines to thirty-fiv- e
striking miners to about 15,000.
non-unio-

FREEZE

IN

VALLEY

MESILLA
HURTS FRUIT

(Special Cnrreftpondfncc to The Journal.)

State College, N. M.. April 14.
Due to a freeze over the Mesilla
valley Tuesday night nearly all of
the peach crop and part of the
apples were killed. The weather
turned cold on Monday evening but
a wind blew all night and no dam
age was done. Tuesday evening the
wind went down but the freeze continued. The fruit In the valley has
been killed for the past two years
and will fall hard upon the farmers
wno count a good deal on their
fruit crop.
The first Institution for the Industrial education of young women In the United States was established at Columbus, Miss, In the
early eighties.

REPRESENTATIVES VISIT
PRESIDENT ON BEHALF OF BUSINESS

150,000

(Sperlnl Correspondence to The Journal.)
Raton, April 14. Sunday night

III
Says

the Tasks Set for It By
Law Cannot Be Accomplished With Less.
Bj The Amiot'lnled

rre.

in WW

i

lite

km

wr.

Jewelry store of C. A. Whlted on
Cook avenue and departed with a
few pockets full of watches and
Jewelry which were In the show
cases. The value of the goods was
set at about $300, the more valuable Jewelry and watches being In
the safe.
Early in the morning when tho
loss was discovered the sheriff's
office was notified of the robbery
and immediate' steps were taken
to apprehend the culprit. A B. of
L. F. & E. watch
charm was
found lying under one of the show
cases which had evidently
been
lost by the thief while in the store,
and the point of a pen knife was
found In the door casing where it
had been broken off in the attempt to get purchasing room for
the JImmle. J. W. McLane, a fireman, was suspected and arrested
shortly after It o'clock. He could
not account for his whereabouts
Sunday night and had lost his
charm, which was the one found
in the store. The goods could not
be found until last evening when
all the stolen goods and the
pen knife were discovered In McLane's tool box in the
Santa
Fe
J
reading room.
'
'
'
The goods which had been taken
4
from the second hand store of Iet-te- n
and Reynolds on North First
street which was broken into on
the same evening were also found
in McLane's box with the rest of
the loot.
McLane now rests in the county
Left to right, above: C E. LeVlgue, Washington; Charles F. Abbots, Jail with a charge of grand larceny
New York. Below t H. J. Kenner, New York; II. B. Heydon, New against him.

-

;

150,-00-

pre-wa-
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form the background for pictures,
furniture and hangings. It it important,
therefor that the walls harmonize with the
furnishings of the room, and that they be
quiet, unobtrusive, and lubstantial in
'Walls

T
LtUCOS

T
LU-VjO-rl-

at

t71

'

BP'-

-

permanent wall finish which gives
goft, refined, beautiful effect.

l a

,

It may be applied overplaster, wood, metal, brick, burlap,
or any previously varnished, painted or enameled surface.
It is washable, and Is not affected by vapor, steam or moisture. It
wall-pape-

Is durable and inexpensive.
Come In and see this beautiful wall finish and select the color

to

harmonize with your furnishings.

Enamels

State Distributors
I
--

ESaabb &Madger

"If It's Hardware, We Have It"
Phone 30S
..First and Copper.
.

ANOTHER OPERATION
MUST BE UNDERGONE
BY JOHN M'CORMACK
(Br The Associated Press.)

Jot

Mayor Hannett asked that In Justice to the town council of Gallup
the correspondence be published.
Explaining the "cleanup" of the
town and asking for publicity on
the question of the allejed statement of Rev. Dowie. Mayor Hannett wrote the following letter:
April 13, 1922.
Mr. Carl C. Magee,
Editor Albuquerque Morning
Journal,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Mr. Magee; I am taking
the liberty of handing you ofherewith
letters
for publication, copies
which parsed between myself and
Rev. A. J. G. Dowle.
I feel that an effort Is being
made to discredit the officers of
enforcethe town of Gallup in the
ment of the law relative to the Volth
time
stead act. For a long
town was in doubt as to whether or
not It could enforce an ordinance
similar In Us provisions to the somed
act, It being the view of conattorneys and some courts that
legislative
gress had exhausted traffic.
power over the liquor
aa
the
attorney genhowever,
eral of this state passed the opinion that the municipal authorities
could enforce an ordinance against
bootleggers,, the town authorities
took action. Especially in view of
the fact that a number of prohibition enforcement officers come to
Gallup and apent a considerable
and Febperiod of time in January
to the town
ruary and reportedwere
violano
marshal that there
tion of the Volstead act here.town
I trust that you will do the
.nnnii nf rinllnn and Its officersan act of common Justice In pub- .
lishlng the encioseo curreapunu-enceToura very truly.
A. T. HANNETT.
Mayor of Gallue.

METHODIST CHURCH AT
VEGAS WILL BE MOVED
The
steeple of the First Methodist
has
which
Episcopal church,
for more than
pointed akyward
torn
been
down,
forty years, has
preparatory to removing the struc-tufrom the cornor of Elgh'h and
National avenues to make way for
a new house of worahlp. The minding has been purchased hy the New
Mexico normal university and will
be located on the campus, between
the girls' aorority house and the
dormliory annex. It will be usea
for school purposes, and may become a girls' gymnasium. The new
Methodist church will be modern
In every ray, and will cost about
rj

40,000.

AT

SEASON

INTO GALLUP

EPWORTTI LEAGUE
OFFICIAL OFF ON
TRIP TO EUROPE

Y

June

f
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Jasper, Minn. "I saw in the paper
about Lyrtia E. Pinkham's Vegeta- rrTrTTTTTiTTiiiirrsTiiTii
Dieuompouna ana
took it because I
was having such
pains in my stom
ach and through
my baclc that I
could not do my
work. I had tried
other medicines,
but none did ma
the good that
your Vegetable
Compound did.
A
Now I am able to
do ail my work alone while before I
had my daughter staying at home to
do it I have told a number of
friends what it has done for me and
give you permission to use my letter
Mrs. Jesse
as a testimonial."
Petersen, Route 1, Jasper, Minn.
for your
reason
There is no better
trying Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound than this it has helped
other women. So if you suffer from
displacements, irregularities, backache, nervousness or ere passing
through the Change or Jjiie remember this splendid medicine. What it
did for Mrs. Petersen it may do for
you.
The Vegetable Compound stands
upon a foundation of nearly fifty
years of service.

llill
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WESTERN

SECRETARIES

Her Housework

and Tijeras
Avenue.
A distinctly
special school
In an ideal location. We are
successfully preparing secsteretaries, accountants,
typists, correnographers,
spondents and other office
workers. Join our enthusiastic student body.

Eighth Strcot

AIoneBecauseLydiaE. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Helped Her

ii

Resinoldoes

overcome skin

trouble

At all druggists

i

r

COAL
Just received Several Cars
of
FANCY EGG

....$10.50

GALLUP LUMP ..$11.00
OMERA LUMP... $11.50

Aztec Fuel Co.
Phone 251
L.

JOE MILLER, Pres.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results,

u
f'

rill ii
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lb. Hershey's Bitter Chocolate, per cake.... 17c
lb. Hershey's Homestead Sweet Milk
Chocolate
,
25c
12 lb. Hershey's Regular Sweet Milk
Chocolate
, t 25c
V2 lb. box Hershey's Chocolate Kisses.
!33c
1 lb. box
Hershey's Chocolate Kisses
.....63c
V size Croquette Wafers
. ,
, lSc
Full size Croquette Wafers
,29c
5c Hershey's Almond Bars
,
4c
5c Hershey's Milk Bars.
.'. 4c
10c Hershey's Almond Bars
8c
10c Hershey's Milk Bars
... '. 8c
4 lb. Shelled Pecans........
25c
5c Crackerjacks
4c
10c Velvet Molasses Kisses
9c
20c Velvet Molasses Kisses
....".'.".18c
35c Velvet Molasses Kisses
32c
10c Angelus Marshmallows.
8c
35c Angelus Marshmallows....
W
'.25e
10c can Hershey's Cocoa
,
6c
Ve lb. can Hershey's Cocoa
1 5c
V2 lb. can Walter Baker's Cocoa
,22c
1 lb. can Walter Baker's Cocoa.
,43c
Vz
V2

0

.................

'.

Soofhinq and HeaJinq

(Br The Associated Frets.)

Atlanta. Ga.. April 14. A wed
ding at the home plate opened the
basebnll season today in Atlanta.
Gordon Flowers,
claiming the
local club manager's offer of fifty
dollars and two season tickets for
any couple who would have the
knot tied at Ponce De Leon park,
led Mrs. Cora Cooper to the Improvised altnr just before Atlanta and
Chattanooga took the field for their
opening Southern association game.
The fans gave them a demonstra;
tion fit for a

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

SPRING
FOOTWEAR

(Br The AMOciated Trent.)
Charleston, W. Va.. April 14.- Judge McClintio of the distriot
court here,, late this afternoon
opergranted an injunction
ators of the New river coal fields
restraining activities of the United
Mine Workers in that region, it was
announced by Ira A. Mottersheard,
clerk of the district court. The injunction will affect 119 operations,
It was said.

al

PRICED LOWER THAN EVER

Albuquerque's Greatest Shoe Sale
Now going on at the Manufacturers' Sale Shoe Store has not
only afforded great savings to our patrons, but has gained us
many pleased customers. What it has done for them, it will
do for you. COME! SAVE!

USE SLOAN'S TO
I EASE LAME BACKS

YOU

can't do your best

TWO STORES IN ALBUQERQUE
330 North Third
205 North First

New Arrivals of Season's Latest

.....

GUEST OP REBEKAIIS.
Las Vegas, N. M., April 14
Lillian B. James, of Albuaueraue.
president of the Kebekah assembly
of New Mexico, was guest of the
uis Vegas Kebekahs on Thursday
night, at a social session. Mrs,
James is visiting friends In LaS

Now Can Do All

TH

SCHOOL FOR PRIVATE

...............

trie

This advice comes
from thousands who
have found that

to-th-

The Rev. Charles W. Guthrie
has accepted nr. invitation
from
Methodist bishops in Europe to
and
help establish
league work there with the work
in the United States. During his
work abroad Dr. Guthrie will visit
practically every country of Eu
rope

423 North First Street

ATLANTA

fed-er-

The Rev. Charles W. Guthrie,

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

TO HELP MOTHER

know this will
heal that rash

RESI

GLASS
CEMENT

3TEP, HAD

"Donl experiment
anv longer. I

because I've

U B E R

L U

Journal.)
April 14.

Mary Marcotte, aged 18 years, died
suddenly earlv Thursday morning
of diphtheria. Miss Marcotte had
been ill, but thought the trouble
was a light attack o; tonsilltis. A
dector was not called until shortly
before her death. The clrl's par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Marcotte, are
in Kansas, and she was with a clrl
companion at the timj of her death.

HELD TO GRAND JURY.
14. William
Chicago,
April
"Sailor") Friedman, a boxer, and
three others were held to the grand
jury today as accessories to the
killing of Abe Rubin, on recommendation of a coroner's jury.
Rubin was shot In a pool room last
Sunday.

INJUNCTION GRANTED
;
TO COAL OPERATORS

V

Correspondence
Las Vegas, N. M.,

14.

home-rurfkln-

V

'

New York. April 14. John Mc- Cormack, famous Irish tenor, who
has been dangerously ill with an
affliction of the throat, will have
to under go another operation to
remove pus formations.
His physician, Dr. A. C. Dupont,
stated today that by Monday the
singers throat, which was still
badly swollen, would be ready for
another lancing.
'Mr. Mccormack has passed the
crisis," said Dr. Dupont. "His sep-ti- o
throat is somewhat better. He
can swallow with less pain but he
will not be able to sing for many
months. Mr. McCormack will leave
for Ireland early next month if his
health will permit."
Since last Saturday, it is said,
Mr.
McCormack
has fallen in
weight from 220 pounds to 200 or
his
frlonds
believe that it
less, and
will be months before he is again
well.
He will be 38 years old on

PORTED

IT

Las Vcgaa, N. M.. April 14.

VarnishesStaint

4

RELEASED

Vol-stea-

Good Taste in Wall Decoration

broken-po-

inted

ARBUCKLE FILMS

(Continued from Page One.)

U

a thief Jimmied the door of the

Washington, April 14. The regular army cannot accomplish the
task set for It hy law with a personnel of less than ir0,000. MaJ.
Gen. J. G. Harbord, deputy chief
of staff, declared today before the
senate appropriations committee in
connection with its consideration of
the pending army appropriation
bill. Attempt to carry out the work
laid down for the war department
with less than 150.000 men, he
said, would mean that "something
must give way."
"There la a minimum limit below which you cannot go with
safety," General Harbord told the
"The air service can
committee.
not be efficient below 15,000 men;
field artillery can
and
the cavalry
0
not safely be diminished. If
or more men cannot be had,
then In my Judgment congress
should frankly state a different
mission for us and not mislead the
country on our national defense."
r
with tho
Comparison
army authorized in 1916 would be
misleading, the deputy chief of
staff asserted, since tho army then
lora.
numbered sixty-fiv- e
regiments of
at
A delegation of four men. renresentine the commercial standard!
Infantry against thirty-eigpresent; twenty-fiv- e
cavalry regi council, recently coiled on President Harding in the interests of greater
ments against fourteen, and twenty-prosperity and cleaner standards of business. The delegation requested
one
regiments of field artillery Harding to address their organization.
The council is made up of
not
to
mention
against eighteen,
organizations of commercial men. The members of the
various new units which since have executives from
C. E. LeVig , Washington, American Ship Service
been added, all of which have delegation were:
tended to reduce the strength of corporation; ennnes r. aodou, isiew xorg, secretary oi tne American
Society of Sales Executives; H. J. Kenner, .representative of the Associthe "fighting elements."
"I believe the appropriation as ated Advertising Clubs of the World; H. R. Heydon, New York, National
passed by the house of representa- J jsociation of Purchasing Agents.
tives is dangerously small and Imperils the national defense," General Harbord continued, "particuFLOOD DRIVES
larly striking at the national guard,
the organized reserves, the reserve
HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
officers' training camps and the
FROM THEIR HOWIES
civilian military
camps
training
and so reduce the regular estimate
that the purpose of the act of June
BE
(Continued from Page One.)
1920 (national defense act.
4,
was no danger threatening in the
amended), cannot be carried out.
General Harbord outlined the
lower reaches of the river. Especrequired functions of the wnr deially was this true, they said, with
IS
and
The
first
partment.
primary
regard to New Orleans.
duty, he said, was to "trnln and de
Today's forecast that a stage of
velop the. national guard."
22.6 feet, .6 of a foot higher than
This we consider our principal
previous record established in
in Three
Trials the
"There Defense
mission," he explained.
bo reached
here,
1916, would
are now employed In the work 965
among
In caused no apprehension
Cost $11 0,000.
officers and 1.800 soldiers."
levee officials.
Among other responsibilities of
cluding Attorneys' Fees; Reports from Plaquemlne, La.,
the war department, he Included
where a newly constructed suction
of necessary
the maintenance
Fatty Has No Plans.
of the levee had shown signs of
schools for training the component
were to tho effect that
weakening,
PrcHi.t
Aaaorlnted
(Ur Inn
the engineers had won their fight
parts of the army, the maintenance
14.
overhead
of "the administrative
San Francisco, Calif., April
there and no further trouble was
for the regular army, national The defense of Roscoe C. (Fatty) anticipated.
guard and organized reserves; pro- Arbucklo In the three manslaugh
viding of garrisons for overseas ter trials In connection with the TRACTORS ARE NEIXO
possessions and continental coast death
LSEJ) IS ItKSClE WORK
of Miss Virginia Itappe cost
defenses and to maintain a well
not
more
1110,000,
than
including
trained force for emergency pur
Peoria, 111., April 14. Tractors
fees, it was learned to- are
poses. "The school system," he attorneys'
being used tonight to take peowitnesses ple and
of
bnn:;-n- g
The
day.
5,012
and
officers
2.671
"took
their belongings out of the
said,
Chicago and othor cities en- East Peoria drainage and developmen, the administrative organiza- from
of
the
tailed
tho
greater
portion
ment district
tion 2.278 officers and 14.719 men
following warning
that the dike of the Illinois river is
and the coast defenses "with only expense.
No fees have b?en received by not expected to
stastand for more
thirteen of the twenty-fiv- e
exhours. A high
tions manned," required 477 offi- defenso attorneys H3 yet, it waschief than twenty-fou- r
(iavin
McNab,
by
plained
wind
will
break the levee, rivermen
cers and 6,592 men.
arwas
It
Arbucklo..
for
counsel
overseas
possessay.
for
Garrisons
All public buildings In East Peranged that no financial matters
sions were estimated at 1,907 offi- were
to be considired "until Ar oria have been cpened to refugees.
cers and 84.670 enlisted men by
McNab
buckle
had
been
cleared,"
Trains entering Peoria are going
warned
who
General Harbord,
said.
through six inches of water for two
against the United Slates shunning
to
was
release all of blocks.
It
planned
obligation to
its "unmistakable
tho Arbuckle films that wevo comkeep order and preserve life and pleted nt the time he met with his MAXV RMAT.Tj STREAMS
property" in those districts.
REPOUTl-:- i
OVERFLOWING
here. It was learned.
"Should we again be forced Into difficulties himself
Arbuckle
has no immediwar," he said, "our overseas gar- ate
14, Heavy
Ho
to
refused
O.,
Columbus,
April
nppear
risons would practically remain as In aplans.
monologue In local theaters. rains whlcn prevailed over most of
the emergency finds them. It is Tho offer
was made after his ac- Ohio late today and tonight had
doubtful if we could reinforce
caused small
streams in many
them after war had actually begun, quittal.
not
care to capitalist my parts of the irtnto to overflow their
"I
do
and to do It while relations were
nnH
Krnnp-hhnnlca
nhnnf whfit wna
sn soon after achievstrained would
probably precipi- good fortune
rosarded as a serious flood situation
Arbucklo
"Tliero
is
said.
it,"
in
act
ing
overt
first
tate matters; the
attached to the In the Hocking river valley.
the war between Ttussla and Japan a sentlmentalism
experience or acquittal that must
preceded the declaration of war." come
before any commercialism.
I will return to my profession WEDDING AT THE HOME
MINISTER MISQUOTED
when I consider it proper to do
PLATE USHERS IN THE
REGARDING SOLDIERS' so."

ENTRY

1

SANTA FE FIREMAN AT MEADOW CITY GIRL IS
RATON IS ARRESTED ON
VICTIM OF DIPHTHERIA
GRAND LARCENY CHARGE (SpMnl
to The

Ml

.e. Deputy Chief of Staff

-'

now

OF

COSiaiEECIAL

FAVORS

STANDING

)

also told the committee tliat the
war department was again seriously
considering the abandonment of
some of the army posts and the
concentration of the forces Into
those retained.

Outside! ,t
Wait
Cheer, ButiA"--arid BOO tne!Hvlsions,

Thousands

;

'Continued from rage One
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t

when

back and every muscle,
i
aches with fatigue,
r Apply Sloan's Liniment freely, with-trubbing, and enjoy a penetrative
glow of warmth and comfort.
Good for rheumatism, neuralgia,
sprains and strains, aches and pains,
sciatica, sore muscles, stiff joints and
the after effects of weather exposure.
t For forty yearspaln's enemy. Ask
your neighbor. Keep Shan't Handy,
f At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

ut

Women's New Arrivals
in Spring Footwear
here you'll
'

find Patent and
Combination,
Satins,
Now Patterns, White Kid., etc.
Bnckle Straps, But Ion Straps,
Jazz Oxfords; all stylo liccls Including
Spanish' "'and Baby
French, at only

There la a Shoe for everybody
here, and our new arrivals will
please most people. Get them
direct from us and save the
difference;

$1.89 fo $4.89

$1.85 to $4.98

Suede

rS

liniment

Men's and Boys' New
Dress and Work Shoes

NOTHING

OVER.? $4.98

NOTHING OVER $4.98

Misses', Children's and
Infants' New Spring
Footwear

.1

f

for children are most
complete
WH'.'.t0Ter you want
brown,
white, patent, etc.
Ojfordi
Mary Janes, or strap styles at
yonr service at only

49c to $2.85
NOTHING OVER $4.98

Vegas.

TUBERCULOSIS
Dr.
priKif

Glan ' Ms
h
it abl

puttllv
ti cur
tuberculoma by Inhalation
In any climate.
Fitr further Information
adclrrlt THU T. F. OI.ASe
INHALANT CO.. MASON
I.OS ANOHV
BUILDING,
USS CALIFOBMA.

Wind Shield
I
I 421

Glass-Lumb-

er

c. BAi.nmmiK ldmiikh co.
I'buna 02.
Baulk Flnl Street.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
S1C9

Boilermaker
and HVifer.
South Second St. , Tel. 1847--

i

I
I

I

Manufacturers Sale Shoe Store
301

North First Street.

Across From Elms Hotel.

19,
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OFFER GOOD PROGRAM
AT CRYSTAL EASTER
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FERRIS-TAYLO-

BAPTIST RALLIES

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW

COVER MOHET HAN

Hi

ONE

STATE

Evolution.
April 9. 1922,
of
Editor
the Morning Journal,
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
My Dear Sir: Counting on your
willingness to let the people hear
both sides of a question, I beg leave
to make a few remarks regarding
editorial on "Evolution"
your
which appeared in this morning's

One Hundred Workers ParJournal.
ticipate in Meetings Held I do not need

During
Collect

Past Week; to
$50,000.

About 100 preachers, laymen and
women workers of the Baptist
church have been busy for the past
week In redemption rallies being
held In the Baptist churches of the
the
state. More than
state has been covered with these
meetings. Some of the churches
y
have held
meetings with
dinner on the prrounds. In others
a series of services for three successive nights have been held with
the speaking teams shifting for
each service. All these workers
will continue on the field to the
close of April in Interest of
for the 75 Million campaign. None of them will receive
extra salary and most of them are
paying their own expenses. Many
business men have sufficient interest to leave their own affairs,
furnish their cars and go afield.
The minimum amount of money
The
to be collected Is $37,000.
workers hope to make it J50.000
0
by the close of the month. If
Is collected Montezuma college
collecwill receive $25,000 from
tions. The education board will
doubtless furnish $25,000, which
will take care of necessary Improvements and equipment for the
opening of the college.
The object of these special rallies is to reach the people with information as to what has been accomplished In the past two and a
half years In the way of strengthening and enlarging every form of
and
Baptist missions, educational before
benevolent work, and to set
1he people the things that need to
be done. Montezuma college Is the
strongest Incentive for New Mexico
Baptists in the present roundup.
People are Interested and enthusThe
iastic over this movement.
Every
state Is well organized.
will be
church and community
reached. Sacrificial giving Is already being witnessed. Reports
headreaching
and remittances
quarters In Albuquerque Indicates
widespread interest and eplendld
held the
progress. Rallies will be churches
coming week in all the
Northeastern,
the Lincoln,
of
Southeastern and Portales associations. This territory includes more
than 100 Baptist churches and the
working force will be enlarged
lather than diminished.
In addition to these special rallies the campaign is receiving attention from all the pulpits of the
state. Sunday services are being
devoted to the work.
OnAtnrv Tlrnnpi. will SDOaK next
Sunday morning in Silver City and
in Santa Rita sunaay msm.
one-ha-

lf

all-da-

collec-lectlo-

$50,-00-

1

FREMONT GROCERY
FORCED TO VACATE BY
THE FIRST OF MAY
i
'ft

On or about May 1 the Fremont
Grocery company, doing business
uenirai
at 217 West
vkhu,Whicn
nimrlRrS.
'
men
i
lairuia 4I.IH
they have occupied for a numDer
move
ana
lurmer w
of years,
Central avenue to 410, Just east of
the Penney store. The new store
is being erected by George Everitt.1.
and will be completed by May
Fremont company
It will give theHinnlav
goods
cr.o tn 1b on onetheir
of the lot
store
old
Their
to bo used by tne new duuuh.b
the First National bank, and the
Fremont store will be torn down
shortly

PRELIMINARY HEARING .
HFI n IN RICHARDSON
CASE BEFORE M'DONALD
In the case
preliminary hearing
with
Richardson.-charge- d
In
interstate
having transported
commerce, from Terrlll, Texas, to
Albuquerque, an automobile,wasknowheld
ing it to have been stolen,
United
yesterday afternoon before
D. F.
States Commissioner
,
.
TiunfAan atnteil that nfl nau
of
M.
W.
Daly,
car
the
from
bought
car
Terrill, Texas, for $600. The 1920
was a Hudson speedster of
model, and hag a Texas license,
299662. Commissioner
ft numbered
MaeDonald deferred decision until
2 o'clock.
at
today
A

of W. W.

d.

019

THE VERGE
OF SICKNESS

Symptoms Indicated Need of
Black - Draught, Which
South Carolina Lady
Took "and Felt Much

Better."

would get dizzy.
"I didn't feel like doing my
work. I ate very little, yet that
bilious,

,
aiun l seem lo net wen.
"I began to look around for a
remedy. My husband had taken
t,
Thedford's
and
found It so satisfactory, I decided
to take It, too.
"I took big doses at' first, then
smaller. It regulated my bowels
and cleaned off my liver, and I
felt much better."
, Constipation Is known to lead
to much sickness among those
who do not understand Its dangers, and who neglect to treat It
promptly. It Is often a sign your
liver is out of order and needs
help. When bothered with constipation, Indigestion, biliousness,
due to derangement of the Hver,
t.
.
take Thedford's
has proved a
valuable remedy for liver troubles
for over seventy years, and Is used
by thousands of people with sat
lsfactory results.
Sold, by good, druggists every- where,
'Black-Draugh-

Black-Draugh-

l

Many today are his successful apostles in this respect.
However, it may have been with
these advocates and apostles of
r,uch a doctrine it matters little now
since Time, the prover, Has ac
cording to, Prof. Bateson a preauthority
eminently acknowledged
on biology after more than forty
years offered not an lota in support
He further states
of Darwinism.
that while still favoring the theory
ho is forced to abandon Darwinism and turn to "the dim outline
offered by geology."
But here he is taken to task by
Pror. Price, (geloglst, California),
who states that tne new findings of
ecology, coming more and more to
the front as "The New Catastro-phlsm,- "
has nothing to offer in
support ol evolution, but on the
contrary leaves or will leave, nothing out of harmony with the Biblical account cf creation.
With whatever frequency or
rroximity these cataclysmic changes
each otner,
may have followed
bek
leaving no connecting
tween the successive eras, there Is
no need to be specially concerned,
Inasmuch as the opening sentence
of the Word of God that "In the
beginning God created the heavens
and the earth" embraces an indefinite and indeterminable time,
being so recognized by able and
In the
accepted Bible scholarship.
words of Dr. Scofield: "The first
creative act of Genesis I. 1, refers to
the dateless past, and gives scope
for all the geologic ages."
We welcome the findings cf a
true science, but where it is unable
to disclose it should stand with
bared and bowed head In the presence of impenetrable profundity in
of Him
humble acknowledgment
has set the
whose omniscience
The fuilure of many to
bounds.
do this and the making of hypothe-se- s
into dogmas has made a sorry
mess.
Science itself lias purged out the
error of Darwinian evolution. Then
are, however, many adherents In
college and university and in echo-In
ing pulpit and press that persist
nursing the lifeless proposition to
the misleading of the many.
It is high time this thumb sucking cease and a turn made to matters of substance and life as revealed in the Word of God.
That thev do not do so in the face
of such exposures seems explainable
only on the ground that they do not
wish to surrender a weapon that
combats that word which is a mirror to their Inner man thai
searches him out and reveals what
he is in the sight of God.
Evolution would deny the first
chapter of Genesis and the virgin
birth and deity of Jesus and thus
the Bible as God's word. It denies
a fiat creation and substitutes a
process a process in which others
besides yourself profess to see a
the
greater and a higher Gcd than how
God of Genesis. We wonder
if
We
wonder
much greater!
they
Can you, Mr.
really do believe It. measure
God
Editor, who would
law, tell the
by a hypothetical
writer how much greater your god
of evolution is than his God of
love that came down so low as to
be spit upon by vile and profane
mouths and to dlo an ignominious
death for him, and for all who will
receive it. A death with thieves
end robbers on a degrading Roman
cross? Have you any height that
exceeds this depth?
Anything
greater than a life laid down for

ht

'

querque yesterday afternoon from
old Mexico for a stay of a few days.
, Miss Jewell Henley of the Western Union offices is spending her
vacation at Deming, N. M.
The committee from the Business and Professional Women's
club request all persons to whom
they have given tickets to sell for
the charity ball on Monday night
at the armory to turn in all unsold
tickets to the Hat Shop, 109 South
Fourth street, by Saturday noon.
The Royal Neighbors of America
session towill meet In regular
night at 7:30 o'clock In I. O. O. F.
hall for Initiations.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Ilahn Coal Company
Phone HI.
The choir of St. John's cathedral
church will sing Gounod's "St.
CecellB, Mass" at the 10:30 o'clock
service Sunday morning.
There will be a special meeting
of the Albuquerque Building Trades
afternoon in
Council Saturday
reIibor temple at 3 o'clock to and
committees
from
ceive reports
All delegates
give instructions.
urged to attend.
A. H. Wilde, local manager for
leave
the Armour company, will westSunday for a business trip to
ern Arizona. He will be absent
several weeks.
Asthma? Dr. Murray, osteopath.
nt T. Armiin hniirilntr.
nhone 741.
There are undelivered telegrams
for F. S.
office
at Western Union
Sanders, C. R. Wood, John A. Fortune, B. L. Hues, Cecil Hill and Joe
Nucent.
The nnnlver?ary of tlte I. O. O.
F. and Rebekahs will be celebrated
April 26.
No. 3.
Pilgrim Commandery
will attend
Templar,
Knights
Easter services at he Lead Avenue
Methodist church, Sunday morning at 11. o'clock. AH members
and visiting Sir Knights nre requested to meet nt the Masonic
temple at 10 o'clock.

life-lin-

2.

ia

Postmaster

playgoers a superior entertainment
opening their engagement tomorrow night, (Easter) Sunday, April
16, with the comedy drama "The
Church and It's People," in four
big acts. It Is one of deep appeal
and with a story as r.tisorbtng and
interesting and lasting as "Way
Down East," equally balanced with
pnthos and comedy. The vaudeville specialties are new, fast and
the kind that keeps the audience
wanting more. Albuquerque people hardly realize the great treat
thnt is In store for them, if they
enjoy fun ana a good hearty laugh,
for "Toby" and the Taylor players
In their plays are sure fun producers.
from the
Everything
bright and sunny side of life. This
Is
be
city
exceptionally
going to
toiul of Toby as a fun maker, but
tli ty are go:ng to be equally fond
of the rest o( the cast.
All the
plays are full of life, action and
humor, being mostly of the
funny-bon- e
tickling type
and at prices within the reach of
heart-grlnpln-

'By The Aocliitd Press.)
14. The
total
Berlin, April
number of victims from an explosion of a mine a few days ago In a
cemetery at Gleiwitz. Upper Silesia,n
now has reached 2.13, says a des-ptoll from Breslau today to the
Vossische Zeltung.
It is believed here that the explosion was accidental, but never-

theless, says tho newspaper, the
police continue in an acgrcsive attitude, accusing the Germans of
authorship of the explosion.

SPECIE LS

house-number-

Mail Box
Special

FOR

THE LAST MINUTE

85c
WITH

good heavy steel mall box
with a substantial lock. Much
better
than the ordinary
kind; good looking,
Others from 35c to

$9.75

Capes, Wraps and Coats in all the late colors,

Aluminum
House Numbers.

$9.50 T0 $25.00

5c

Extra Special

$2.95

ry

Thomas' Ice Cream

$1.25

PHONE 305
we have It"

(T-

PxUU

$23.50 and Up.

iuC

E. B. BOOTH
New salesroom,

115 S. Second.

FREE A Hat or Cap with every boy's suit. Boys'
Suits with 2 pair of trousers from

5

3
20S East Central Ave.
KANSAS CITY MEATS

Boys'

T0
$7.50
$14.75
Blue Waists

Hundreds of Highland families are taking advantage of our Free Delivery Service bunch your orders and get them in early is all we ask.
1 doz. Strictly Fresh Eggs 25c
1 lb. Glas
Grapelade. . . .24c
1
lb. Butter (Creamery) .. 38c
5 lb. can Peanut
Butter SI. OH
1
qt. Sweet Milk (bottled) 11c
2 lb. can Pitted
Cherries,
White
30c
1 lb. Salted Peanuts
15c
2 Mackerel
,25c
(large)
2V4 lb. can Pears
33c
1 Lux
10c
Strawberries

.....

WELL

MORRIS

GEO.

WeSellSiawjERfc

con-i..i-

Product.

Easter Specials In Groceries
for TODAY

1
1

rocery Prices

25c
pint Green Olives
pt. Mixed Sweet Tickles 30o

Asparagus

CRESCENT GROCERY

V.

SELLING OUT BELOW COST

Fresh Shipment of

We are moving in the immediate future to our new
location, 410 West Central Ave., aside of the J. C.
Penney Co., and we are placing our entire stock of
staple and fancy groceries on sale at below cost in
order to cut down the cost of moving, and give all
our friends and patrons the full benefit of this
saving.

Johnston's
Appreciated
Chocolates
In

1, 9

and

S

boxes.

HERE ARE A FEW OF
THE AMAZINGLY LOW PRICES

pound

PRICE

;

j

lb. can
33c
Lipton's Coffee,
n
Coffee, 1 lb. can
37c,
Maxwell House Coffee, 1 lb. can
38c
Solitaire Coffee, 1 lb. can
,.39c.
J. S. B. Coffee, 1 lb. can
39c'
Folger's Coffee. 1 lb. can 41c; 212 lb. can... $1.00
Alto Coffee, 1 lb. can 42c; 2 lb. can 82c; 5 lb, $2.00
82c
Schilling Coffee, 1 lb. can 42c; 2 lb. can
212 lb. can
$1.02
Hills Bros. Red Can Coffee. 1 lb. can.
. .,. .44c
2 lb. can
86c
Mocha Java Coffee, 1 lb. can
59c
National Rolled Oats,large pkg. 24c; small... 11c
Armour Rolled Oats, large package
..26c
Solitaire Rolled Oats, large package
28c
Carnation Mush, small pkg. 17c; large pkg:... 39c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, package
.16c
Swift Silver Leaf Pare Lard, 2 lb; can 36c; 5 lb. 86c
Heinz Tomato Ketchup, small 21c; large size..32o
Van Camp Tomato Soup 9c; 3 cans for.25c
Van Camp Salad Dressing, 7 oz. jar for
23c
Columbine Tomatoes 10c can; 11 cans for... $1.00
Kellogg's Shredded Krumbles 13c; '2 pkgs. for 25c
15c
Kellogg's Corn Krisp 8c; 2 packages for
20c
Fairy Soap 7c; 3 bars for
1

j

Franco-America-

$1.00 and up
Palace Drug
Co.

Phone - - -

54

....

rl

Easter!
Easter!
Don't forget to get your Easter Cards
and Easter Supplies of All Kinds. We
have everything you will need for the
occasion.

Baskets, Rabbits, Grass,
Eggs, Cards and Folders.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS

;

-

CO.

Third Street and Central Avenue

lb. can Pineapple. .. ,30o
2'4 lb. can Blackberries. ,2So
2Vi lb. can Peaches
20c
2'z lb. can Sweet Spuds. 20c
1 lb. Fresh Tomatoes. .. ,20c
3
Dill Pickles
10c

For Easter
IURRYUI

DREYFUSS

98c and up

2Vi

3.

CREAM COFFEE
Sold at this Store.

'

$4.75

75c T0 $7.50

NO-TIC-

.

T0

Children's Organdy Dresses in colors,
(JQ OPT
sizes 6 to 14. today only
Ladies' Kayser Knit Bloomers,
rv
Easter special price
Ladies' Kayser Silk Lisle Band Top
OQ
Vests, special
. Nice Selection of Vanity Bags and Novelty Belts

SUITS TO ORDER

Rear end of Central Avenuo
store room; suitable for sample
room, etc.
Phono (105--

J.

CHOCOLATE

$8.75

t)Ud

FOR RENT

For Your
Easter Dinner

-.

-f

Children's Hats and Bonnets,

First and Copper.

Pr

Let Us Send a Man)

( (r
MUiD

(T-

Biggest assortment of Millinery in the city from

Raabe & Mauger

"It It's hardware,

Today Only

Ladies' High Grade Pattern Hats,
worth up to ?25.00

The kind that last forever.
Will not rust or corrode, 50
per numeral.

EXPERT
MAKING,
Eiigravlns.- Jewelry
Repairing- Opposite Postofflce.
11H South Fourth.

$24.50

$14.50 T0 $32.50

$2.25.

WATCH

T0

Ladies' Beautiful Spring Suits,

well-mad- e.

FOGG, The Jeweler

BUYERS

Our Stock is Complete and Offers Big Selections
Ladies Canton Crepe Dresses

LOCK

A

g,

NUMBER OF VICTIMS
FROM AN EXPLOSION
IN SILESIA IS 233

"""""""sMBsBsm

Has Issued an order to the
effect that mail will be delivered only to homes which
s
have mall boxes and
plainly displayed
To help people comply with
this order we have placed on
sale a

all.

--

EXTRA

The

Coal Siiid! Co. Phone: 4 and 6
The Ferris-Taylo- r
Stock company
Mrs. A. B. Grant, cousin of Mrs
Charles Conroy, arrived in Albu- will endeavor to give Albuquerque

to' defend the Bible.
It needs only to be fieej it will defend itself.
After reading it for
about twenty years, and after some
study of science, I claim that a literal interpretation of the Scriptures
will fit in with the honest disclosures of Bdence. But if by "disclosures" you mean "hypothesis" then
it will not fit. Since there are t
least three classes of such hypotheses extant it seems rather foolish,
if not disingenuous, for any one to
discredit the simple, yet sublimo
record of the earth's origin as given
In the Holy Scripture.
The Bible does not claim that the
earth wns rrtMitrd In six days. It
was created "in the beginning."
creation the
After the original
earth evidently underwent a cataclysmic change such as the geological record show's. This accounts
for the chaotic condition of the
earth ns described in Genesis 1:2.
"And the earth was without form
and void." It was not so created
"in the beginning." "The God that
formed the earth and made it . . .
established and created it not a
waste." Isaiah 4 5 ; 1 8 R. V. The
"making" of the six days is distincta
from the original creation as
careful reading of Genesis 2;3 will
show. "All His work which God
created nml made" is no mere
tautology; it Is divine accuracy.
Here is at least one good reason
men
why I must believe that the were
who wrote the Scriptures
word
Divine
hand,
the
guided by
for word as they wrote. St. Paul
claims this in 1 Corinthians 2:13
where he sr.ys, "which things also
we speak not In the words which
man's wisdom teacheth, but which
POOL PLAYERS NOTICE.
the Holy Ghost teacheth." Is God
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to
in
the
its
be
given
prizes
Bible must be
making the highest score In each
To argue that to believe this makes
during the tniny flays.
"It necessary to believe the same of
every interpreter from the original
tongue and every amanuensisof who
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the
transcribed before the days
as
as
is
logical
Just
DOINGS
printing press"
to say that your stenographer, or
for
is
responsible
Thirty-fou- r
your compositor,
water taps have been
the wording of your editorials.
made on the Heights since the first
writers
its
for
claims
The Bible
of January, which means thirty-fou- r
new homes or an average of
that they were holy men. Unholy
a
men could not produce such
ten per month.
book. It also claims that they
J. M. Sylves'er has purchased ri
the
lot on Columbia avenue south ot
spake as they were movedInbyother
1:21.
2
Peter
Ghost.
Coal with a view of building nn atHoly
tractive home for himself and famwords, they were Inspired. That
thev prophesied of things beyond
ily.
1
in
a
passage
shown
R. H. Leathermnn has Just purthem is
by
This does not prove,
chased a lot on Stanford nvenuo
Peter 1:10-1merely
on which he has already begun imhowever, that they were hand
of
the
provements.
passive instrumentstn Inthe
contnry.
l.i.t rnther
The individuality of each prophet
BIBS WANTED.
is one of the market1, features of
Bids will be received up to noon
his work.
on April 1 8, 1922. at the office of
To say that "Inspiration was
Don J. Rankin, flood commissioner,
for the construction of 4.800 cubic
spiritual, not intellectual,"the is not
spirit
In
true.
Scripture,
quite
yards of earth dike.
DON J. RANKIN.
and the intellect are identical. "For
of
a
what man knoweth the things
which
man
of
save
the
spirit
man,
We deliver any size any
your sake?
is In him." 1 Corinthians 2:11. And
Ah! no, such a statement cannot where.
it is this Inspiration by the Holy be more than a mere
Henry Transfer Co.,
that makes the Bible, and
Phone 939.
Spirit
whistling in the dark.
U
f.tth fm,nHa llttnn it. DlVinO.
InAs to the plenary and verbal
The Christian faith is not universal jspiration of Scripture which your
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in the sense of universal accept- article denies, scripture speaKS iur BITTNER
ance. Therefore that would be
Phone S21-"All Scripture is given by SI9M South First.
itself:
Its
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divinity.
proof
Inspiration of God," (II. Tim. III.,
That there was progression tn 16. also Ex. IV. 15. II Peter I 21)
creation no student of Scriptures land no philosophy of man will
will deny. Evolution, however, is change that truth, if it Is not so
but a theory. In a notable address received it is because the denier or
To replace that broken window
on this subject before the meeting the questioner has not lyipded the
of the American Association for dictum of Jesus
the Christ to glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
at
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Science,
must
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"Ye
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the Advancement
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British museum, In replying to a
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Prof.
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EMPIRE Cleaners

Townville, S. C. Describing the
benefits she has obtained from
Black
the use of Thedford's
Draught, Mrs. J. T. Royster, who
on
Route z, recently said:
resides
"Last year I began to feel weak
worn
out
like I was going to
and
get down In bed. I was constipated. My stomach was out of
order.
and was
"I had Indigestion

Black-Draug-
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ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
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FOR EASTER
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables Due This
Morning Plenty of Fine Strawberries.

Pears,
Tangerines,
Florida Grapefruit,
California New Potatoes,
Telephone Peas,
Artichockes, Spinach,
Cucumbers, Rhubarb,
Celery. Water Cress,

Fancy Apples,
Blue Goose Oranges,

Bananas,
Asparagus, New Turnips,

Cauliflower, New Carrots
Tomatoes,
Green Onions,'
Celery Roots,
Head Lettuce.
Radishes, New Beets,
Entire stock must be sold before we move. Nothing
reserved. We invite you to call in and see the ex4
ceptional bargains. We can save you money. Sale
commences Saturday, April 15th, and will continue
for the balance of this month.

Fremont Cash Grocery
217 West Central.

Phone

887--

I

575-57- 6.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
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Boston, April 14, Infield errors
oy boston enabled Philadelphia to
pile up curly runs nnd win 8 to 2
today. Rommel was hit hard at
times but his support was excep
tionally good. Score:
riiilartclphln.
AB. It. IT. PO. A.E.
3
4
0 0
0
Young, 2b
Johnston, lb ... 2 3 111 0 0
C. Walker cf . . . B 0 2 0 0 0
r.
f
0
0
0
2
Welch, rf
1
4
4
0
0 0
Wilier. If
1
0
2
0
c
4
Perkins,
1
1
0 2
2
4
Dykes, 3b
(Tit The Asnoclntcd

Itommel, p
.

....

Totals

if i
"
If
.7rsg'Ai

S
3

2

0

1

1

84

8

7

2
0

4
3

0
0

27 16

1

..

Pratt,

2b
Harria, If

......

Rurns, lb

8b

O'Rourke, ss
Ruel, o
Myers p
J'erguson, p
zJ. Collins
Pullerton, p
zzFoster

4

0

1

1

1

4
4
4
4

0
0

1

2

0

1

1

5

1

2
1

3

0

11
0

0
4

1
8

5

1

1
0

0
0

0
0
1
0

0

4
.. . 3
3
1
. . . 1

...

0
0
1

0
0

0
0

1

0

1

1

0

0

0
1

0.

II

0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
2

l.

0
0
0

I 4

4

fl

....
C...
...

1

Hi J

i

8 27 17

101 601

Philadelphia

0008

000 011 0002
Boston
e
hits Burns.
Summary:
Three-base
hits HarC. Walker.
Rommel.
Sacrifice
Welch.
ris,
Double plays Young, Galloway,
Johnston; Galloway, Young. Johnston; Ruel, Pratt. Base on balls
Off Rommel, 1; off Meyers, 3; off
1.
Ferguson, 1; off Fullerton,
Struck out By Rommel, 2; Myers,
2.
Hits
1; Ferguson, 1; Fullerton,
in 8 3 Innings;
Off Myers.
Fullerton, 0
Ferguson, 1 In S
in 2. Hit by pitcher By Rommel
pitcher
Losing
O'Rourke).
Myers.

Two-bas-

Two-bas-
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A.M. in
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the Braves believes he will prove one of the hurling surprises of the
.aim aa uiL-- uui uy mo
DUt got into a
in
row and quit them. He remained inx'irsiieg
obscurity until the Braves got
in touch with him last year. Even then
he hesitated about coming
back. He signed this spring. He draws his nickname from his terrific speed, as you no doubt surmise.
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THE DOPE COLUMfl

SPEYER TO RETIRE AS

imi

port-win-

.

HEAD OF COMMITTEE IN
S. A. DRIVE FOR FUNDS

Mar-quar-

National League,
W.
2

Chicago

St. Louis
(By The Auclated Frew.)
14. James
New York, April
Philadelphia
Miss
criticized
by
Evangel- New York.
Bpeyer,

ine Booth for his "wet" activities,
will retire as head of the executive
committee directing the Salvation
Army's drives for funds, but will
remain a member of the committee.
(This was announced late today at
the end of a meeting attended by
both Mr. 8: eyer and Miss Booth,
army commander.
Asked by reporters if he would
activcontinue his
"You
ities the banker replied:

ii

A

3
34
Totals
.. z Batted for Ferguson In the
seventh.
zz Batted for Fullerton In ninth.
By innings:

2

mation Bureau, Frederic J. Has-klDirector, Washington, D. C.
This offer applies strictly to InEARLY IN
The Bureau cannot
formation.
give advice on legal, medical, and
financial matters. It does not at
to settle domestic troubles.
Giants Easily Defeat Brook tempt
nor to undertake exhaustive re
Write youi
lyn, 10 to 2; Stick Work search on any subject.
plainly and briefly. Uive
of Groh and . Rawlings question
full name and address ana enclose
two cents in stamps for return
Features contest.
postage. All replies are sent direct
to the Inquirer.)
New York. April 14. The New
York Nationals knocked Al Mam- Q. Has Turkey a national air?
aux out of the box early in today's
A. T.
defeated
and
easily
Brooklyn
game
no national
has
A. Turkey
10 to 2.
The hitting of Groh and
hymn, but each sultan of Turkey
Rawlings was the largest factor in has an imperial air composed in
New York's victory. J. Barnes, his honor.
New York's pitcher, weathered a
Q. How did tlie people of
firet inning ana tnen
stormy
Alaska and Hawaii become citizens
e
Dan. score:
pitched
of tlio United States? K. A. Iv.
Brooklyn.
A. Citizenship has
often been
A. js.
it. h.
ab.
conferred on large bodies of people
1
4
High, ss
of
by the annexation
territory as a
2
Johnston, 3b
result of cession or conquest, and
3
Griffith, rf..
it was In this way that the inhabi
3
1
Wheat, If
tants of Louisiana, Florida, Texas,
2
4
Myers, cf
Alaska and Hawaii became citizens
10
Schmandt, lb.. 4
of
the United States. This Is known
3
3
Olson, 2b
as naturalization by incorporation
1
2
Deborry, o
1
0
O. In cUmlnatlnir waste In in
Hungllng,
u
0
dustry, how many sizes of brick
Mamaux, p
2
U. lj. A.
1
luivo been discarded.'
Smith, p
A. Last November, the number
1
0
xB. Griffith
was re
use
in
of
brick
0
of
sizes
0
Shriver, p
to eleven and
duced from sixty-si- x
8 24 15
1 by a meeting held on March
2
27,
32
Totals
four more sizes were eliminated.
New York.
will
AB. K. H. PO. A. E. Now all bricks manufactured
be of seven sizes.
Bancroft, ss.... 3 22 13 S
V
Q. What doos the word Chicago
Raw lings. 2b... 4
2
4
5
0
mcun? J. II. C.
Groh, 3b
a
u
a
A. The name Chicago 1b proba
l1 2
Young, rf
4 0
Meusel, If
bly derived from an Indian word
i i
meaning wild onion. This plant
Kelly. ID
grew abundantly in this locality. It
Shinners, cf.... 44 01 21 43
c
has been said tnat unicago is tne
Snyder,
oldest Indian town in the west of
J. Barnes, p. ... 4 2 2 1
which the original name is re
0 tained."
34 10 18 27 14
Totals
x Batted for Smith in eighth.
Q. Is It tmo that thore are
Tlv fnnintrR'
kill and eat birds? D.
2 spiders that
000
000
200
V.
Brooklyn
m
asiu
New York
A. There Is a species of trape
hits Groh, door spider, native of India, AusSummarv:
hit
Rawlina. Shlnners. Three-bas- e
Africa and South America,
Home run Bap- - tralia,
T. Griffith.
that will actually kill small birds
croft, Snyder. Sacrifices wneai and suck their blood. It is the
Rawlings. XOling, neiiy. uuuuit
largest of all spiders.
plays High, Olson, Schmandt. Left
Jl.
Is the
red mark which
on bases New York, 6; Brooklyn, sonio people deep
always a birthi Tiooo nn halls Off Mamaux. 2: mark? J. SI.have
i
out
1.
Barnes,
Struck
By
e
Shriver,
A. The naevus, a
3.
Hits Off Mamaux,
known as a
off Shriver, 1 mark, is commonly
off Smith. 9 in 5
or
mother's
mark, but
birthmark,
in 1. Losing pitcher Mamaux. the
name birthmark Is In some
and
Hart.
O'Day
Umpires
because the
cases a misnomer,
naevus may appear at different
Boston, fl; Philadelphia, 2.
life.
of
Boston periods How
TJl.itartnlnVltn. Anril 14
Q.
many kinds of mushwinning rooms
Philadelphia's
stopped
are edible? R. W. V.
streak today and took tne tniru
700 species of
A. More than
game of the series, to 2. Though d mushrooms have been proved ediRube
at
wild
a little
times,
ble and authorities state that many
was effective In pinches, and others doubtless will be proved fit
kept the locals' eight hits well for food.
scattered.
Score:
Q. What was the first musical
Boston.
Instrument? W. E.
AB. R. H. PO. A.E.
A. The earliest authentic record
0 0 of a musical instrument giving a
Powell, cf...... 4
S
0
2
8
0
3
Kopf, ss
complete diatonic scale is that of a
Southworth, rf 6 0 1 0 0 00 flute of Egyptian origin, but it is
Nicholson, If ... 30 1 00 0 00 0 more than probable that the first
0
0
instruments were those of percuss-sioCruise, If
such as drums, cymbals and
Boeckel, 3b ... 8 1 11 82 10 00
2
0
gongs.
Holke, lb
2
0
5
2
0
1
a dispute, please
Q. To settle
Ford, 2b
0
1
0 Inform us what city in the Cuited
7
1
4
O'Neill, o
0
to own and
was
tlio
first
States
Marquard.
P. L. L.
operate a gas plant?
0
8
6
W.
A. Wheeling,
30
27 U
Va., is credited
Totals
the
with
first
gas
municipal
having
Philadelphia.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. plant, the policy of municipal own1851.
0 ership being instituted in
2
3
0
0 0
King, If
are
0
5
2
2
Q. How many museums
4 1
Rapp, 3b
0
0 there In the United States and what
3
4
4
1
Lee, rf
the oldest? P. T. N.
Williams, cf .. 3 0 1 2 0 0 is A.
There are now about 600
0
0
4 0 112
Leslie, lb
In this country. The oldmuseums
1
0
4
0
0
3
Fletcher, ss ... . 3 0 1 0 1 0 est existing museum,
as well as the
Parkinson,o 2b. . 4 0 0 3 1 0 first public museum in America is
Henllne,
S.
the
C, museum,
Charleston,
1
0
2
0
0 0
Weinert, p
the Charles-Tow- n
1
0 founded in 1773, by
2
3 0 0
Winters, p
Library society.
Q. What are "peoples' unlversl-ties?- "
2
2 8 27 14
31
Totals
T. E.
By innings:
schools are
A. Publio
high
S
032 100 000
Boston
sometimes
referred to as "peoples'
000
100
0102 universities."
Philadelphia Two-bas- e
hits
Sumary:
run
Home
Boeckel,
Rapp.
Powell, Holke, LADDIES WHIP GIANTS
Lee. Sacrifices
Ford
Fletcher,
Kopf.
(2),
BASEBALL TEAM 19-1- 0
Double
Ford,
Kopf
plays
and Holke; Holke, Kopf and
Playing a fast game yesterday
Holke; Marquard, Ford and Holke.
on the field at High
Base on balls Off Marquard, 3: afternoon Lead
and
avenue, the Laddies
Weinert, 4; Winters, 1. Struck out street
team
defeated the
baseball
By Weinert, 1; Winters, 1; Mar- with a' score of 19 to 10. TheUian's
bat
auard. 2. Hits Off Weinert, 3 teries for the teams were, Laddies,
in 2 innings; off Winters, 5 in 7.
Giants,
Brown,
Allison;
Keller,
WIer, Koul and Read.
EGYPTIAN RECORDS
Montoya. of the Laddies, knock
ed a home run over center field
PROVE CORRECTNESS
with one man on base.
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AB. It. IT. PO. A. E.
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(Any reader can get the answer to any question by writing
The Albuquenue Journal Infor-

hign-graa-

"4

Boston.

Menosky, cf
fimith, rf

DiiKB.n,

. .
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Answers to Questions.

Brooklyn
Boston
Cincinnati

2

.........2

2

........I

......

Pittsburgh

1

0
0

Id.

0
0
1
1
2
2
2
2

Pet.

1.000
1.000
.667
.667
.333
.333
.000
.000

American League.
W.

St. Louis

Cleveland

Philadelphia

Washington
Now York
Boston
Chicago
Detroit

L.

2
2
2

o

1
1

l

0
1
1
2

lo

2
2

o

Pet.

1.000
1.000
.667
.Erin

.600
.333
.000
.000

Yesterday's Remits.
Yesterday's Itesults.
Philadelphia, 8; Bostun, 2.
New York, 10; Brooklyn, 2.
Washington-NeYork, postponBoston, 6; Philadelphia, 2.
rain.
i,
postponed; ed;Cleveland
- Detroit,
postponed;
rain.
rain.
St.
postponed;
Chicago-S- t
Louis, postponed,
rain.
cold,
Chicago-Cincinnat-

Louis-Pittsburg-

iet"

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Wichita, 8; Denver, 1.
Tulsa. 4; Sioux City, 8.
Oklahoma City, 7; Omaha, 2,
St. Joseph, 8; Des Moines, 4.

Where They Play.
Boston at Philadelphia.
Brooklyn at New York.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
Chicago at Cincinnati.

where They Play.
St. Louis at Chicago.
Detroit at Cleveland.

New York at Washington.
Philadelphia at Boston.

sournEiix association.

New Orleans, 7; Mobile, 2,
Birmingham, 6; Nashville, 0.
Chattanooga, 0; Atlanta, 6.
Little Rock, S; Memphis, 4.

Coast League.
Vernon, 8; Los Angeles, 8.
San Francisco. 11; Oakland, 0.
Portland, 5; Salt Lake, 2.
Seattle - Sacramento, postponed;
wet grounds.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
All scheduled games postponed;

tain.

1
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JUDGE WILL INSPECT
PROPERTIES INVOLVED
IN THE C0NLEY SUIT
(By The AHgovinted freti.)

Helena, Mont., April 14 (by the
Associated Press). Frank Conley,
rormer warden of Montana peni
in the
lentiary and defendant
state s suit for accounting in which
misappropriations and indebtedness
of more than $300,000 Is charged,
was called to the witness stand this
afternoon by Attorney Ceneral W.
D. Rankin in an attempt to Identify
receipts for supplies alleged to have
been taken from the prison storehouse.
The former warden's
was purely perfunctory, testimony
although
he remained on the stand for more
than twenty minutes. He was asked
to identify the names of convicts
signed to the receipts in question.
He said he could only remember
that the names were those of convicts at the prison. But he did not
remember receiving, fhe supplies at
his house.
Court adjourned at 8:30 this afternoon to permit
Judge A. J.
Horsky to take a train for Deer
tomorrow
where
he will inLodge,
spect the various properties involved in the state's proceedings
against Conley.
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RELD BY GANNON

Chicago, April 14. The face and
Athletics Should Be Cleansed
figure of the, successor of "Uncle
of "Commercialism
and. Joe" Cannon, member of congress
--

from the Danville
district
(111.)
since 1873, except for two terms
in the lower house at Washington,
will be entirely different from that
of the retiring octogenarian.
The
aging and benign face and spare
screened
figure, partly
by stogie
smoke, is expected to be supplanted by the broad, clear countenance
and stout figure of William P.
Holaday, of Georgetown, 111., unless a recount changes the official
canvass of the eighteenth coiv
gresslonal district, which showed
Holaday chosen by fifteen votes
in the primaries Tuesday. The republican nomination is ordinarily
equivalent to election.
Mr. Holaday has served in the
lower house of the Illinois legislature since 1908. He is a lawyer,
practicing In Danville.
"Uncle Joe" Cannon, who several weeks ago voluntarily announced his retirement, will be
86 years old on May 7. He was
born at Guilford, N. C. He knew
Abraham Lincoln well, and as a
young lawyer won his first political spur as a states attorney.

Professionalism," One of
Recommendations.
(By Iht Moolated Preii.)
Columbus, Ohio, April 14 (by the
Associated Press). Cleanse college
and
athletics of "commercialism
professionalism" and "mike them
the servant and not the master ot
college life."
This Is the major recommendation of the commission on athletics
of the commission of the Ohio college presidents and
deans, submitted at the annual meeting,, by
Dr. Edwand S. Parson, president of
The
Marietta college, chairman.
commission's
report follows a
into every
year's investigation
phase of college athletic activity.
recommendations
malor
Eight
are made. The others are:
Limit participation in athletics to
have met
those who honestly
proper scholastio standards.
athDevelopment ot intra-murletics,
Standardization of schedules and
the like of football, baKketball and,
baseball so that they may not seriously encroach upon the work of
the college curriculum.
Do away with competition of colmaterial from
leges for athletic
high schools and other preparatory
schools.
Form an lnterscholastlo
league
among high schools to eliminate
unnecessary duplication of contests
difficulties over officials and other
causes of bitterness.
Remove emphasis from the spectacular features of intercollegiate
sports.
Undertake study of "what shall
and what shall not constitute professionalism in college athletics."
It Is recommended that athletics
be brought absolutely under the
control of the college faculty and
that the responsibility and control
funds be placed
of all athletic
where the responsibility and control of other college funds rest.
The eventual net profits of intercollegiate athletic funds, it Is asserted,, should become the property
of the college itself for the development of physical education and
other general athletics.
Other recommendations Include:
The number ot intercollegiate
football games should not exceed
seven or eight.
No trip should take the team
more than 200 miles from home.
on
"study
games
Basketball
nights" should be avoided.
college
of
sending
The practice
teams on trips Involving the playing
of more than two games should be
discouraged.
trips for baseballpractice games should not be per--

al
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The

120 W. Gold. Phone 1111

SAL

Corner Second and Silver Ave.

Shoes That Express

the Spirit of the
Easter Season
Easter! The air is redolent with the breath of
Spring. The tiny.buds are ready to burst into glory.
All of nature's evidence of newness and beauty
suggest the need for new clothes to express the
spirit of the season.
You will thank yourself Easter Sunday if you have
planned the new wardrobe carefully the mode of
the suit the style of the shoe.
Smart style, however, will count for little if blissful
comfort is absent in footwear.
To make sure of smart style and exquisite comfort-comhere and slide your foot into a Red Cross
Shoe. From that moment you will be entirely free
from foot discomfort.

Ainm-lnle-

Old

-

A. Snn Fran,..Gt.nrant
r uuuiw
Cisco institution since the gold days
Of 184K, naS
luctuiuura iv ...
chance wrought by prohibition and
will be closed.
A sale of the rurnuure anu m-iVi
imner rooms whereceleprivate banquets and other
bratlons used to be held, will take
r,u 01 nnd the restaurant
itself will cease operations soon
u is iB 'u'1"
afterward,
.nrin,ant fn Qnn FrfinclSCO
to close since the prohibition law
HC1IV ill iw.w.
"Hnw can a nerson with a palate,
a stomach, and a knowledge of
cookery, be content with laws that
as nuiuia
limit his diet as narrowly
iin.it lli. tastes nf a COW?" asked
one of the
Camilla Mallhabeau,
is us iu
toaay.
proprietors,
....
t...
tho ftlmnlldtv of the
cow ? Enough. We go to France.

THE EXCHANGE

THE LDCER0 GARMENT SHOP

FAMOUS
IN SAN
TO CLOSE

(By
PMr,
T'ronni.pn Aliril 14. Th6

to anyone who wishes to

pay $25.00 and resume
contract.

TREMENDOUS BARGAINS
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
See Our Window Display
I Want to be Known for the Values I Give.

rnUtG(J'

RESTAURANT
FRANCISCO,

Latest model, used few
weeks, only. Party leaving
town and will turn over

T0DAY-8- 9C

Pre-seas-

onnni p nnfi.
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CENTRAL:

1WEATTI.

that he had found Egyptian records theory of city detectives, he Inter
proving the Darwin theory of evo rupted an intruder, wno naa en
lution to be correct. Professor tered, or tried to enter, the office of
Breasted, one of the world's most every medical practitioner en the
eminent Egyptologists, announced second floor of the structure.
that he would present his proofs in
the form of Egyptian documents in
an addreaa before the American
LEGAL NOTICE
Oriental society here next Tuesday
JjOTICE O 81!1T.
night.
No. 1327.
State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, in tne District Court.
MATTY'S FADEAWAY? "

HAS PILLETTE
THAT'S WHAT ) Y THINKS OF JOAST STAR

TODAY-Yo- ur

Last Chance

Galena King Mining Company, a
Corporation, and the Octoroon
Mining Company, a Corporation,
Plaintiffs, vs. George W. Ray, F.
S. Donnell, Joseph M. McGuIre,

Today is your last chance to choose that new suit
for Easter.
If you're out for good style at the right price
and a guarantee of lasting satisfaction, you'll
look over the Society Brand assortment we have
'

the International fluorspar
a Corpo itlon, and the In- ternatlonal Metals Corporation, a
Corporation, and All Unknown
Claimant of Any Interest or
Titles Adverse to Plaintiffs' In
In This
the Premises
Complaint
Inscribed, Defend
ants.
To the Above Named Defendants:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you In
the said court and county by the
Com-pan-

above named plaintiff. In which
the said plaintiff prays (or a
quieting title to the following
real estate fh Bernalillo county,
New Mexico,
The Octoroon
Mining Claims, situated in the Soda
Springs mining district In the coun
ty and state aforesaid, the said
group of mining claims designated,
known, and exist under the name
of:
Octoroon,
Octoroon, No. 1.
Octoroon, No. 2,
Octoroon, No. 8, and
Nellie, claims.
and listed and described as Survey
No. 1849, filed In the United States
land office, for the Santa Fe dls
trict, in the state of New Mexico.
And you are furthe. notified that
unless you enter or cause to be en
tered your appearance in said
cause on or before the thirteenth
day of May. A. D. In1922 judgment
said cause
will be rendered
against you by default and the re
lief prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attot.
ney Is Heacock & Grlgsby, whose
postofflce address is Albuquerque,
do-cr-

The coat length is conventional but the waist
line seems a trifle higher; the skirt of the coat
a little longer; the vent a bit deeper adroit
touches which heighten the impression of
smart slenderness.
You will like our complete exhibit of models
because they have a touch of difference which
is appealing and fashionable.

to-w-

$28.50 to $50.00
REAL SHIRT VALUES at
$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00

Herman Plllette. left, and Chrlity Mathewson in action. There la aoraa
iimUirlty In their styles, yon may notice.
Herman
Plllette, whom the Tl
acquired along with
Young;
Pitcher Johnson from the Portland club for (ten
$40,000, nai made a Dig hit
with Manager Ty Cobb if the Tigers. Ty is quoted i.s laying that be
believes Plllette ha a fadeaway resembling the one with which the great
and jnly Christy Mathewion fioled the batters. Cobb doesn't hazard
the remark, bowevo that it la as effective as Big Six's was. But both N. M.
FRED CROLLOTT,
Ty and Coach Dan j owley are devoting much time to tutoring JPillette (Seal)
Clerk,
and. deyetonjng tlnt iideayay, to particular.
HARRY
F, LEE, Deputy,
By
.....

lire's

El Paso, Texas, April 14. Virgil
Chicago, April 14. Prof. James Parks, 22 year old negro porter,
H. Breasted, head of the depart was
shot to death in the main hallment of Egyptology of the Univer- way of a downtown office building
sity of Chicago, today announced early today when, a cording to the

Our Lines of New Spring Clothes are
unusually good - looking
wholly
distinctive.

Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.

BE

CHOSEN TO SEAT

POR T

B

MAI

'

OF

Wholly Distinctive

I L WASHBURN CO.

RENDERS

20

....
....

HOLADAY

COLLEGE SPORTS

CAME

fe;tevl
Vk-l- f

;

)

1

ss .

TO THE DUGOUT

sSfVf l ;: fell

.

Infield Errors By the Red
Sox Lose Them the Game;
Rommel Hit Hard But
Has Good Support.

Cislloway,

'

READY TO SHINE AT LAST

April 15, 1922.

.

.

Men who are
electing
tweed salts
find our
assortment ot
Hetdcap caps
real Inter
estlng.

218 West

to show you.
The good style and the right price you can see a'
once. The rest will, tell after you've given the
suit some real .hard wear. That's when the hand
tailoring makes itself apparent that's when the
virgin wool is appreciated.
Continued g'ood looks and long service Have made
Society Brand Clothes as popular as " they have
.
b'ecome. Prices range from

'

$35.00 to $60.00
fAND

Central.

OTHERS FOR LESS

Phone 335

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL)

'April 15, 1922.
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A QUARREL.

CHAPTER 17.
"We won't discuss
It tonight,
Helen, but we must have a 'good
long talk a'jout our expenses. I
bought this suit to please you.
knowing I could not afford it, but
supposing you had paid for all you
bought for yourself. Now you have
added another big debt In your
dress, and on top of that Invited all
muse people nere. ' jacK Kepi ma
voice even knowing that if he did
Helen began to cry, not loudly,
but with short sobbing cries,
which she apparently tried to
smother with her handkerchief
held over her mouth.
Jack felt
brutal, yet he knew he was not,
but this could not go on.
"Don't cry, Helen," he said, attempting to take her hand away
from her mouth. "We'll plan it all
out in the morning."
"You have your business, your
men friends, and I have nothing,
not even your society! I sit alone
all day, and all the evening, too,
while you fuss over those old figures, then when I want to do my
share of entertaining so that I can
keep my friends in spite of your
selfishness, ycu object,'' she walled.
"So you think I am selfish, do
you, dear? You think I sit over
long rows of figures instead of going about with you for the pleasure
It gives me. Oh, Helen, do be reasonable! You know I am overworking all the time, and doing it
so you can havo
the things you
crave."
"You can't deny you never take
me anywhere, like you used to before we were married. You used
rush to mother's so you could
i,,to
be with me; take me for a walk or
to play, but now you come home
'" ! i time for dinner, and I don't
U v any good times.
' But,
dear, how can I go out and
p.tlM
earn extra money for you?
And, Helen, do you realize that
oven did I come home early you
are seldom here?"
Helen sobbed anew.
"That's right, find fault with me.
If I didn't love you so I wouldn't
:

PHELPS.

I

v

care, but when a woman loves a
man it hurts so when he is cross
y
and selfish,"
bringing added sobbing.
"Damn it all, Helen!" Jack exploded, "I see there's no use trying
to reason with you. Forgive me,
dear, I didn't mean to say that.
Come, get to bed, we'll manage
somehow."
But Helen would not be appeased, and as a result they had
their first serious quarrel.
In the morning came the making
up. It is an old saying that the
making up of a first real quarrel is
delightful; that it draws people
closer together. This may be true
with some, but it left ft bad taste
in the mouth with Jack Hunter.
Not that he allowed Helen to Bee
this; far from it. His grumbling
was all done to' himself.
But before he left he once more
brought up the subject of debt, and
the party.
"Give them simple refreshments,
dear. They will have just as good
a time, and it will be far better for
all concerned."
"Meaning you?"
"And you, dear. Aren't we one?"
Helen smiled sweetly. She had
gained her point; was to have her
She would do what she
party.
thought best, and Jack would have
to pay for it.
One of Helen's favorite maxims
was that a woman can make a man
do anything she wants to, provided
he loves her, and she goes about it
in the right way.
Often she would say:
"You are so clever, Jack," wheedYou
ling him, "you have brains.
must learn to make people pay for
them."
If she noticed he looked gaunt
and tired she said nothing.
If
someono mentioned it in her presence she would invariably reply;
"Oh, Jack is all right! But he
will not go to bed. He sits up reading or fussing half the night." That
he was fussing to make more money for her to spend she never acknowledged even to him. He did
it because he liked to.
In this way she quieted her conscience if at that time she possessed such a thing.

THE rSEFCIj CREAM JAR.
over-use-

d.

be used but
The woman with

GRAPES AND GOLD
LACE TRIM THIS
EVENING DRESS

in

Ii.mvn'mii'jMunji"

an oily skin needs astringents
rather than cold cream, but if she
has blackheads, which are com-

mon to greasy skins, she should
uso a cleaning cream before she
washes her face, but then get it
all out with soap and hot water.
Few women seem to know the
very best way of using cold cream.
agent.
It is primarily a cleansing
IYip. tneYnensivfl
creams on the mar
ket have only one virtue, that of
e
being cleansing. Creams to
wrinkles or nourish, the skin
aro made of different and expensive ingredients.
A cream rubbed Into the Ekln
and allowed to stay on must
dirt and dust, it cannot do
otherwise.
If it is covered with If
powder It forms a thick, sticky
mass which clogs the pores and
in my opinion, does much more
harm than good. Therefore, the
best way to uso cold cream Is to
rub It over the fnce, work It thoroughly into the skin with the fint
ger tips and then wash it all out
with soap and warm water. This
will leave the skin cleaner than ordinary snap and water washing.
This treatment, like every other
variety of face washing, should be
followed bv a cold astringent rinse
to close the pores and further
Stimulate the skin.
If the skin is chapped, dry or
wrinkled, a special cream made
with vegetable oils should be used.
This sort is most effective if used Cream Is almost a dally necessity.
after skin has been washjd, prefdrug stores and is taken by sprinerably at bed time.
kling a table spoonful of it over
Sunshine: As you are only ten the breakfast food. It is
easily
pounds overweight you can lose taken as it has no flavor. The acthis easily through your exercise
in the gymnasium of the college tion of the agar is to become a
mass
that passes
you are attending. This will be gelatinous
preferable to attempting a diet through nothe system clearing it but
It
has
be
would
If
which
while at school,
purgative tendency.
the agar agar is not convenient
Very inconvenient.
Agar agar is ex- to attain a fair substitute is bran.
Inquisitive:
cellent for keeping the digestive This can be taken in the same way
cleared.
tract
It is a Japanese or eaten with cream as you would
seaweed sold in bulk form at all a breakfast food.
elimi-tjnat-
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Regular Price, 70c Per Pound

,

Special at 50c

This is the last time we shall offer you Milk Choco-

lates at a cut price.

CHOCOLATE FUDGE, 20c Per Pound
TODAY AND SUNDAY ONLY
FOR

EASTERA

complete line of box Chocolates

in one pound up to five pound boxes.

NEW MEXICO CANDY KITCHEN
204 West Central Are.

PHONE 1520

LF-SERU-

GROCETERIA

HG

109 North First Street
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
Phone 353

SATURDAY

r

e,

SPECIAL

in

SODA CRACKERS, packed in 4 to 7 lb.
. . . . Xaaiy
Caddies, per pound
SUNKIST BRAND No. 2 SLICED
(PI AA
PINEAPPLE, 5 cans for
.29c
Wisconsin Club Tiny Peas, each
24c
IS Wisconsin Club Sifted Peas, each
Fort Brand Extra Sweet Little Champion Pea3.32c
28c
X Fort Brand Refugee Beans, each
15c
Essex Brand String Beans, each
PJ-Vla- -,

o

!

h

HANS!

SWIFT'S PREMIUM HAMS, per lb.
We sell whole Hams only
SWIFT'S PREMIUM BRAND B. BACON
BY THE SLAB, per pound
MORRIS SUPREME BRAND B. BACON
BY THE SLAB, per pound.

smooth-surface-

old-ros-

Phflil

nAvnrntfla

nwtT

turtf

Del Monte Brand Dill Pickles, each
Del Monte Brand Sweet Pickles, each
Del Monte Brand Sour Pickles, each
25 BARS BOB WHITE
SOAP
M. J. B. Coffee, 1 lb
M. J. B. Coffee, 2Y-- lbs
M. J. B. Coffee, 5 pounds
CURTICE BROS. PURE FRUIT JAM,

'

atiri

...
cent

charges, revision of
transportation
.1.
I.

'

RIPPLIHG RHYMES

.n

or.no uaiin act arm iuu per
ganization of farmers throughout
Canada.

By WAIVT MASON.
'

x

35c o
45c
43c

nr-re- st

Mar-cia-

nt

LITTLE

LARGE

MPLES

1

ALL OV I! FACE

Summer and Oliver Sollett. Chi
cago contractors who will have
y
charge of the erection of the
First National bank building
at the northeast corner of Third
street and Central avenue, are In
the city completing the details of
the contract and making a survey
of the building site.
It is probable that the work will
be started May 1, which Is the
date on which the present building will be vacated. It is planned
to tear flown the old buildings in
one working day.

Itched and Burned. Caused
Cuticura Healed.
"My face began to break out In
pimples and spots and itched and
burned all the time making me very
uncomfortable. The pimples were
Urge and red and festered, and were
scattered all over my face, causing
disfigurement.
"The trouble lasted about
months. I began using ICuticura
Soap and Ointment, which gave
instant relief, and after using one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one bos
of Cuticura Ointment I wss healed.".
(Signed) Miss Doris D. Keywortb,
1940 Parker St., Berkeley, Calif,
Cuticura Soap to cleanse and eu- rify, Cuticura Ointment to soothe
and heal and Cuticura Talcum to
powder and perfume are ideal for
daily toilet purposes.
Sua Tim by ViU.
"Omtmn. las.
raWrlM, DM. I.IUM 41, IU." Sold mry.
wharg. Soap ato. Olirtm.ot a nd lot Talma Sa,
WW Cuticura Soap abaTM without ran.

tlx

DR. FERRELL HERE
FOR
INSPECTION
OF HEALTH WORK
Dr. John Farrell, director of the
International Health hoard, arrived

here yesterday to confer with Coun
ty Health Official Dr. O. C. West.
Dr. Farrell is making a tour of
the county Inspecting the work and
methods of the various health bureaus which are aided by Rockefeller foundation funds.

SINGER

You Know Dr.
Edwards' Olive Tablets

It's Easy-- If

The secret of keeping young is to feel
young to do this you must watch your
iver and bowels there's no need of
laving a sallow complexion dark rings
jnder vour eves Dimples a bilious
ook in your face dull eyes with no
sparkle. Vour doctor will tell you ninety
per cent of all sickness comes from;
inactive bowels and liver.
Dr Edwards, a
physician
in Ohio, nerfected a vegetable com
pound mixed with clivecil to act on tl.e
liver and bowels, which he gave to his
patients for vears.
Dr Edwards' Olive Tablets, the substitute tor calomel, are gentle in theii
action yet always effective. They bring
about that natural buoyancy hich ai
.should enioy by toning up the liver anc"
clearinR the system ot impurities
Dr Edwards'OliveTablets are knowr
toy their olive color. i5c and 30c.
n

We

Sell

31c
12c
31c
14c
22c
42c
40c

Tha Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

SKINNER'S other Macaroni Product
LET 'EM HOWL

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

ult

j

ttta:

SEWING MACHINE

Omiier or Party Gowns
If you are going to buy a Dinner or Party Dress come here
before you buy. We have some new ones which will please
you. We have just received some new Dresses of Canton
Crepe, Crepe de Chine, Georgette, etc., that should appeal
to every economical buyer. We have the style, color
and
size for you.

EXTRA SPECIAL FOR TODAY ONLY

THE NEWEST THING OUT Mercerized Pongee Waists.
Borne are trimmed in beautiful lace, while others simply
have a beautiful tailored effect. To see them ia to buv.
THIS PRICE IS FOR
OA
TODAY ONLY

LADIES' MILLINERY
There are no higher quality hats
than the Keith and Regina. For today's selling all prices reduced, $6.00
to $14.00 values reduced to $3.95 to

Buy here save $2.00 to $5.
In addition to the above we have a
large assortment of Children's and
Misses' Hats. The Newest Thing We
Show is Misses' Braid Hats in various colors. Children's Straws in assorted shapes and colors $1.25 and up
$8.S5.

IS HERE
l.V AI.Ii SIZES

pricev

$2.95 to $3.95

Hosiery

To see our line of Buster
Brown Hose for women is to
be convinced of the superior
Come In
Hurl Boo
values offered in this line. We
Them
call attention to this one numWe carry a big line of the famous ber: Ladies' Silk Hose, in all
Maxine Oxfords for women. The
1
Maxine gives you style and quality colors. Per pair
QQ
at a reasonable price.
only

CO.

ft: W,

W

ments.

117 WEST GOLD AVE.

In all colors and sizes, of an
excellent grade of georgette,
self embroidered and beaded.
They are unusually low in

Made of
White Suede
With Low
Heels.

NOW AT 117 WEST GOLD AVE. PHONE 787-rented. Needles for all
makeB of machines. Machines sold on easy pay-

SINGER SEWING MACHINE

Ladies' Waists

The Flapper

Hemstitching machines

.

r

40c
$1.00
$2.00

ls

Journal Want Ads Bring Results,

w

ft

$1.00

SPANISH STUFFED OLIVES,
3 oz. bottles
SPANISH STUFFED OLIVES,
9 oz. bottles
SPANISH QUEEN OLIVES,
4 oz. bottles
SPANISH QUEEN OLIVES,
8 oz. bottles
SPANISH QUEEN OLIVES,
1 lb. 4 oz. bottles
EXTRA NICE ORANGES,
Per dozen

my

I broke a mirror t'other day, well stock you bought? We all
and dropped a fork upon the floor; supposed that It was dead, too
to skin, we brokers thought;
and Aunt Eliza rose to say, "Mis- dead
and now it's soaring overhead, in
fortunes now will mako you sore; every market it Is sought." Then
no man can flout the fates that I rebuked my mildewed aunt when
"This
way, and not find ltfo a beastly to my cottage I repaired:
bore. It's ill to break a looking sign and omen stuff Is rant, and
glass, It calls up all the Imps of bunk and piffle," I declared; and
gloom, and many evils come to wearily she heard me rant, and
and
pass when forks are strewn about merely cropped her hands
the room; your luck's
forsaken glared. "Your spiel," she mutyou, alas, you're walking hand In tered, "is no good; you talk like
hand with doom." That morning, one who has the mange;
the
by the early mail, I got a letter omens aro not understood by one
NO PORTIAS IN PARIS,
from a gent who long ago had bor- whose wits are wild and strange;
IS DICTUM OF DEPUTIES rowed kale, and now ho paid me if you were wise you'd knock on
every cent; so what did dropping wood your present luck is bound
have forks avail? What force was in) to change."
Although woman
may
thoso talents which are likely to
bring success in commercial and
Industrial rneeavor she is Unfit- GALLUP KIWANIS CLUB
PROHIBITION AGENTS
ted temperamentally to exercise
DESIGNATES MAY 2 AS
CAPTURE
FIVE MEN.
the functions of a judge or a consultant in Frenoh tribunals, declares
TREE
DAY
AND MOTOR CAR
PLANTING
STILL
the Paris Cnanroer of Commerce
its' latest report.
United States
prohibition enThe experts of the chamber (Special CorrFaponilrnre to The Journal.)
who returned
Gallup, N. M., April 14. May 2 forcement agents
were asked to advise parliament
from
Socorro
was
yesterday morning
designated by the Gallup
regarding the proposal that womclub as tree planting day In reportod the arrest of Ralamon
en be declared eligible to all court
Estanislado Baca at
positions now held by men, a bill Gallup. Over five hundred trees Madrid and
and the capture of a still
that effect in the chamber of den- - have been ordered all Carolina Socorro,
at
same
the
which
place. The officers
will
bv
be
poplars,
uties being intended as the first
planted
in tneir yards, and also arrested Frank F, Vauhlestlno
important wedge toward electoral lucai
Jose
and
some people
few about public buildings,
Mcndei, who were said to
equality.
been driving a new Ford roadTo the great surprise of the dep- churches and schools. The plant- have
ster filled
five cases of teuties, many of whom are noted ing campaignof will be under the quila eight with
miles north of Socorro.
the Kiwanls club.
as suffragists
the chamber o( supervision General
Officers
also
reported the
Adjutant
Brown, of the
commerce committee
says that
l.
of V. G. Milligan at San
such equality is undesirable Just state militia, in charge of the area
The
latter was said to havo
martial law here, was a guest
now as apart from the peculiarities under
been
at
drink
a
soft
at
club
the
selling whisky
luncheon.
of the feminine
temperament,
All of the accused were
classification talk was given by stand.
women seldom- are endowed with Dr.A W.
D. Cornell, dentist. He out- held under $1,000 bond for the disbroad enough knowledge of judi- lined the
trict
court
when they faced a Unitof dentistry
history
cial affairs to warrant their dealed States commissioner.
and led
to some very
ing with delicate questions of ab- briefly subjectsupin what is
called
solute justice.
"Preventative Dentistry," which involves the care of the teeth from
childhood. The points brought out
FREE BAND CONCERT
were clearly expressed, and every
TO BE GIVEN SUNDAY one present
derived valuable inthe talk, it mM
AT 2:30 AT ARMORY formationhavefrom
been possible for the
hardly
men who were at the luncheon to
A Snncinl T.'ntf. .nnerf
ho have obtained this information as
Nat A Rlpmi.h
given by the City band Sunday Individuals and to have undermart the perfect appearance of her
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the stood it as thoroughly as it was ex- complexion. Permanent and temporary
armorv.
Enster muni wfll fnim
10 mem.
atcln trouble! are effectively concealed.
a part of the program. The concert iiiainea
Dr. Mallory, of the Red Cross.
Reduce unnatural color and corrects
is free to the public and will be was present at the luncheon and
gru&y iklna. Klshly antbeptic.
under the direction of Band Master addressed the club briefly on mat
f red K. Ellis, who conducted the ters ot puoiic neattn.
laFgyjHOPIONS SON, New YorltJ
concerts here last year.
The local attendance contest con
tinues to Inspire competition, and
aDsentees are noted only on account of illness or when urgent
business calls a member out of
town.

Me and Puds Slmklns was setting
on Mary Watkinses
frunt steps
tawking to her and ansering her
we
started to
to
and
us,
tawking
tawk about wat we was going to be
wen we grew up, me saying, Im going to be a grate lawyer, I am
O, how nice, I Jest know youll
be a wonderfill lawyer, sed Mary
WatkinB
Sure, you bet I will, I sed, 111
have a office in 8 diffrent cities on
account of having so meny cases,
and eny time enybody wunts to
know enything theyll either come
to one of my offices or elts call me
up on the tone, and 111 put some
peeple in jale and get some peeple
out, depending on how I feel, and
111 make so mutch money 111 have
10 automobiles and 5 million (loi
ters and 16 dogs.
O Benny wont that be lovely, 1
think youre wonderfill to be so ambitious, sed Mary Watkins.
O. tbats nuthing, I sed. And Puds
Slmklns looked at ne jeills a Wile,
and then he sad, Well IU tell you
wat Im going to be, Im going to be
a candy and soda water store owner,
lm going to have so meny candy
and soda watter stores youll all- ways come to one no matter wich
way you wawk and theyll all have
my name on them, and eny time
you wunt to go in one you can have
watever you wunt Jest by asking for
It and showing my card in case Im
not there.
O wont that be wonderfill, thank
you ever so mutch, I think youre
mutoh more ambitious than Benny,
sed Mary .Watkins.
And she kepn on looking at him
as if he was about twice as grate as
wat I was, me thinking, Aw heck,
darn that guy. '

j

28c
22c
18c

each

-

aunt's lament? I met a broker and he said, "You know that oil

SIPKRSTITIOX.

WORK ON
BANK BUILDING TO
BE STARTED MAY

a
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m
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stiff-bristl-
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You'll Always Do Belter

nine-stor-

,

Kahn's Grocery Bulletin

REMEMBER

must dry thoroughly before you
apply paint of a contrasting color.
When it is quite dry, squeeze some
of the gray oil
paint from its tube
and simply "drag" this gray paint
onto the vase, over the
shade.
The
should be
gray
"dragged on'' in streaks, not at all
in fact, the more uneven
evenly
the streaks, the better. Do not attempt to cover all the pink paint.
In some places, apply the gray
thinly so that the pink shows
through it slightly; in other places
apply it thickly.
The blue paint, used exactly as
? St
f
the
with gray put on over
it in streaks as described above,
gives equally beautiful results.
Or
one may use yellow for a foundation paint on the vase and then
"drag on" brown paint over the
Select your own color
yellow.
combinations. It is a good plan to
have a piece of flat window glass
at hand to try out the various color
combinations on before putting
them on a vase. (Or an old piece
111
of broken china may be used for
this testing work.)
And the best pnrt of it all Is that
one does not have to be naturally
artistic one needs not the slightest talent for drawing In order to
make one or t:iese artistio vases!
The friend to whom
I referred
these pretty
above, who makes
5
vnsi fo successfully known not the
slightest thing about picture painting indeed, has never had a lesson
in drawing or painting.
She is an
invalid who spends her life In a
wheel chair and who keeps herself
hnppy with similar delightful ocM!
Agnes MacPhail
cupations. Pome day I am going
to tell you about other things she
Miss Agnes MacPhail, repro-- !
makes in the hope that other Invalids, as well as well people, may ncntirny Rnntlipnst flrnir Hntdrir. ta
the first woman to be elected to the
also enjoy making them.
House of parliament
in Ottawa.
Progressive in politics, Miag Mac- -

.

With the coming of spring and
summer the housewife who likes
her home to be bright a,nd cheerful
turna her
looking,
naturally
thoughts, to her supply of vases
which hold nature's gay blooms.
Some of her supply, perhaps, was
broken last year; some of them
may have proved inadequate in
size and coloring for the flowers
oftenest available for home decoration; or again, some of them may
not have looked artistio enough to
be placed in the living and dining
room.
I believe this last drawback will
prove the most serious in the average home. For. a really tasteful
vase im usually such an expensive
ornament, that few of us possess
more than one of this variety if,
indeed we possess even that one!
So today I am going to tell you
of a way that we can all have
artistio vases with a very slight outlay of expense. And that way is
This
to make them
ourselves!
ounds like magic, yet a clever
woman I know has done it most
successfully as follows:
Buy a few tubes of artists' oil
paint and a few small
brushes to apply it with. Oood
e
colors to use at first are gray,
and delft blue.
Next collect all the cheap vases
you have on hand, or the china
vases which you have found unsatisfactory in color, and experiment
on the one you care for the lea.st;
paint
squeeze a little of the
d
onto a palette (or any
In
brush
this,
board) dip the
and paint the entire glass or china
e
coat of paint
vase. This

BENNYS
rOTB BOO!

Milk Chocolates.

LET 'EM HOWL

A. KIRKMAN.

DECORATIXG YOVR OWN
VASES.

BY EIXHSE.
Here is a new dance frock for
the debutante which is Burely airy
enough for the warmest spring
weather, it is a simple style with
a plain sleeveless blouse and full
skirt. Although it looks dark in
the photograph, it is really a colorful orange shade. Mousseline
makes the under dress, which is
veiled in silk chiffon to match.
The simplicity of the gown is its
main charm and this simplicity is
only relieved by a wide band of
gold lace placed just below the
hips and by a gold girdle trimmed
at intervals with clusters of gold
grapes. The color scheme is carried out in the gold slippers and
stockings worn.
This frock will be Just the thing
for the brunette to wear to her
after lcaster dsacci and dinners.

CANADA SENDS
FIRST WOMAN
M. P. TO OTTAWA

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

self-pit-

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Cold cream should

m

Bj LAURA

BEAUTY CHAT

not

fr

m.

uaiiy magazine Page

HELEN HUNTER'S HUSBAHD
BYJAK1S
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J01E RAVS TROPIIIES FILL ROOM

126 PREDATORY

RESIGNATION OF
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died last night at his apartments after a short Illness. He Is
survived by one son. Mr. Salner
QUINBY The body of CharleB came here from Texas some time
S. Quinby was shipped to his old ago. The body was taken to
s
home at Sharon, Pa., for burial,
funeral parlors pending funot
Thomas
Morey,
accompanied by
eral arrangements.
Albuquerque. Mr. Quinby was emCONTRERAS Funeral services
ployed as general sales manager for
Kohn Adler company, silk import- of Juanlta G. Contreras, 30 years
Neil McNer-nc- y old, will he held this
ers of Philadelphia.
morning at
was in charge.
Sandoval. Burial will he made in
Sandoval
Garcia and
cemetery.
SALINA The funeral of Dado Sons are In charge.
Salina, who was shot in Valencia
countv last Wednesday, will occur
this morning at 9 o'clock from the 165 NEW POST BOXES
Old Town catholic cnurcn. uunai
TO BE INSTALLED IN
will in Santa Barbara cemetery
Strong Brothers are in charge.
THE, CITY P0ST0FFICE
KABZA--Tfuneral ot Steve
According to word received yesKabza, who died at his home on
West Centra? avtnue, Thursday terday by Postmaster Berthold
afternoon, will be held from the Spitz from the postal department
church of the Immaculate Concep- at Washington, 165 new pCBt boxes
tion this' morning at H o'clock. will be added soon to the 500 boxes-noin the local postoffice.
Services will be held by lie.
The new boxes will probably be
Father Mandalari, and buria": will
Friends placed in the north wall of the
be in Calvary cemetery.
of the family are Invited to attend. lobby. Five of the new boxes will
bo especially large to accommodate
Strong Brothers are in charge.
the mail of newspaper offices and
FAHEY Harry Fahey died at other firms
that receive large
a local hospital early Friday morn quantities of postal matter.
son
ana
a
motner
Mr.
ing. He leaves
Spitz has also been authorin Nevada, and several brothers in ized to put Iron railings on eithei
Los Angeles. The body is at Strong side of the steps of the federal
Thf
Brothers pending funeral
building, at both entrances.
railings will probably be erected
the latter part of this month.
APODACA The funeral of Miguel Apodaca, who died last ThursSERIOUS SHORTAGE OF
day morning at his residence on
South Second street, will be held
COAL IS FORECAST BY
this afternoon at 3 o'clock from the
OFFICIAL
OF UNION
Sacred Heart church. Burial will
be in San Jose cemetery. Crollott
is in charge.
a
(By The Amoclnted Prera.)
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 14.
SAINEZ D. J j, Sainez, 64 years Philip Murray, International vice

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

old,

Crol-lott'-

H. FOX IS

LYNN

ACGEPTED BT

ANIMALS RAGGED

T

Secretary, During Administration Here, Enlarged Y.
Desires
to Larger City. t

M. Departments;

to

Go

According to W. H. Day, inter-

state secretary of the Y, M. C. A.,
with headquarters in El Paso, the

resignation of Lynn II. Fox, local
T. secretary, was accepted yesterday. It was tendered by Mr. Fox
tome weeks ago when he decided
to enlarge the Bcope of his work by
hiovlng to the Y. M. C. A. o a

I 5

larger

f w

city.

Mr. Fox has been secretary of
the local organization for the past
four years. It was during his administration that some of the Y's
been made,
greatest strides Fiavowork
and in
notably In boys'
.
educution.
physical
specialized
the enDuring his administration
rollment has Jumped from an average of 56(1 to an average of 800
members.
Wheu Mr. Fox accepted the position the Y had no regular buys this departdepartment. Today
ment is one of the most imporant
The
physical
of the organization.
years ago was not
department four followed
no
reguspecialized, and
lar constructive program. Today a
man b or ooy s pnysicui
are determined and a regular sys-is
tematic course of instruction
provided to correct them. In this
Y's physirespect the Albuquerque
cal department is on par with the
in the
gymnasiums
best private
country.
service
here,
Mr. Fox, during his
Was in a great measure instrumental in developing the good Hoy
Scout organization in Albuquerque
to
today. He initiated the move for
and bowling
provide volley-basysbusiness men, and provided
tematic instruction in swimming
At the time of Mr. Fox's coming
here the r did very little educational work. Now regular lectur- es are provided, and a motion pic. ture machine
has been secured.
pubNight classes in Spanish andcompeconducted
by
lic speaking,
tent instructors, are a feature of
the educational service today. one
According to local clergymen
of Mr. Fox's greatest achievements
for the Y. M. C. A. has been the
promotion of Ya close
and the churches,
between the
of spiritright kind who
resulting In thefor
had
boys
ual guidance
never before thought much about
it.
Mr. Day said that no successor
to Mr. Fox had yet been selected,
Air. Fox's plans are unsettled, and
it is his intention to take a vacation
before deciding between the
Y. M. C. A. openings he has
under consideration in Arizona nd
California.

BYU.S.

$ku

NT

The monthly reports to Albu
querque office of federal Hunters
bioworking for tho United Stu-telogical survey show that 126 predatory animals have been killed in
traps or treed and shot since January.
Albert Pickens, working In Socorro and Sierra counties, is "high
lion, havinge
man" on mountain
caught eight. Jim Young and lobo
Andersoneuch caught a
wolf in traps and two other wolves
were reported to have stepped into
traps which were frozen down and
failed to snap.
The 916 Blielley ranch and the
Clark ranch near Cliff, N. M., in
Grant county are paying a bounty
lion
of $100 for each mountain
two
caught on their ranges and and
private hunters, lilghtower durThompson, have killed three
ing iho nast month wilh their packs
of trained lion hounds. Dr. Karl T.
Martin, predatory animal inspector
of the United States biological surInvey, passed their camp on his
last week and said
trip
spection
u
a rtf ttin linn Rkina WHS the
largest he had seen in New Mexico.
was siarieu up
(me of these lions nnrl
tho cllBSC
nil
night, the follow
lasted nil day,
o ciock me
ing day and until
night, when he wasontreed
the
and shot. Two dogs were
of
rocks above and the remainder
one
the pack at thd foot of the tree--the
dog being too tired to cross
last gulch rested nil night on the
trail and was not in on the kill.
This killing will he cheerful news
to the stockmen and game associalion
tions of New Mexico, for each
feeds at least twice a week on cattle voting horse or game, and the
toll taken bv these predatory beasts
would run lnt thousands of dollars.

il

MAN FREED HERE IS
WANTED IN WICHITA
IN AUTO THEFT CASE

t
-

l

TWO HUNDRED HATS
RECEIVED AT KAHN'S

S

Alternate applications hot and
cold cloths then apply

L

f

VAPORUB

New York society women have
formed their own radio club.

Cher 1 7 Million Jan Vttd Ytarlg

he

Kay and some of his trophies.
middle distance runner,
of scores of records as
holder
Joie Ray.
may also hold a record for the number of trophies collected by an athlete. Joie's trophies "clutter up the whole house," as mother would say.

CONVICTED BOOTLEGGER
BEGINNING
DIES AFTER
JAIL SENTENCE

arrest at that time, he tried to

e.

He was apprehended
by
officer Iieahn, who engaged in a
struggio witn tne prisoner over a
revolver. The gun was accidentally discharged, sending a bullet
Two days after he had begun his through ono of Beahn's hands and
left arm.
thirty-dajail sentence as a con- through Fahey's
victed bootlegger, Harry
Fahey
died yesterday morning from pneu5 ARE DROWNED WHEN
monia at a local hospital.
SCHOONER COLLAPSES
of
The deceased complained
feeling ill Thursday an.t was allowed to s:i outside the Jail in the
Washington, April 14. Five persunshine. However, he left the sons, tlie wifo of Wm. Lawrence
Jail grounds and went to a doctor's and four oj his
children,
office, and was sent to a hospital
early today in the capsizfrom there.
ing of a two masted schooner in
Fahey was arrested last Decem- the Potomac river off Alexandria,
ber by local prohibition officers Vn. Lawrence and his eldest son
near the border on a charge of raved themselves by climbing up a.
transporting whiskey. After his mast from which they were rescued
30-DA-

Y

Everything to Make Your Easter Dinner
a Success

y

FRESH VEGETABLES

.

REW ARRIVALS
Golden Bantam Corn on Cob, No. 3 tins
Tiny Stringless Beans, No. 2 tins
Extra Small Peas, No. 2 tins
. . . .
Tiny Red Beets, No. 2 fins.'
Golden Wax Stringless Beans. No. 2 tins
1 lb. can Breakfast Cocoa
2 lb. tin Monarch Peanut Butter
Red Wing Sweet Cider, quart bottle

On the Best Floor in New Mexico

ELKS' BALL ROOM
Benefit of the Elks' Band

REV. H00E TO SPEND
SIXTY DAYS IN JAIL

TUESDAY, APRIL

Sixty days in Jail and a tine of
$100 were handed to the Rev, M.
In
.
Hooe, colored, yesterday

$1.00, Tax

Total

(illustrated)

Idea which
mirably to
Is extremely
distinctively

is

copy-

model

a sports wcur
ad--

adapts Itself
business .use. It
comfortable and
stylish.

I'M

IL

10c

Hawkisis

Clothes for Men
Spring Suits and Topcoats
Tailored at Fashion Park
for,
You'll want to be
clothes
these
and
of
course
Easter,
offer you every essential of refinement, distinction, quality, good taste"
and good value. Our extensive displays embrace styles to suit every
taste, and particularly featured are

Suits $40
The Suits are in new one to four-buttstyles and'dever sports models. The topcoats in new belted or
loose
k
styles.

on

box-bac-

. i

Others at

$35

Up to

$50

M. Mandell Clothiers, Inc.
FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS

C. L. MCMILLAN,

394305

303

ed

Good Suits, $25 and $30.

Idea! Grocery

PHONES

$1.10.

516 E. Central.

I'hone 250.
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Style-Corre- ct

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

ELKS' ORCHESTRA
Admission per couple

60c
45c
40c
35c
35c
30c
50c
50c
40c
25c

Grape Fruit Hearts, No. 2 tins.
Fancy Peeled Evaporated Peaches, pound

18

Tlio Fashion
Park
"Par-Vcc- "
righted

well-groom-

Asparagus, New Potatoes, Fresh Peas, Artichokes,
Cucumbers, Cauliflower, Hothouse Radiihes, Spring
Onions, New Cabbage, New Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
Rhubarb, Head Lettuce, Parsnips, Etc.

Louisiana Strawberries to Arrive

"Business is so good since I
uscaught the advertising bee and
in
the
Morning
space
big
ing
Journal," said Siegfried Kahn.
proprietor of the Kahn First street
stove, "that I nm finding it a hard
matter to keep my stock well supplied with seasonable goods of
extra good and superior quality.
Millinery goods and trimmed hats
for
for spring and especially
Faster are going off at a rapid
200
of
pace: but a timely shipment
trimmed hats, received yesterday,
put my stock in good shape and
ladies of Albuquerque and vlclnitv
are invited at this eleventh
hour to cnll and make their selections today. The hats will not last
long; come this morning."

VfA
'

ii

iRUISES-SPRAIN-

,

police court as a result of the reverend's orders to his wife to hove
Charles Wells, who was recently tho
spaded by Thursday
freed of the charge of stealing an nightgarden
under penally of death.
to Frank
automobile belonging
The four charges against Hooe
Hubbell, was rearrested on a warHe was charged
rant from Wichita, Kansas, charg- - were combined.
with
returnwas
beating his wife, being drunk,
ing a like offense and
driving a car while drunk and reby
ed to Wichita
yesterday
sisting an officer.
Wichita officer.

Sut

l ill th fefkfl

I IMit

Kd-ai-

ll

sev-rr-

4'f,o'n

president of the United Mine Workers of America, who Is here to
spend Easter with his family, today predicted that "there will be a
serious bituminous
coal shortage
throughout the country inside of
four weeks."
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Davis, Miss Morelll and Alfred
SPECIAL MUSIC TO BE
Mnllette.
Postlude. Hosanna (Granier).
SUNG AT EASTER HIGH
orchestra and organ.
MASS AT CHURCH HERE
Mrs. Michael Palla-dlnOrganist.

REBELLIOUS SOLDIERS OF IRISH ARMY WITH ARMED CAR

SPECIAL VENIR

"THE FOOL AflD HIS DECISION"

o.

S SUMMONED IN

A. G. BURGH CASE
J.

Citation for Contempt Is
Directed to a Private De- -l
tective; Must Answer
Charge on April 22.

;

y

k

v

At

w

:

j

'

(Br The

Aoclted FreM.)

Loi Angeles, Calif., April 14.
A citation for contempt directed
t to H. 8. Hookln, a privat detec-- )
tlve, and the calling ot another
) special venire were the
ing feature today. In the trial of
; Arthur C. Burch for the murder of
here last
; J. Belton Kennedy,
August
presld-- J
Judge Sidney N. Beeve, Hockln
lng at Burch's trial, cited
anrwer
to
appear April 22 to
' to
charge of contempt In connection
i with hi deportment toward a
prospective

was released on bail.
The filing of Miss Rutherford's
J affidavit today resulted In the cl
v tatlon for contempt.
P. C. Neal, another member of
detective
s the same
agency, was
' Identified by veniremen In court as
an
; being
"Investigator of the Jury."
; Paul W. Bchenck,
chief defense
:
counsel, declared today that on
two occasions Neal gained sdmlt-- ;
tance to veniremen's homes by
representing himself as a federal
officer. Evidence of this will be
submitted to the United States dls- trlct attorney, Schenck said,
A fourth venire became neces- sary today. Challenges and ex- cusps for cause had left but five
veniremen.
Judge Reeve ordered
J seventy-fiv- e
names drawn for ap- pearance Monday morning.
,

Stomach Trouble

I Took

'B" Theater For the last time
today, the Kealart picture, "Too
Much Wife," with Wanda Hawley
as the leading star. Is being repeated for the last time; also repeating "Put and Take" comedy,
of the Hall Room Boys' comedy
series.
Crystal Opera Hotise --The Ferris
Taylor Stock company still holding
forth at the Crystal and drawing
big crowds. If you want to see
good acting and enjoy good laughs
attend the Crystal theater while
the Taylor players are here.
Iflrrlo Theater The film star,
Catherine McDonald, appearing In
"The Beautiful Liar,'' is at the
Lyrlo today for the last time; also

me, declare
, ,
Barker, 816 Miller St.,

Petenburg, Va. When
each remarkable, ietti
mony it heard on every

hand there

eari no tonger be doubt about
the merits of this wonderful
medicine. Get a bottle to
day. At all good druggUte.

IIOCEflT

S

TRAP

el

iplay, "The Girl From Porcupine
also repeating the comedy, "The
Chauffeur," with Clyde Cook as

RHEUMATISM CURED BY
ORDWAY PLASTER, SAYS
ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN

BOXER CHARGED
WITH HOMICIDE

-

E. MAHARAM & SOn
The Last Store on Main Street

518 We$t Central Ave.

IE
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WSLII

wt sli na

(By Th Amorlstrd Prens.)
pi
san Francisco, Calif., April 14.
The grain trade association of the
San Francisco
chamber of commerce addressed a letter to Presi
dent Harding today saying that It Im
naa been requested over the separate signatures of 6,044 land ownS
ers, owning In the aggregate
acres of land, to use Its
best efforts to bring about amendment to the Volstead act to legal-lit- e
tho manufacture and sale of H
lights wines and beer.
tit
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Our Special Price only 99o Saturday, ..wtt.-.t.s-- ..
Special Number 2
1 Can Old Miss. Pure Ribbon Cane Syrup.
1 Can Del Monte Sliced Peaches, large
1 Can Glass Jar Oreen Gage Plums, small
1 Can Sunktst Pineapple, small

.

$1.29
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Great Easier Qo hmg Soecia

.45

can,.,

Our Special Price Ho Saturday..

.3

25
.20

......

EASTER
SHOES

Your Choice of Any Suit In the Store

'(

j

'vt

For those who like style and comfort and yet
practice economy our storetwill appeal to you.
p
Ladies'
Oxfords, Cuban heel (JQ
I?OtOD
black or brown kid..

Qt

one-stra-

(r

Ladies' Patent Leather Lace Oxfords
with high heels............

fpLVD

Children's Patent Leather Mary Jane1
..,
Oxfords, sizes 3 to 8.......

$1.45

Men's Shoes in black, English last, a comfortable
shoe that looks well and will give you
fTp?
I Uj
lots of wear. Note this low price.

dQ
vO

A complete line of high grade Shoes and Hosiery, aU
v
"

popular prices,

-

l

115 South First Street ,
Opposite) Ahraraclo Hotel.

,
'

i

till

i

row, a small

Friedman does any Boxing in the next few days it will ia
dons in a Jail cell. For Friedman
surrendered to police and has been
charged with the killing of Abraham Rubin in an alleged bootlegger
war in Chicago.
V

today or tomor-

&

mmmmk

Ssiler Friedmso.

de-po- sit

will hold it.

Meyer

value,

sold with our
NOTICE-W- e
will, actually lose on some of these salts as
much as $10. For this reason we will have to make a
nominal charge (not over one dollar) for alterations.

DRAW.

TEN-ROC-

Bt. Louis.

Mo, April

14.

Harry

Schuster of Milwaukee and Frankle
Martin of Los Angeles fonght to a
boot here todraw in a
night. They are welterweights.
tea-rou-

lAYISOOtnt1! WINS.
Mcpherson, Kane. April 14.
Dick Davfs court, Wichita wrestler.
defeated Sailor Jack Lewis rf Buffalo here tonight In straight falls.
'

The family Shoa Store

ready for your suit

JF

8

Every suit in this
great stock is new,
smart, well - made,
and a real Meyer

If you are not

If Sailer

In India upper caste girls do sot
s
-

dance.

,

OF MEYER & MEYER'S

rtdu lm.

..-

CATAHRH
el th
I LADDER

500 SUITS TO SELECT FROM

You will find this collection of Men's Suits one of the finest ever offered in Albuquerque. It includes all of the
desired materials for spring and summer, excellently made and in the best styles. The values are up to $50.00.

METO
MEYER
&
Until 8:30
114 Central

Open Tonight

ii

MMWmJMM

DOSWELL'S CASH GROCERY
612 NORTH FTFT1T ST.
PHOKTE 805-- J
93 .00 Orders Delivered Free.
SAVE JUST 26o ON TOtTt ORDKR IfERE ARE TWO 90
SPECIALS FOB YOU,
First Special
Regular Price
White
.SO
Soap
Crystal
4 P. A 3. Soap
25
8 Star Naptha Powder
.15
2 Brltt's Ammonia Powder, best of all for whitening clothes
M
1
bottle blueing
a..
.l
1 Fels Naptha Soap . ..
,10
1 Satlna Ironing Tablets v.'......-......,.- ,
05
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$22.75
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S3.S5, $3.75, $12.75, $18.75
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SPRUNG

POLICE ARREST

Cornelius O'Callahftn of 105X
North Eighth street, who has lived
In New Mexico for forty-on- e
years,
w
crippled with rheumatism. A
son sent him an Ordway plaster
to see what effect It would have.
It cured him.
He then had a few plasters sent
him for use of his neighbors. They
got Immediate relief, according to
Mr. O'Callahan.
He pronounces
It as a proven cure for rheumatism, heart trouble, pneumonia,
pain In the back and many other
ailments.
Mr. O'Callahan !s now In position to supply those In need of the
relief which these plasters can
gfre. He may be found at his
1051
residence,
North Eighth
street. Adv.

COATS, SUITS, DRESSES AND CAPES

2C

The death of Dario Salinas,
sheep herder from near Los Lunas
who died Friday morning,
was
due to a bullet wound In his abdo
IS
men, according to the verdict of
the coroner's Jury which reviewed
tho case yesterday. Dr. W. R.
Lovelace made a post mortem ex(By The Associated Treu.)
Belton, Tex.. April 14. George amination of the
and reportF. Hornsby, 28 yeans old, paid the ed that the deathbody
was caused by
extreme
penalty on the scaffold internal hemorrhages due to the
here at 2:12 o'clock this afternoon wound.
for the murder of J. N. Weatherby,
Erinio Ancheta, who surrendprominent automobile
dealer, at ered himself to Tony Ortlas followurownwooa last year.
ing the shootin will ba ivn n
Hornsby made a speech on the ) preliminary
hearing
Monday
scaffold, reiterating his innoconce morning. The shooting Is said to
and said that he had made 'peace have taken place when the two
with his Maker and advised If any herders disagreed on the manner
wore present who had not done so in which to herd the sheep. Anto do It at once. His body was cheta has been taken to Los Lunns
taken to Temple, Tex., for burial.
by deputy sheriffs of Valencia
Petitions bearing more than county.
7,000 names, asking the governor
to commute the death sentence to
life Imprisonment, were presented WILL MAKE EFFORT TO
to the executive.
Hornsby Is the first white man OBTAIN AN AMENDMENT
to be hanged legally In Bell county
OF THE VOLSTEAD ACT;
in nearly fifty years.

repeating for the last time the
comedy, "Sneakers."
Pastime Theater For the last
time today, the management Is re
peating the James Oliver Curwood

TANLAC
.,

GET HEARING MONDAY
ON MURDER CHARGE

the star.

It made a new man of

Everything Reduced You Will Save Many Dollar on
Your Purchases.

llonedlctus. Soprano solo and
Miss
double quartet (Gounod),
Mnry Morelll.
Dei.
Asnus
Quartet (Gounod).
Tenor solo, Hi m run
Domini.
Balling.
Non Sum Dlgnue. Soprano solo.
Miss Mary Morelll.
Benediction.
O Salutarls.
Baritone solo with
violin obligation (Glorza), Michael
Pnlladlno.
Tantum Ergo. Alto solo, duet
and chorus (Wiegand), Mrs. C. C.

SHEEP HERDER WILL

Theaters Today

two-re-

Of 30 Years Stand'
ing Was Ended When

At The LADIES SPECIALTY SHOP

Full chorus.
Offertory. Regina Coell (Gloria), full choir.
Snnctus. Tenor solo (Gounod)
J. R. Rodden.
Dpus Saboth. Chorus.
Plenl. Tenor solo, Simon

!

GOOD MUSIC

HEAR HIM

PRICES DOWN

HcnseMcn.
Kt Expecto.

Irish Republican rebels with armored car in Limerick.
The Sinn Fein flag is flying
Tans. The car jrae taken over
of Limerick, between Free State
from the gun pit of the armored
when the British evacuated Ireand Republican forces, but it is
which
bemotor car
land. For a time bloody fiRht-in- g
now believed the danger has
formerly
to
the
Black
British
and
was expected for possession
been eliminated,
longed

At FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Tonight at 7:30

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

Qui gedes. Trio for soprano,
tenor and bass, Mrs. Tessler, Messrs. Rodden and Palladlno.
Quonlam, Full chorus.
Choir. (Gounod).
Credo.
Trio for soEt Incarnatus.
prano, tenor and bass, Miss Maymc
Kf uffwan, Messrs. Rodden and

Juror.

EVANGELIST KENNEDY

BRIDGE COT.TAPSES.
A bridge
Plsgah, Iowa, April 14
weakened by rains collapsed when
Elmer Llzar, far.n hand employed
near Plsgah drove cattle over It
today. Llzar was perhaps fatally
Injured. EIrM head of cattle and
the horse which Llznr was riding
were killed In the collapse.

o.

Hockln, a member of a private
' detective agency employed by the
prosecution to Investigate venlre- men, was recently arrested In the
court room at 'the request of Dis-- t
trlct Attorney Thomas Lee Wool-- 1
wine.when Miss Zoe Rutherford,
i a talesman, told the court that she
'overheard Hockln tell her mother
that "Burch was as guilty as a
dog." A felony Information was
tiled charging Hockln with at-- t
tempting to Influence a Jury, Be

WILL EE THE SUBJECT OF

W. J. Herrle.

Director.

The program of the Easter Sun
day high mass at the Immaoulate
Conception church at 10:30 o'clock
is as follows:
Prelude. Ave Maria (Qodard),
orchestra and organ,
Vldll Aquam. BasB solo and organ
(Wiegand), Louis Hesselden.
Kyrie. Trio for soprano, tenor
and bass with chorus (Gounod),
Miss Mary Morelll, Messrs. J. R.
Rodden and I Hesselden.
Gloria. Soprano solo and cho
rus (Gounod), Mrs. Anna Tesslor:
Domlne Fill. Bass solo, Michael
Pallndlno.
Duet for tenor and
Qui Tollis.
bass, J. R. Rodden and M. Palla-din-

W.

m
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It was rather clever. The Journal admits it was.
We refer to to the manner in which Governor
has extricated himself from the martial law
order in Gallup. We think we see the adoit and
fertile brain of our friend Judge Reed Holloman
in the finesse with which this thing was accomHolloman would have been
plished.
hot to have gotten into the mess. The solution for
getting out of it excites our admiration.
Naturally the governor did not wish to recede
from the martial law order in the faco of sevore
Yet he saw how untenable his position
criticism.
was.
So, under the guise of allowing the
really
holding of a term of court at Gallup, he lifted his
martial law order from "the court house and Jail
In Gallup." Then the governor naively orders "that
civil and criminal process of all kinds emanating
from from the district court of said county, be permitted to be executed in any and all places in said
county."
d
contained in this order would
The
entertain any audience. The hand is quicker than
the eye. Now you see it and now you don't. The
governor was not frank enough to say that his martial law order was a mistake and was therefore
So he keeps up the fiction of martial
withdrawn.
law while withdrawing it in fact.
The right of trial by Jury in McKinley county is
restored. The writ of habeas corpus may be issued.
Every civil right is again operative, for those with
a grievance can go to the district court for relief.
The Journal has aided the people to win the
fight against the suspension of the civil rights o
American citizens in McKinley county. No governor in New Mexico will ever again attempt as
high handed a proceeding. That phase of the incident is closed.
As the matter now stands the constitution and
laws of the state are operative in every nook and
corner of the state. Therefore the troops arc
merely being supplied at the expense of the taxpayers to guard the property, of the mine owners
and to evict miners from their homes. This is not
so serious. It is costing the taxpayers probably a
thousand dollars a day. It may be causing the
miners and their friends much inconvenience and
discomfort, but no dictator rules and no inalienable
rights are suspended after 9 o'clock next Monday
The citizens of New Mexico can make
morning.
up their minds at leisure as to the Justification for
acts.
these expenditures and ultra-legNo sort of excuse can ever be given for having
suspended the civil rights of the people of McKin
ley county under the conditions which existed
There may be some Justification for having trools
to guard property at public expense, although we
do not believe that the facts Justified it at the time
It was done. Troops might be sent as guards In
anticipation of trouble but martial law carrying
with it the suspension of every civil right of our
people, can not be tolerated "in anticipation of
slelght-of-han-
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THE CENOA
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Who calls the' poor in spirit blest?
The rich in spirit win their own.
Hark to the war's shrill bugles blown!
Look to the rippling banner thrown
Outstreamlng In the west!

Who says the meek Inherit, here?
The earth is theirs whose hands are strong.
Work, for the night comes; art is long.
trouble."
Onward the keen, stern faces throng.
The adjutant general still has autocratic power Quick-eyeintent, sincere.
over
lost
the people
over his troops but he has
it
life has lost its ancient rest,
of the county. The coilrt is functioning now. The Our
The yri blue flower of peace that grows
principle for which we contended has been estab- By cottage wall and garden close.
lished and the constitution of New Mexico again Star in the east, ah, whither goes
This star that leads us west?
protects the people of McKinley county.
Arthur Colton.
Nothing we have said at any time has been intended to reflect upon the national guard. No act
ha been done by them except in compliance with
orders which they have sworn to obey.
The necessity for guards; the prudence of havNEEDS SOME NEW INCISIONS.
We gather from his statements in the paper that
ing the state supplying them, the Justification for
the tax burden Involved; these are less fundamental the Fort Worth district Judge thinks the Volstead
act ought to go to a dentist. Dallas News.
questions concerning which we feel less certitude
than on the question of the suspension of our civil
LEARNING TO PLAY GOLF.
rights. We are glad that Governor Mechem found
A Southern newspaper
the information
what he regarded as a graceful way to recede on that the Japanese have no conveys
swear words. But they
the martial law portion of his order sending troops are great students ot the English language. De
troit i ree 1'ress.
to Gallup.
The governor should go one step further and
WHY THE AMBITION?
Inform the district Judge that the troops are there Lots OTHERWISE,
of
people insist that they are ambitious
Then judge to spend city
solely to enforce the court's orders.
their declining years on a farm. Their
Holloman could issue all necessary restraining or- - idea of farming is1 sitting on the fence and telling
ders to Insure public tranquility in' McKinley the hired man what to do. Toledo Blade.
A precedent for such a course can be
county.
BRUTAL WORK AT WELLESLET.
found in the conduct of President George WashingThe Wellesley freshmen may now powder their
ton, who refused to declare martial law but put noses again,
the ban against the privilege lmnosed
federal troops at the disposal of a federal judge to by the sophomores having been lifted. Why are
enforce his orders during the "Whiskey Rebellion." college girls so rough and ungentlemanly in their
Houston Post.
hazing methods, anyway?
A DUTY AND A PRIVILEGE.
MIGHT SEND TOM WATSON OUT.
are going to be executed with lethal
The Y. M. C. A. is a
where boys are gasTwoIn felons
Nevada,
it's cneaper that way than it
turned into useful citizens.
move
to
would be
the United States senate out to
The "gang spirit" takes possession of almost Nevada, and besides the artificial article is more
York
New
deadly.
Telegraph.
of
twelve years and stays with
every boy at the age
him until he Is twenty. The "fellows" will "gang
Will it be around pool halls under
""Bp" somewhere.
degenerating Influences or around the "Y" under
Which would you
circumstantial surroundings?
WHY IS A REVOLVER?
prefer for your boy?
If it is made
The Y. M. is not
(From the Duluth Herald.)
A Chicago restaurant owner offered a reward of
club it ceases to function as a
a
a thousand dollars to anybody who would give one
public utility in caring for the boys.
good reason for permitting revolvers to be made in
Making up the deficit in the best Investment and America.
men
have who want the boys of
A number of people have reached for that regreatest privilege
but they have not attained it. Nobody yet
today to be a city asset tomorrow, instead ot being ward,
offered a valid reason why revolvers should
has
a liability.
or sold, and it is not at all likely
be
manufactured
A city without a Y. M. C. A. is to be pilled. To that anyone will.
we
show
to
least
one
as
much
think
is
at
that
K revolver is either a useless toy or a criminal's
have
tool. Where revolvers are used, they are either
ot our boys as we do of our dollars.
used for target practice, for which purpose a .22
caliber rifle would do as well, or to kill people who
KEEP OUT THE ALIENS.
get in the way of crooks.
Some of those who have tried to win that thou
The United States senate, if it is wise, will pass sand dollars have urged that revolvers are needed
protect the homes against Invaders. That is
the bill before it providing for the extension ot the to
the poorest possible excuse for them. The most
present three per cent quota immigration act for foolish thing any householder can do, if he thinks
two years beyond July 1. Undoubtedly the bill it there is a burglar in the house. Is to take a re
and go hunting for him, The burglar is on
put to a vote of the people' would be approved by volver
the lookout. Is keyed up and nervous, is desperate.
an overwhelming majority.
and will almost Invariably shoot first. Though he
'
Labor especially is pleased at the results ot re- would much prefer
not to shoot, he will kill rather
unlaw
this
show
without
that
than be killed. Besides, the average householder
striction. Statistics
Is
so
little
to the use of firearms that
accustomed
have
been
employment during the last year would
to hit himself or a member of the
he is more
tremendously Increased by the arrival of hundreds family thanlikely
he Is to hit the burglar.
of thousands of immigrants, Representative Albert
The man who offered the reward says that if
com
want
house
firearms for target practice or to pro
the
of
people
chairman
immigration
Johnson,
tect
homes, they should use rifles or shot
trtittee, estimated on. the floor of the house recently guns. their
They can't be concealed, but the revolver
that the percentage act has keept from the United can be concealed as easily as a pint of moonshine
States 600,000 or 700,000 aliens to date, and will by on the hip, and that is one of the most damning
of the indictments against it.
June SO nest have kept out' 2,000,000.
It Is very doubtful Indeed if anybody ever sub
That the immigration peril from which this mils
an essay that any eonslble jury of judges will
evidenced
is
Is
say nas laU'iy won the prize,
country has been spared sot fictional
.'
;"V';,iv;'""-.-;"-'iv
man-facto-

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
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quanta j

price ior rifles, shotWright's Trading Post,

guns, pistols.
Fourth and Gold.
e
HAVE several
first mortWho wants them?
gage loans.

A Wond.
CLEANED and pressed, SI; suit
pressed, 60o; no gasoline odor. . Duke
46.
City Cleaners, phone
kalsomine mna paper, waxCLEANING,

SUITS

ing and oiling floors; work guaranteed.

furniture,

anr

rugs,

stove?, clothing
box 219, city.
and everything. Address Box 400, Journal.
DOWN and 120 a month are the WANTED To buy piano of well kno a
brand new shingle bungaterms on
make and must be at Bargain prtca

low; two large rooms and sleeping porch,
price 1950. Phone 410.
FOR PALE- University Heights, practically new Spanish type bungalow, furtwo porches and
nished, fi e rooms,
105 Prlnoeton.
basement
rOB SALE By owner, modern
house, front and back porch, cellar
1117
Kent avenue, one
and garage.
block west Robinson park.
FOIt BALE By owner, 718 West Coil,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, t
targe porches, newly decorated, vacant
terms If desired. Phune 1803-r"bn SALE Bight-roomodem stucco
bungalow, close In, fine location In
for
Itself; owner
highlands: will pay
Phone
will saorlflce.
leaving elty:
S128--

SALE! New homes Dy owner; one
824 West Gold; one
210
North Uaple; one four-rooNorth Maple; terms. Call 821 West
phone 1949-FOR SALE Four room brjck house.
with bath, bulit-l- n
features, hardwood
floors,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, two
screens
porches, t'arage, large tot,
foot front. Inquire of owner.
seventy-on- e
521 South Klghtft.
modern
FOR BALE 3y jwner, five-roobrick, stucco, all modern conveniences
features, large
except heat; built-i- n
sleeping porch, lawn, treea, vines, garage
and chicken yards; goou location; win
sacrifice: terms to suit reliable party.
Fo." further rartlaulars.
phone 1805-FOR
110

steady.
ewee,

$18.E0314.75;

Lambs,

8.75

3.50.

lillehcn and dining room sank
lower and lower.
"They're going out!" hoarsely
whinnered' the watching Fox to
tho Woir.
,
lit tho bungalow Nurse Jane
saw the gas flickering low.
By Howard 11. Garls
"Something has huppened," she
said to Lnclo Wiggily. "it is
Copyright, 1921, by McClura
dark here."
Newspaper Syndicate.
"I'll turn on the electricity,"
said the bunny.
VXCT.TC WKiGII.Y AM) THE
Ho snapped on tho electric
C'.VXDLK BiaUUKS.
lamps, ami onco more tho bunga4
low
glowed. Hut a mo"Jlello. hello!" fried t!io Woo-zi- e mentcheerfully
the cellar, the
Wolf to tlio Fuzzy Fox one bad later, down In off
the
turned
'Yot
morning. "Aro you there?"
"Am I here? Of course, I'm
"Oh, we're all dark again!"
here," answered the Fox. "Vou cried Kurso Jane, who had Just
talk like on Englishman over the mndo tho water boll In the kettle
,
telephone.
for tea. "Something is going to
"Never mind about that!" went happen, Undo Wiggily, 1 feel it.
on the AVolf, slinking down Into This darkness must bo caused by
tho den ot the Fox. "I've coino to some bad animals who want to
tell you a way to get L'nclo
nibble you. Oh. if wo only had
a light.
"Have you no candles?" asked
"How?" asked the Fox.
"Listen," artswertd the Wolf. tho bunny,
This cvenlnff, when It begins to
ao," answered Nurse Jane.
we'll sneak tip to his "There isn't a candle in the bungbut stop wait a minute! I
alow,
hollow stump bungalow."
No use In that! exclaimed the have some candle berries! 1 can
Fox. holding up one paw. "We've soon make a candle."
"What are candle berries?"
tried that more than once."
'But I have a new way!" asked Uncle Wiggily, trying to see
growled the Wolf. "We'll sneak through the darkness, and start
up to his bungalow when it be ing at every sound.
"Candle berries or bay berries
gins to get dark. I'll creep in a
cellar window and turn off the grow on a bush," answered the
muskrat lady. "On the outside
gas."
the berries is a coating like
What good will that do?" of
wax.
I have a lot of those wax
asked the Fox.
It will leave the bungalow in berries I gathered last year. I'll
In hot water.
The hot
darkness." said the Wolf, "and put them
you and I can sneak In without water will melt off the wax. I
wax
skim
can
the
from
the top
nibble
seen
and
the bunny's
being
ears. There won't be any gas to of the water where it will float,
and from the wax I can make a
light."
What about the electricity?" candle, by putting in a string
Then we can light the
asked the Fox.
"Uncle Wiggily wick.
candle."
has electrio lights in his
"Please
do It!" begged the
"I fear something will
Once I am down in the cellar bunny.
I can turn off the electric light happen In the dark."
Nurse Jane dropped the wax
bay perries in some hot water
trom tne Kettle. She knew the
kitchen well enough to work about
it in the dark, and it did not take
her very long to skim off the
wax, and mold some of It around
a string for a wick.
Just as she lighted the bay
fi
r r
iberry candle, into the bungalow
sneaked the Fox and Wolf. But
by the light of the candle Uncle
Wiggily and Nurse Jane threw
flat irons and other things at the
bad chaps an drove them away.
"Fooled again I" howled the
Wolf.
"I told you sol" barked the Fox.
By the light of the bay berry
canate uncie wiggny went down
cellar' and turned on the gas and
electricity and all wis well. .And
it the dustpan doesn't ask the
egg beater to go skating, and
then forget all about it and go
to sleep under the stove, I'll tell
H&! Ha! 'hosts ely
you next about Uncle Wiggily's
tooth brush.
tna rox and. woitr
also," said the Wolf. "There
won't be anything in the bunga MIDDLET0N SENTENCED
low to make a light. Uncle Wig
gily and Nurse Jane can t see us, TO 7 TO
YEARS IN
and we'll have some fine ear nib
STATE PENITENTIARY
bles! Are you with mo 7"
"It's worth trying," said the
Fuzzy Fox, after thinking it over (Special Correspondence te The Journal.)
a bit. "Come on."
Las Vegas, N. M., April 14. John
So the two bad chaps sneaked
over the fields and through the W. Mlddleton, who bad been grantwoods until they came close te ed a. new trial on the charge of
hollow stump murder, entered u plea ot guilty to
Uncle Wiggily's
bungalow. There they hid in the a charge of manslaughter at the rebushes, waiting for the sun to set cent term ot court at Santa Rosa,
and received a sentence of not less
so there would be darkness.
Just at dusk Uncle Wiggily than seven years nor more than
years in the state penitenhopped across tho fields to his twenty Mlddleton
was convicted of
bungalow, his pink nose oheor tiary.
He. whistled a murder in 1918, following the killfully twinkling.
a
of
neighboring ranchman. He
ing
little tune as he went Inside.
"We shall have a Jolly evening appealed to the supreme court and
Nurse Jane," the case was remai.ded for a new
checkers.
Playing
he ' said to his muskrat lady trial. In the meantime, Mlddleton'
bondsmen had turned him in and
housekeeper.
"Ha! Hal Ha!" hoarsely laugh- he was confined in the Guadalupe
became
ed the Fox and Wolf to them- county Jail. His health
there, and he was taken
selves, as they hid in the bushes. Impaired
to
at
time
the
Christmas
penitenAs soon as it was dark the
where he might have better
into the collar, tiary,
Wolf sneaked
rare. Mlddleton is said to be sufthrough a window which Nurse fering from tuberculosis.
Jane had forgotten to close. The
Fox stayed outside,- near the winIn order to relieve a destitute
dow to watch and tell the Wolf
when the gas lights went out". For family living in a remote district,
Uncle Wiggily first lighted the Miss Lydla rrlcKe, a county health
nurse in Oregon, recently took, a
gas.
The Wolf turned a thing In the
trip on skis through a
gus plpu, The flaring Jets iu tbs blinding snowstorm,

Bedtirm Stories

For Little Ones

,

I
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Ronton Wool.
Boston, April 14. The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will publish
wool prices as follows:
Michigan and New York fleeces:
Delaine unwashed, 43 44c; fine
unwaished, 34 35c; half blood unthree-eight37i&38c:
washed.
blood unwashed, 36(3 37c; quarter
blood unwashed, 36c.
Wisconsin Missouri and average
New England: Half blood, 3637c;
blood, 35c; - quarter
blood, 34 c.
Scoured basis:
Fine 12 months, $1.05;
Texa
fine 8 months, 90c.
Territory Flue staple choice,
$f. 05(531. 10; half blood combing,
blood
95c 81.00:
Foreign Kxeiia nfic.
75c; quarter blood comb
New York. April 14. Foreign combing,
62iiB5c.
Great
Britain ing,Pulled Delaine, $1.05; AA, 95c;
exchange steady.
demand, M.41U:
cables, S4.4 1 . A supers, 80 90c.
France demand, 9.28 lj; cables.
Mohair Best combing, 31S7c;
D.29.
Italy demand, 6.44; cables, best carding, 2326o.
5.4414.
;
8.54
Belgium demand,
cables, 8.05. Germany demand,
Kansas City Produce.
.83:4; cables, .34, Holland demand.
Kansas
April 14. Eggs,
37.92: cabins. 37.95.
Norwitv ,le- - butter and City.
poultry unchauged.
1S.G5.
Sweden
demand.
mand,
G.00.
Denmark
demand. 21.25
Chicago Froduce.
Mar-kSwitzerland demand. 19.46. Spain
Chicago, April 14. Butter
Greece demand,
demand, 15.03.
Creamery extras 37e;
higher.
4.50.
Poland
.02'a. firsts, 3314 (Q36c; seconds. Sit
demand,
a
demand, 1.92. Ar- S'ltc! al.nirlnrds. 37c.
gentine demand, 35.87. Brazil de
Receipts
F.ecs Market steady,
mand, 13.75. Montreal, 97?i.
Salic;
23,324 cases. Firsts, SJH4
nrrUrinrw firsts. 21'A (fi2c: miscel
Bnidl reel's Review.
laneous, 22A23c; storage packed
New York, April 14. Brad- - extras, 2620!fcc;
storage packed
street's tomorrow will say:
firsts, 25VjC
on
is
The general Impulse
in the
Market
steady
Potatoes
direction of improvement and re- - sacked round whites; weak on
tall trade and Industry generally Ilurals. Receipts S. care. Total
are better deeplte rains, bad coun V.
a shipments, 765 cars. Wiscontry roads and strikes. The situa sin sacked round whites, $1.60
so Irregular. 1.65; Idaho sacked round whites,
tion is necessarily
however, thnt the characterlwitlon
Rurals,
$J.601.85; Idaho sacked1. $7.00
of "spotted" perhaps best expresses $1.6001.70;
Florida No,
the general
outlook. As to the 7.25: No. 2, $5.255.50.
weather condition. It might be said
Poultry Market steady. Fowls,
that the rains in the west, while 26c;
roosters, 18c.
delaying crop work, holding down
distribution
and flood
spring retail
lng the country' streams, and lowlands, have compensated in a ten
dency to greatly improve future
crop and soil conditions. The strike,
however, especially that of the coal
miners Involving the voluntary
Idleness ot 650,000 men, is virtually
a tax on Industry as a whole just
as truly as failure and fire losses
constitute a menace to an trade
and Industry at a time when nearly
all other prospects are pleasing.

THE MARKETS

for cash. Address "Piano," care Jourrs).
MAX BARGAIN STOllt, at lit South
First, wilt pay the highest prices t clothing, shoes an ,
your second-hanfurniture. Phone BS.
HUG CLEANERS
WASHAND
RUG8
WE VACUUM
Phone
Navajo rugs s specialty.
lm-W- .
a. Cleaners.- B
BEAUTIFY TOUR HOME
SAVE your lawns, flower beds, shrubs,
etc., planted or cared for by experi
enced gardner. 1018 South Walter.
FOUR TEARS In the
city, cleaning
paper and painted walls; twenty years
as a cleaner; ninety per cent of the people will say Bert Ask Bert, 697-WANTED A storage room for storing
automobiles: must be at least 25x50
feet; state lse, condition of building, lo
cation and rent . Address Storage, care
Journal.
RUO CLEANERS
8x19 Rugs Cleaned, II. SI;
MATTRESSES
renovated, 18.50 and VP!
furniture repaired and packed. Enrlo
bedding Company, phone 818-Careful Kodak finishing.
WANTF.D
Twice dally service. Remember. eaUe.
faction guaranteed. Send your flmehlns
to a reliable, established firm, tunnel
Hanna. Master Photographers.
Have your dull safety
RAZOR BLADES
razor blades resharpened; etngla edge,
Have
2Go; double edge, ISO per dozen.
your straight razor, honed and set by
All work iu ranteed,
Kobxa
expert.
Bros., at Rnppe'a Drue Store.

Ranches

FOR SALE

PRODUCE ,

get-lin- tr

The world has lost its ol4 content;
With girded loins and nervous hands
The ase leads on; her sharp commands
Ring over plains and table-land- s
d
Of this
continent,

auy

I10U

coming congressional elections. To have "done so
would have placed Mr. Harding in the same embarrassing position as Woodrow Wilson found himself
in. 1918, when he made a personal appeal for the
election of a democratic congress and aroused the
antagonism of voters the country over who resented an attempt to dictate from the White House
'
what they should do at the polls.
Everybody knew that President Wilson desired
the election of a democratic congress, which was
entirely natural, but when he demanded it he made
a blunder that cost his party Inestimable thousands of votes. Mr. Harding is Just as keenly desirous of the support of a republican congress the
next two years as Mr. Wilson was when he went
before the people in behalf of a democratic congress,
but he does not believe it wise to try to swing the
elections by official pressure from Washington.
Demooratlo correspondents who tell their readers that the president's position is based on dissatisfaction with the accomplishments of the present
congress dominated by his own party, are simply
silly. It is foolish to believe that Mr. Harding
conwould prefer a democratlo to a republican
gress, particularly in view ot the fact that congress
and the president are on good terms and that the
first of the year the administration saw many of
the White House policies adopted.
Had Mr. Harding decided to make a personal
appeal to the county, these same democratic correspondents would have been the first to wire their
and
papers that the republicans were frightened
falling back on the White House to save the day
for the party. Nothing either congress or the president does or says will satisfy democrats who cannot be hampered by facts In their campaign for
control at Washington.

THE STAR IN THE WLST.

Miscellaneous

v'e

fruit trees, grape arbor.

water,

VERSE OF TODAY

4

HEY I LAST CALL Cash buys four new Jnhn Uoodsnn, phune S34-A Red Star range; must be
houses, for about cost of materials; 33 WANTED
tn good condition and cheap. Address
per cent Investment. Itoom 7, First NaMcKellar.
1515 Roma.
W.
M.
tional Bank building.
FOR SALE House, five rooms and bath. WANTED Second-hangalvanised tank,
screened-l- n
front
good condition; 60 to 100 barrels. Call
sleeping
porch,
porch; Including all new furniture. 1310 North Fourth. J. W. ZIUcs.
Oarage. Call owner, 090.
A National
WANTED
cash reglsteri
tour
SALE Apartmeui
must be tn good shape and reasonable.
FOR
House,
furnished, Address W. M. McKellar, 1218 Home,
apartments,
completely
modern,1 hl:r income; discount for cash. WANTED
Six yearling hens, not Leg- Phone 771 J 635 South Broadway.
horns nor thoroughbreds,
but anod
caro Journal. ,'
FOU tiALE
A'ldrpss E.
By owner, auburban Uoiue, layers.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city WANTED By
car old
party,
Post-offi-

The public, regardless of party affilatlon, will
approve President Harding's recent announcement
that he has no intention of taking the stump in

The cheerful prophecies of coming good times
are as welcone as the songs of the spring birds.

A.NXI.O
Vho i (toa-PA V highest

-

1K49--

HARDING'S WISE COURSE.

The one cheerful note about the scheduled coal
strike is doubt that It will eventuate.

WANTED

Rouses

house with
BALK
FOIt
214 Stau-for- d
sleeping porch, furnished.
avenua.
modt'Oll KAi-l- i
Uy owner, five-roo'
ern tram houx, brick gn:age.
B.
1708-Waller,
jth
phons
FOK EALK Thrte fine numes. Uast CenEast Silver and
University
tral,
Height 3. A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
FOR SALE Five-roopreoed brick
house, modern, hardwood floors, front
and back porch, (arage, close In. Phone

-

m

CUkSSHFD)

liv-ln-

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

11

..,
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THE PEOPLE OP McKINLEI COCNTY WIX.

a-

THE UNOFFICIAL OBSERVER. '

by the testimony of many observers who have reLillian Russell, in
cently returned from Europe.
private life Mrs. Alexander P. Moore of Pittsburgh,
commissioned by President Harding to visit Europe
and make a personal investigation of the immigration problem, is perhaps foremost of these, she
g
reports incredible poverty, disease,, pauperized
standards, Joined to what appears to be a "mass
Impulse" to escape conditions in Europe by migration to America.
Mrs. Moore recommended that the sifting of
prospective immigrants be conducted abroad instead
of at Ellis Island. She urged that American consuls abroad be empowered to refuse vises to all
unfit applicants. In another section of her report,
Mrs. Moore recommended suspenson of immigration by an "immigration holiday" of five years.
did
Her testimony before the senate committee
much to induce the extension of restriction which
it has recommended.
Certainly the situation is such as to Justify a
continuance of the restrictive law and little may be
expected in the next two years to change it.

throe-eight-

FINANCIAL

three-eight-

ct

Czecho-Slovaki-

t'UK bALE A small ranch, three-fourt- h
mile weat of bridge; modern house. A.
j. James.
12.60 ACRE UP. Chama Taller dairying
stock and farm lands. K. A. Heron,
Chsms, New Mexico.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Five more la
Frultvsle, Dear paved road; fine grape
or chlckeu ranch; easy terms to right
party. Phone 693, or apply room II, Tint
National Bank, or 1100 South Walter.
FOIt SALE nanch, two miles from post
offioi four acres, on main ditch, doable
house, garage, milk house, good thickest
houses, blooded chickens and turkeys;
also furniture end toolei terms. Phone
2418-JNlne-aor- a
SALE
ranch, on mala
ditch, una and one-ha- lf three-roo- miles wast ot
adobe
new
Barelaa bridge;
house and garage; quarter mil trot
I404-Jor
house.
school
Phone
post
office box 298.
Twenty-two-ack' Ml SALE
ranch, pari
or all of same: on Old Town boulevard!
house end outbulldlngsi
good
alfalfa; all kind of fruit and berries;
owner leaving, account ot health, phone
or 14s.
owner. S4I7-Rranch and state
FOR SALE 810-aland, good well oft water, elxty feet!
ble reservoir: five head blooded Holst'lla
milking cows, two big mule and harness)
will sell separate at a bargain. I. C,

FOR

Sweet.

Cerrlllos,

f

Mexico.

New

FOR SALE Ranch cf nearly 100 aorna,
part heavily wooded, perpetual springs.
Inside Rational
Ideal cattle range.
forest boundary; herd of registered
Hererords, horses, chicken; farm Impleeveral
oorrall,
house,
ments;
orchard. Dines la
small
to
Prlc
sell.
It
makes
necessary
family
Address L. B.
and term reasonable.
Bowman, care post of floe bos 111,
N

W

Real Estate

FOR SALE

Oit SALE Nice big lot. 300 feet deep.
under ditch, for 12501 110 cash, 88 per
month. Call at grocery stors Just across
Barelaa bridge.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
SALE Lot Tn University heights;
will trad for touring car or light
truck. B. J. Brown, Inqulr at 101 South
Vsssar.
FOR

FOR RENT

Ranches

Foil KGNTWhTtson
Phone

Fourth.

.

1104-J-

ranch, on North

LIVESTOCK
Chicago.
Chicago, April 14 (IT. S. Bureau
of Markets).. Cattle Receipts
Beef steers uneven, mostly
steady, good end choice kinds
scarce. Early top, $8.85;
bulk,
$7. 408.40; she stock, bulls and
stockers
generally steady; veal
calves strong, packers taking the
bulk of light and medium weight
kinds at $6.60 07.50; few selected
up-t- o
$9.00 to city butchers.
Hoes Receipts H.uuu. Market
fairly active, mostly steady to 10c
lower than yesterday's average; big
packers holding back. Top, $10.60:
bulk desirable 200 to
averages, $10.25010.60; pigs slow,
strong weights steady, others weak;
packing sows slow to weak.
s.qqo. Nearly
Sheep Receipts
half to packers direct; fat lambs
selling steady to 25c lower. Wooled
Iambs mostly around llb.zu; top
shorn lambs, $13.50 to shippers;
others largely $13.00 013.25; few
head wooled ewes early .bid 25c
.
i
lower at $9.60.
0.

280-pou-

Kansas City,

A

m

TtSl
I

fl

nfillnn

BY NOON TODAY

IF YOU CAN.

Bring them in, or phone them, if you are a sub-- !.
scriber, so they will reach ua by Saturday noon
if you can possibly do so. While we can take
copy at the want ad counter up to 5 :30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, from 4 o'clock Up to clos-- "
ing time is the congested period and you. may
not be able to rech the, Want Ad Department
'
by telephone after 5:30 p. m.

CliMSkdl
'

Kansas
reau of Markets) CattleReceipts
550. Hardly enough of any kind
to test demand. Light beef steers,
18.15: cows. I4.50j5.50: common

DigpiiiTlliMiiiil

:'j

Albuquerque Morning Journal
Phones 13 or 66,
.

.

180-pou-

-

10.25.

Denver.
Denver. April 14. Cattle Re
ceipts 400." Market strong. Beef
steers, $6.2607.60; cows and helf- -

on.

34.75ffll7.2o:

caves.

IT.UUtp

bulls, $2.6004.25; stockers
and feeders, IS.OOiJiT.Zb,,
100.
Market
Hoes Reoelpts
steady. Top, $10.30; bulk, $10.00
"
11.60;

'

'010.25.

Sheep

DAILY STAGE

'

.', ....

Receipts

4,500.

Market

Taos

Santa Fe

Albuquerque1

'.

600.
Killing
Sheep Receipts
'
classes slow, about steady. Shorn
lambs
fat
Iambs, $12.00;
....
for shearing. $14.00."

:

.

City, April 14 (U. S. Bu

to good vealers, $5.0007.60.
z.buv.
Market
Hogs Receipts
opened around lOo lower, closed
35o
20c to
lower; shippers not
late
buying. - Early top. $10.25;
hogs, $10.0.6; bulk, $9.75
010.20; stock pigs active and
$9.90
steady; ,' bulk desirable,

O

1

ToTaoe (Read Djwd)
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive

To

(Head Up)
. 7:80a.m.... Albuquerque Albufiocrquo
...Arrive
7:00p.m.
10:80 a.m...,,. Hants Fe
Leave
4:00p.m.
12:80 p.m.,.,.. Santa Fe
Arrive .12:41p.m.
. 3:00 p.m...... Kspanola .....Arrive .11:16a.m.
.
. Taos
Leave . TiSOa.m.
:00p.m
'

--

Fare to Santa Fe, $4.50; to Taos, $11.50.

Albuquerque

Headquarters,

Rin glint

Brothers

Cifrar Store. Phone 600. 210 Weat Central Avenue.
Santa Fe Headquarter, Bank Confectionery,
'
' Phone 222.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY

CLIENT LEAVING STATE
UNIVERSITY
sell
Must
HEIGHTS home, fine location,
completely furnished, good buy
for home or investment.
$200 CASH
balance easy monthly pay4
rooms, modern, new
ments,
frame and In good location in
fourth ward.

YOO VTAX RWGHT

nee

Real
W.

210

Insurance.
Phone
Gold.

--

and

five-roo-

mfiuMi

i

in

ii

FOR RENT

l ull

"Ton

RENT
RENT

Jjroanwav.

Huum.

A. I' Ischer Classified Ad
Five-rooframe bungalow, modern, fireplace, oak floors, built-i- n features; new and well built. 10. Central.
$4.500 Five-rooframe cottage, mod-orfine condition, convenient to shops;
a bargain.
i'lva-roo$5. ROC
white stucco bungae,
low, new. oak floors, basement,
lawn, sidewalks, garage. Luna
Boulevard district

M.000

A. FLEISCHER,

Mtor

Accident, AutomiMIe insurance,
Surety Hoi Is, Loans.
No. Ill S. Fourth St.
telephone tH.

FOR TRADE

iinimri

A modern
pressed brick
residence, consisting of eleven
rooms, near City Tark, In Denver, for a like home in .AlbuofValue
Denver
querque.
property, $11,000.

Room
West

618

Furnished room.

Copper.

608

i'OR RENT Furnished room,
'Seventh, phone 729--

21

i:fbn

RENT- "- Furnished
roora,
South Walfr, phone 1867-- J,

South
Bouth

ill

CITY REALTY CO.
J'.l'U'ItNISHED
modern rooms; no lick; no
children.
41t Went Silver.
W.
J07
Gold.
Phone 667.
tYOR KENT Three furnished
North Fourth.
lng rooms.
'TOR RENT One or two nice housekeep-lng- .
rooms.
i04 South Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light house- 423
west Iron; no sick.
neeping.
FOR RKNT Furnisned front room, pri- - STATE HOTEL for
sale. 321(4 West
807 South Walter,
i, val entrance.
central.
J'OU RENT
FurmsTrcd
rooms; gontle-Sigme- n FOR 8A LB Two-stor- y
orick building.
only. 1Z3 South Broadway.
21& South First: location good for any
'
i'OIl PENT two rurnisnen rooms for kind of business.
lleht h'.usekeeplng. 1727 West Central. FOR SALE Hll Hard
hall, leased for
. JKOR RENT
Two large front rooms, un- -'
twelve months, $50 per month clear to
furnished ; like new. 124 South Edith. owner. Ira N. Riley, Helen, N. M.
r.ENT One light housekeeping FOR BALE Shoe shop, full line of ma
f'OR
room; adults only.
401 South Seventh
chinery, stock and fixtures, at a bar
owner leaving. Address S. It., care
I:OOM and eleepink
porch, adjoining gain;
Journal
801
South Edith, phone 1S40-- J
;r hnth
FOR
BALE
Plumbing supplies, pipe,
Foil RENT Furnished bed room,
pumpa, points, fc ear and bus fare to
1lnlng bath. 40J North Fifth, phone Mountain
1!51-J- .
road. W. C Thaiton, 1111
Norf- Fourth, phone 472-'FOR RENT Nice,
clean front room,
South FOR SALE A pop corn wagon, rubber
private family; 'no sick,
wheels and glass all around. In A- -l
Edith.
condition; reasonable
Inquire of CallaFOR RENT Two
light housekeeping han, at San Jose Market.

$500

Shelley

BUSINESS CHANCES

'

ill

RENT

Neatly furnished sleeping
room; steam heat; close In. 817 Bouth
Third,
RENT
modern furnished
Three,
423
West
r, rooms for .housekeeping.
Santa Fe.
RENT
FOR
steam heated sleeping
rooms.
Albuquerque Hotel, ' 81tt
North Second.
C'OR KENT Nice, clean sleeping room;
" private family) close In; 111 month.
:m South Edltll.
2''OK RENT Two furnished rooms and
sleeping porch for two; no children.
110 South Walnut.
two rooms, furnished for
VOII RENT
light housekeeping; no sick or children.
603 North Fourth.
FOR RKNT Furnished room, private en-- ..
trance, furnace neat, bath adjoining.
.T19 West Lead.
'!
FOR RENT Furnished
cottage
or
with sleeping porch. Fhone 2185-East copper,
, call
K3
'
close
Nice
for
RENT
In,
room,
FOR
"ply. 81 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
home.
In modern
Apply Mrs. Fred
Ilamm, 623 North Second
' FOR RENT Nice sleeping room, private
'
entrance; prefer two gentlemen; board
If desired. 40 West Iron.
FOR RENT Nice large room, well ven- tllated, furnace heat; also small room,
f next to bath. 108 South Arno.
.'IMPERIAL ROOMS vlce. clean rooms;
I
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 811 V, West Central
; FOR RENT
Front bed room, well fur-- i
largo wln-- 1
nlshed; lavatory and extra
Phone 1102-J- .
dows; no sick.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large room
!,
In modern home, close In; employed
' people preferred.
Phone 1815-room, ad
rnn HITVT Wall furnlsh-nrit
for
Joining bath;
gentleman employed,
i Phone 17M-428 South Third.
EI.OIN HOTEL Sleeping room and
housekeeping apsrtments. by the day
J week or month. 808H west Centra
'I
FOR RENT Furnished sleeping porch.
for one or two persons, sio a montn
no sick; board cIobo by. 1206 East Cen
tral.
One room, glassed sleeping
RENT
It FOR
keeping; desirable location. tit West
Coal.
FOR RENT

Unfurnished room In' new
bungalow; private entrance; prrvate
North Sixth, call 1161-- J,
ell
lavatory,
'
Furnished

rooms for light

t housekeeping; extra bed room, garage,
710
.'lights, will or and phone furnished.
West Lend.
s
furnisned for
bn R ENT
Ugh' housekeeping; use of bath and
'p .one. 109 North Edith; phone 132t-Also garsge.
"FOR RENT
Light housekeeping room;
a so front sleeping room; gas cam.
'phone; well people; no children. 418,
;.Weit uoiu.
RENT
Well furnished room, with

5or

private entrance and east front, near
ruujie iis- boaroing nouse; garaae.
J11 Bnuin waiter.
Vnn RENT To married couple or ladles.
three nicely furnlehed front rooms, for
housekeeping, with porch, block from

""'

'

""-Jline . iiu 11m.
well furnished
,5'Otl RENT Exclusive,
4
riwui, wtth large eleeplng porch, hot

rtTHr

Wag. If desired. Phcne 1744-hlvh
a.. n'tfwT
. Cfrlnfl
' o
run
.u '
rm
-mnM ani.tl. ...null..

621

rnnnt
..,.1
" ll- oome, best

norm,
east sleeping porch, private
.residential district; genueman prererrea

sick, Toll 870.
PLEASANT home for healthsnekers, near
i
Suerra Madre foothills.. Home cooking
Pamphlet upon request.
irny service.
W. A-- Clements, 4SS West Palm
Mrs,
Monrovia,
tjtut.
RENT Two nicely lurnianeu uouee
T k.aninx rooms, with, heat, light,- - hot
fine
riil water in kltohen, gas range; close
counle working: ground floor,
300 West .Iron.
,
sick,
no
,.x
In;

Jvenu,
i.,i
!,r

Realty

459--

216

J.

BRICK

ON SOCTH
ST. CLOSE-I-

VOW- - TOOrVf
irVTUKDrVr;.
THEX ONUf VORK

INT--

HAUFA OAX-i'u- u
HAVE. TO HANC

'

( f )'jT--

-

1

m mil

t

WHITTLE.
NOV" t'LU
HAWE.

ni-t- u.

urtuu

tar

TO

UNTIL THEX
CACK
TO WOR!

T COME.

f

YOU CAN ITAVE YOTTR CAKE

AND EAT IT, TOO.
Stop payimr rent and buy this
heme where
little suburban
you can raise chiokens, alfalfa,
fruit, veRotables. You can make
your entire 'living and beat' the
landlord out of his rent. Place
cottage, good
has pood
rttitbuildUiss' and everything
convenient. Let ua. show It to
ayou.
A. L. MARTIN CO.,
'1
Realtors.
ReaV Estate,
Flra and Auto
;
Insurance, Loans.
Phono 156.
228 W... Gold.

Co,
W. Gout
BTJNGA-LO-

THIRD

Five rooms, bath, two porches, pantry,
closets, gas and
electricity, hot and cold water,
built-ifeatures. Lot 64x100,
double parage of pressed brick,
walks. Mr. Shopman. Mr. Superintendent, Mr. Business Man
this Is your opportunity to
Bet a nice little home, close-iCall us for appointment.
DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
Realtors.
Real Estate. Insurance, Loans.
309 W. Gold. lUone 670.
n

n.

HIGHLAND

BARGAINS

room modern frame, corner
lot, largo garage, cheap at $2,900;
$500 cash, balance like rent.
Brick store, corner lot, best site
in HiRhlandfl. $3,000; $1,000 cash,
balance g per cent.
to Loan on Business
$10,000
property.
Six

A. C.

STARES

217 South Arno.

Phone

168.

HELP WANTED

BUSINESS PROPERTY
10 per tent on your
money, In (rood location, at reasonable price, and will soon be
worth more money. See us about
this at once it you want a good
buy.
It. MnfTVGIIAN,
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 412-,

That will net

J.

OFFICE. ROOMS
Spacious and well lichted. Heat
hot and cold water, and Janitor
service included.
J. KORHER & CO.
Auto Department.

Clean three - room furnished
cement block bungalow, with
all modern ronvonlunces. Glassed-in
sleeping porch. Newly
decorated.
EAST SILVER
1

A collector and
solicitor, with
auto, singer Sewing Machine
Co., in
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
West Gold.
WANTED
r
coo
FlUS SAI.K
photographer;
Laying liens and pullets, $1
good on children; good pay to rlulu
each. 41H "West Oninfte.
fall 801 Bouth Arno.
PALK
Fult
llrunse
luikey eggs, for
HO.M1SU
lien thv nun lo nr or,,
hatching, rnnne 241H-Jchicken yards and milk family cows.
gTr,. hAl.h
M iUinn'Mli
T. V.
bronze turkey
Swirt, Hnulevard rond.
est'", delivered. 1'hone 24H-JTVANffcO
Man to build a
in
'Z
I.
II.
lted
SAl.
FOIt
eKKB,
for hutch-pe- r
for payment on acequla
lots.
Call at
.
Inn, $1
Oroeery, wet of Harelns bridge.
sotting. 1'lHHie
FOIt SAL" .Selling
does and fry-In- ir
size rabbits. IW7 S.'Uth Kdlllr.
S. C. Rhode
Is
IFOR (Ut.K Pore-bre- d
land Red hatching i'kks. Phone 170.1-w- .
Pure-bre- d
fie
S A LB
FOK
Wh
WyanWANTED
nox cutters and rippers.
dotte esKS for hatyblrcr. I'hune llir.-M- .
Ply at office,
North Twelfth,
FOR PALE Elnrk 'tlnorca eRga, ,1.25 a
Klnley Land and Lumber Co.
setting; $ p loo. Fred Eakes, phone
2409-J1- .

OI'POKTr.NITy
Partner for good legitimate
party with $1,000 desired. WANTED Experienced waitress. College
K., caro Journal,
WANTED Cilrl for housework.
808
FOR dALE Restaurant, op; nslta Banls
Wes tMn ro. net
re depot, or will sell fixtures and rent WANTED
y
Experienced saleswomen.
storeroom for other business purposes.
The Economist.
Fixtures Include ewell
soda fountain,
WANTED (llrl to wash dishes and help
whlrh can he bougtit separata.
with housework. 719 South Waller.
FOR HAL'! Indian trading
sure and
ranch, ten acres under cultivation; WANTED Girl for general housework;
go home nights.
1107
Call
fenced; one section land leased; stone
North
building, 60x20 feet; three living rooms, Twelfth.
storehouse, corralls; fine well of wster; WANTED
In
Housekeeper, two
for Santa Fo, N. M. Apply 820 family,
gasoline engl'.ie; three heavy horses, har
North
ness and wagon; twenty turkeys, thirty Thirteenth.
one
fine milk cow; twenty WANTED Girl for
chickens,
house
cooking and
five mlleo from Gallup. New Mexico; ten
work; no washing, nor Ironlna. Call
miles from railroad; a bargain, dissolvAddress postofflce bog mornings. 1107 Kent.
ing partnership.
WANTED Young girl to assist with
171.
New Mexlro
d
housework and
child.
in west
WANTED
Middle-age- d
woman
for
Three-rooFOR
RENT
housework on ranch; good wages. Mrs.
apartment.
modern. 1011 North Flritt.
James L. Huhhell. Datil. N. M.
FOIt RENT Two rooms and sleeping EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE- - ", Oman cook,
porch, modern. Phone 2128-good salary: air
dlnlnr room alrla
FOK RENT Two TurmiTieo rooms, for 110 Eouth Third, phone 354-light housekeeping: adults: no Ick. WANTED Good cook can get good po7t4 Pouth ftecond.
sition at good nav. but must be good
FOR RENT Modern furnished apart cook. .Apply 708 West Copper.
ments, eteam heat. Averill apartments,
GOOD permanent
home, reasonable
08 H Nort h Secon d
wages and treatment as member of
Three-rooFOR RENT
furnished small family, Is open to healthy, reliable
apartment, private bath, sleeping porch. young woman In exchange for assistance
with housework. Box 206, Santa Fe. N.
fall at 1005 West Central.
FOR RENT Three-roomodern fur M.
nished apartment, two Bleeping porches. WANTED A middle-age- d
experienced
Spanish-America- n
635 Bouth
sales afly. to work
Broadway.
department: must be good
FOR RENT Healthseekers, two neatly In dry goods
saleslady: must be healthy: location
rurnisned apartments, sis montn 'each. small
town In New Mexico.
Address
Mrs. C. F. Ashley. Belen, N. M.
X. P. w care Journal, giving referencea,
three-rooFOR RENT Two and
fur experience, age nnd salary wanted.
Al- nished housekeeping apartments.
Rent-Roo- m
North 6econd.
buquerque Hotel, 516
with Board
FOR RENT Steam heated apartment.
Boutb Broad'
ill
n Park view court, 903 East silver. ROOM AND BOARD.
way.
Call J. A. Hammond, phone 1R2?-R- .
AND BOARD
Cose to shops,
FOR RENT One furnished and one un ROOM
MO a month.
702 South Third.
furnished gPRrtment. hot water. 1216
West Roma. Apply apartment 1, or oall CANVAS sleeping porch,
with board,
810 per week.
490-.1207 East Central.
Three-rooROOMS
AND
FOR RENT
BOARD, men preferred,
apartment and
140 and up: no slek.
1027 Forrester.
sleeping porch, furnisned: close In;
water, lights, bath and telephone, 120 FOR RENT Room and board; all new
South Broadway,
beds,
South
Broadway, or phone
tit
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apart
ment; hot and cold water, lights and EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATION to take
421 H
rent
reasonable.
phone paid:
the cure; private home; highlands.
South Broadwsy,
Prrone 1422-FOR RENT One large and one small FOR REN
rurnisned rooms with
'Nicely
rtrst-cleapartment, furnished
completely for
table board. 110 South Arno,
1J27-lit
housekeeping. Crana Apartments,
phone
North Seventh, phone 814.
CLAHA TWISS has sleeping porches for
modern furFOR RENT Thr-roorent, with excellent board and nurse's
nished apartment) private bath, glassed care, at 620 South High.
sleeping porch, hard woodstlli--floors, oto. FOR RENT Room and
s.eeping porch,
1122 West Central, phone
with board for gentlemen convalesFOR RENT Desirable furnlahed apartcents. Phone IB79-ment, four rooms and bath: large FOR RENT Room with
sleeping porch
1018
West
glaased-l- n
sleeping porch.
and board for convalescent; plenty of
mornings.
Central, phone 1018-fresh milk and eggs. Apply 1416 South
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con- Edith.
four rooms, VACANCY
venient to ssnatorlums:
for convalescents In well conglassed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
ducted private home; suitable for cou-Pl- o
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central,
two- gentlemen.
or
Address HighWood
rhone
4I.
or see MrMllllon
lands, care Journal.
The JAMESON'S RANCH
APARTMENTS
WASHINGTON
Ideal summor
and rinest loratea
largest
location for convalescents; cool and
In the state, at 1002 West Central. Small
two
free from
miles
from
town;
shady;
Infurnished apartment now vacant; full
dust and' smoke. Phone S238-formation at apartment No. 1. J. D.
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESEakln.
A SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
COST AND FOUND
convalescents; graduate nurse In ator month.
tendance:
week
rate
the
by
lA'r'ne "slie Elk's tooth; mountea; Call I400-Jlost
return to Elk, care Journal, or phono
ONE
MODERN large front room, with
B57, reward.
sleeping porch, southern exposure, sunhorse,
ok ' HTfLElse-Ha- v
rtravko
shine
all
day: suitable for two: excellent
seven years old, weight about 80 meals;
tray service; graduate nurae In
pounds, branded on lett anouiner u. j.i
and on left hip (Y. O.): reward for re- akifiiiiiuica. vans) ae Ul H.
turn np Information leading fo recovery. 1410 SOUTH EDITH Private sanatorl-uM. M. Wilson 1801 Bouth
for tubercular patients. Rooms
Phone J627-Arno.
porches; exnicely furnished r glassed-l- n
cellent meals; tray service; general nurssummer. Rales are
MATTKESS RENOVATING ing. ..Ceo) place for 1186-reasonable. Phone
Rn olesnlna. furniture repairing, fur RESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
(18-W- .
John's Canaturlum (Kplscopal)i rates,
Krvtn
nlture packing. Phone
117 60 to
36 per week; Includes private
Pertrtlnsr ' nmnsnv.
room with sleeping porch, eonnscted to
hath and toilet; medical car, medicines.
TYPEWRITERS i
nurktng; excellent meals, tray
TtpEWKl'rGHH
All makes overhauled service: no extra. All rooms have steam
ana repaired. Ribbons for every ma- heat hot and oold running water. Hev.
chine.
Phone
Albuquerque Typewriter Ex- w. H. tlegler. . Superintendent.
132 souib, Fourth. 4M.
change, phone 03--

tor

Franklin &

Co.-

-

Realtors.
Phonei 657.
221 West Gold.

FOR RENT
Two rooms, two porches, furnished, has city water. .$20.00
WHY PAY $1,000 FOK A LOT?
When we will sell you three
acres of fine, level land on
Fourth street, nice frontage,
paved road. Only 4 2 miles
out. Easy terms. Price only
$1,000.
$2,000 to

PARKVIEW

Realtor.
Tlionc
Gold.

W.

FOR SALE
the tiest apartment
house gltes In the city, away
below' actual value, but must
be Bold and It will Mike all
cash to handle it. Don'f phone,
come and see
One

410.

OrPtRTINITIF..

Ci(ssip

hlfrh-cla-

loan .on real estate

J, D. Keleher,
21 1

COURT

New
apartments, steam
heat, gas, etc.; roof frarden, fine
view; rents $S0 to $75. No sick.
Garages, $3.
J. A. HAMMOND, Agent.
821 K. Silver.
riiono 1522-I- t.

security.

19 rooms of furniture and leose on well- located rooming house at attractive price.
located brick apartments, furnished nnd
rented; these will make some one Independent.

PLACE

o(

this orchard.

In

Garatro,

chicken houses, good sized lot
with five apple trees, fenced,
Owner built
sidewalks, etc.
this for his home, but It must
sell NOW.
Any properties In
this orchard may have the gas.
It's In the street.
Anyone In Albuquerque who
his a "wit" of the Albuquerque fiplrlt within them will
tell you that thiB city is moving over the threshold into
that of a Great City. And an
this happens, what are you
dolnff for yourself and family
And those of you
a home?
who come from or near the
other large cities know what
happens to the heights near
those cities.
TrUy build up
fast, as Is the case In Albuquerque. Noto the activities of
the University Heights the .last
year. It's the Restricted District of Albuquerque and The
Iteul Kestrlrtt'tl District is from
Girard Ave. east. How would
you enjoy living In a district
where ail homes cost $4,100
You have the opor more?
portunity to buy a lot in this
addition now on easy payments. They're a Splendid
We also have a few lots left
addition. I..ook the
Heights over today.
Gold.
Main Office. Second
Phones
in the first

r,4O-89-

(Tt.VS. G.

REALTORS

WMJ.LEVERETT,I

ZAI'F

& CO.

INSURANCE

BEST. BARGAINS

Realtor.
Phono 110.
Third nnd Gold
Plro Insurance.

bungalow, partly
Livinir and dining
room 14x30, open fire place,
llullt-i- n
features, interfor hallAs Long As It Lasts
way. Cemented garage, other
Bervlce buildinxa. Well located
in Third ward. Trice cut to
$10.00
FOR RENT, FARM,
PLANT SOME TREES
$8,600, on terms nke rent.
'
A Better Grade ,15.00.
Seven acres, fine cultivated land A most pleasing shltiRlcd bungaAPPLK, PKAril. CHERRY,
low. Nicely furnished throughunder ditch, eight miles from city.
PEAK, PLUM, RHUUAKU.
(Of about 1,000 feet)
LILACS, KTC.
out; Eervico buildings, good
Improvements, but no cash re1'roe
location, Fourth ward, l'rice
Delivery.
quired.
Call with Wagon
N UKSER1ES
ALBrQVKKQIK
only $3,200. On terms that
2410-KHEAti ESTATE EXCHANGE,
will surprise you.
Terms Cash
4(M West Copper.
One of the best houses in town.
full basement, furnace heat,
&
'
large lot, (trood for many genMONEY TO LOAN
erations. Living and dinins
Co.
room, 16x32, beautiful inWe have some money to loan on
FOR SALE
d
.
light fixterior,
iro:e-.rtown
also
down
$1,500,
tures, etc. Near Eighth and
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
$2,500 and $3,000 on good
Five room adobe, stuccoed resNew York. Think of it only
idence on Luna Wvd. Corner
property; ra per cent val$5,500. Terms.
uation.
lot a beautiful home. Owner
WM. J. I.KVKKF.TT.
must sell and a prompt buyer
FOR RENT Dweliinpje
Realtor.
Joseph Collier.
will gut a snup.
Third nntl Cold.
Phono 110.
Exclusive eAffciit.
uicnt
furnished house.
Fire Insurance.
.'Ill West Mnrquette.
20 W. Gold.
KKLT.Y.
riiono 74.
KOI; KENT
Stucco house, four rooms
Phone 467.
218 W. Gold.
and ''nth: good repnlr.
Phone 1S08-McMlf.I.TOV

A

WOOD.

Realtors, I.onns, Insuriince,
20B West Gold Avenue.

Charming

Per Load

McKinley Land
Lumber

hand-painte-

FOR RENT

WANT

""

Business Opportunity
pressed brlox store building
with plate Klass front, living
rooms attached.
Corner lot.
This is one of the best locations in the city for a retail
business,
Ki'nopry or bakery
l'rieed to sell. Liberal terms.

A

V

Mule.

rooms with bath and garags. 707 South
".Third.
WANTED
.$'OR RENT Two
rooms and sleeping
business:
j
porch, furnished or unfurnished. 704 Address E.
TVcst Coal.

'
evenings.
(TOR HUNT

CASH

Realtors.

PRESSED

iH

TOR

HERE-

Will start you on an eight room
house In a good boarding house
location, large lot,
plenty of
shrubbery. Why not keep a few
boarders
and be independent?
We have two fifty foot building
lots that can be bought, worth
,
the money, on terms.

Phone

'

Phpne 999,

DOWN

y- -i

For Sale

MONEY TO LOAN

'

,,
.,

m

FOR SALE

Oestreich, Realtor,
v
West' Gold Avenue,
216

-

;i

new
pressed brick
house, bath, sleeping porch, service porch, sun porch, basement,
harwood floors, built-i-n
features
In kitchen, buffet and bookcases.
New furniture tniougtiout Parties
must sell. See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.
A

Fire,

.

Y

Feature Ssrvice, Inc

f

Hil

COME. R14HT

C

.,A Real Home Furnished

3.

-2

1922

'ik

ORCHARD

tha name of the a.venua i iat
north of New York avenue, externum rrom forester avenue
west throuch Orchard Addition.
We offer for sale a couple
of very desirable lots In thii
Orchard. Cash or terms.
We also have for sale an
extra well built, light colored
brick laid up with dark mor-

to

the Cannon Addition,
cated Just across the Barelas
on
bridge. See the big sign
cut
the property. A chance to own
your expenses, have your
garden, cow and chickens and
own your own home with less
than you now pay rent. Lots
from $100.00 up; $10.00 down
and $5.00 per month.
WM. J. MSVERETT,
Phone 110. Office 3rd & Gold.
Sales Agent on Ground.
. Ii. C. IIATTOX,
...
Phone 2416.-J-

W

im-L
If ' 3

lo-

,

ee

i'lu

V

807--

Of

FTl

I

I I

olly:

OPENING SALE.

v.

R

By George McMamif

Service.

THHT'b THE.

,

Loan

Estate,

1

1521 by the International New
Registered U. S. Patent Utiles).

UJNCH-HOUP-

LIXCOLN ADDITION
New and located on the
North Fourth street paved
road, fine soil, fresh air, wonderful view, large lots, ditch
water and a dandy place for a
home, where you can raise
your own garden.
OET YOURS TODAY BEFORE THE CHOICE LOTS
GOOD TERMS,
ARE SOLD.
$20.00 CASH AND BALANCE
THERE
MONTH.
$10.00 PER
WILL BE A BAND CONCERT
AT
AND
DRESS PARADE
THB U. 8. INDIAN SCHOOLB
EVERY AFTERNOON AT
VISIT THIS ATO'CLOCK.
BEFORE
AND
TRACTION
YOU LEAVE LOOK OVER
THIS ADDITION. PICK OUT
YOUR LOT AT ONCE.
D, T, KINGSBURY

Realtor.

vjith me.

Copyright.

rcsi-drm-

Foil II F.N T T
well furnished modern
houses, highlands.
Inquire 224 South
E.lllli.
FTiR liKNT
limine, exchange for owner's
r.'um nnd board.
I'hone after five.
N". HS1-f.ur-rooF"l: KENT One
brick, newly ilecornted, and in fine condition.
Phone 12&9-J- .
FOU
tE.NT
modern house
with sleeping porch; no children. 415
Snth HiKh.
FOIt It E.T House, mi winds; rurnisned
nnd unfurnished.
MeMllllon & Wood,
rtenltors. 2"fi West tloltl.
b'fi.. KENT Thrit-rniihmiee, convenient to shops. In the
lis a month. Phone 410. hlgl. lands, only
Three-rooFOIt
KENT
unfurnished
house, with sleeping polch. 1515 Bciulo
FOR SALE One ruu lor. seven lavlnc HlKh. 15. Phone
1S30.
U'15 Smilh Volt
hens, K. I. Heds, $10.
three-rooIt EXT New
house,
Walter.

FOR SALE

PURE FltBKH

MILK,

lOd.

TltYIiOljinr'.SMlUh.:
I'hone 2411-It-

Miscellaneous
40o gallon,

BEST IN TOWN.

Roliel canaries.
Walter, phone 1H87-FOR KALE Indian motorcycle, cheap.
Inquire 517 East l'aclflc.
FOR SALE
reed haliy sulky.
Cheap,
1025 North Eleventh, phono 1S01-FORSALE PlumNng supplies, pipe.
pumps, points. W.
Thaxton, 1111
North Fourth.
FOIt HA I.E
Shasta daisy
308
and violet plants, clrthlla bulbs.
North Twelfth, pli"ne 4S2-.FOIt SALE
Adobe bricks, any si.e for
Oall 1133-J- ,
or see
$20 per thousand.
them st lift South Cedar.
FOR SALE
Hardwood porch swings,
complcto with chains, $3.9j. The Exchange. 120 West (lold. phpne 1111.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes. S 5 nnd up,
13 per month.
.Ibuquerque Typewriter
Exchsnge, 122 South Fourth.
Nice ond largo In their natural
PINONS
state. 15c per pound.
Robert Mac- pherenn. 1114 West Central.
Used
FOR SALE
tract m. (Tm arid
Hardware
with gsng plows.
Department. J. Korher A Co.
e
FOR SALE
Fresh buttermllK and
cheeee; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Bwsyne's Dairy, phone 19U-M- .
FoR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
pre-wvalues. Phone 10s. tleo. P.
I.earnnrd Piano Co.. 214 Pouth Walter.
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments.
new or used.
Private or class Instruc
tions on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 302-- J
FOR SALE
Leaving town, will sell Fed
era! Electric washing machine, with
208
hose and elector, at a bargain.
b'Ult tiALlS

C

hath, two porches, partly furnished,
nurr Orpington hens and
'ilfl East Hnnta Fe.
Claik tk Murdock,
phone FOIt RENT Four-roo2407-.Tcottage, unfurt.
nished, with two porches, newly
FOIt SAI.K S. C. r. I. Ued hatching
Apply 1318 South High.
Fereggs, from nice pen. 11,50
!;",
LIST
houses
vacant
with
your
the City
I'hone 1 !i I
tility guaranteed.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
KOll SALE Willie Wyandotte hatching
207 West Hold, phone fl7.
crvlce.
10o
each.
CRgs,
fertility KUarnnlced,
Foil KENT Four-roohouse, with two
W. A. MiiBsey, 1222 South Itroadway.
lorge porches, modern, close In. 127
FOrt SALE rt. C. Ithode Island Reds prr monlh. Inquire 325 South First.
and Black Wl. orca hotchlnii eggs, f FOR RENT Hmnll
bungalow, two rooms.
709 North Seoond.
per setting.
phone
glassed sleeping porch, completely fur- i si
nlshed for housekeeping.
16 West Coal
FOIt SALE Eleven months old pullets. FOIt RENT Three-roohouse wltn
S. C. White
Jl ench. Ely's
120 a month.
porch.
glassed
sleeping
Poultry Yards. 623 South Eighth, phone Inquire 717 South Arno, phone 12SS-W- .
llfis.
FOR
RENT Unfurnished
FOll SALE Hatching eggs. Shepherd
house, with sleeping porch: water paid,
train Anoonas, heavy lovers, IS eggs
2
h Edit h.
II. SO. Phone 1213, or apply 1318 South FOR a month. Apply 1415 Soutfour-rooRENT Beautiful new
High.
two
house,
furnished,
completely
FOrt SALE Eggs Tor patching; sTT. screened
porches. Inquire 1004 South
R. I. Reds, C. P. Hay strain, S. C. W. Arno.
South Arno.
Leghorns. Mrs. Gentry strain, fl per
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage, SOFT SPOTS
Reel and arch cushions
II at South F.roodway.
two
rooms
and
glassed-l- n
sleeping
prevent fallen Insteps; cure all font
FOR S..I.K Pure red R. c. While Leg- porch, on car line.
Apply 1218 South troubles, 81. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos.
horn hatching- eggs. $1 per setting: IS Kdlth.
P. Keleher l eather Co., 408 West Central.
per hundred; fancy tshle eggs at market FOR RENT Modern three-roofurnishTAKE advantage now; must sell my
price. V. 8. Wiley, box 135, city, phone
ed house with sleeping porch, ideal
2411-Rtwin Indian motorcycle; late model ;
1124 East Central, phone 11. A. power plus; Just rebuilt, and aide car;
location.
FOR SALE S. C. niaek Minorca, S. C. Thorn.
mean
to sacrifice; cash or terms. 415
Blue Andaluslan hatching eggs, tl per
FOR RENT Nice, little home, newly North Sixth.
: arcel post
presetting of thirteen.
decorated, large yard full of fruit and FOR BALE Seed corn,
approved oy
paid; 15 eggs fl.25. 826 North Fourth,
Phone
25,
water free.
shrubbery,
county agent, germination guaranteed.
phone 600.
1H7-J- .
or call at John Hlaki
Phone 24U-JFOR SALE .BUFF ftRP'lNf.TOM
eggs FOR
miles soutlne
furnished Ranch, five and one-ha- lf
RENT Clean, four-roofor hatchino-- 13 and S3 ner 16: from
cement blocl". bungalow; modern, fire of Albuquerque.
"blue ribbon- winners: special on best
water
Bouth
Call
625
Hare,
ROOF
garage.
PAINT
paid;
AEBEST08
618
buff pullet In class. Phone 1472-Arno
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, fl per gal
West Fruit.
119
four-rooMansano
lon,
Tha
R'ujth
Co.,
FOR
unfurRENT Modern
FOR SALE S. C, White Leghorn hatchnished house, with glassed-l- n
sleeping Walnut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
ing eggs and., baby chicks, 120 per porch;
as
as
last
the
will
roof,
South
622
water
and
building.
long
gas
paid.
100; also few cocks and cockerels. Gentry Poultry Ranch, postofflce box 311, Walter.
modI'OIt RENT Furnished four-roophone 17im-ern cottage, with porches: adults; no
BEE3
FOR SALE Hatching eggs, fertility sick:
rent ISO. 815 North Fourteenth, FOR BALK 420 East Central.
guaranteed; WiltS Orpingtons, single phone 10S0-Comb Jipode
Write for
Island Reds.
'
prices. Zlmmer llanch Company, San FOR RENT Inclosed sleeping porch and
Aon da,1. ,y. M.
kitchenette, furnished, fu month; also USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
cottage, 112.50. Inquire 1709
TWENTY-NIN- E
'
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vats- years on the same old Smith Edith.
par, Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
fanclt H. 0- - White Leghorn chicks.
a
exFOR
o!
On
RENT
six
months,
120 per nttndred. Twenty-fiv- e
leate
Hompitean
years'
Plymouth Cottage Paint,
four-roomodern bungalow, located In Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cement Sat
perience with Incubators. Yntt Poultry
the Third Ward, 135 per month. City isfaction assured.' Thos. F. Keleher l eathRanch. Postofflny bin 107, phone 17B0-- J
HI.
er Co., 408 West Central, phons 1057-J- .
FOR BALE Hatching egxs; four popular Really Co.. J07 West Gold, phnne
FOR RENT Five rooms and sleeping FOR SALE
B. C. K.
I. Reds, Mayhood
varieties:
Corn planter, rray rake, trac
porch, 705 South High, 30; modern
not torn
strain, 15. II. SO: Famous Sliver. Cam-Pinethree
tractor plow.
f"ur rooms, gas and coal range, 416 West andtor, thres
15, $3.00; S. C. Light Drown
disc
plows.
harrws;
(Inmlte, 35. J. A. Hammond, 824 East thre
15. 1.50: 9. C. Dork Brown Legcows;
three
horses,
Jersey
Old Town, Silver.
horns 13. liOO.
harness; portable platform scales, coun
' FOR RENT New bungalow, nicely furter scales ana two wagons, one airair
phone 138.
cart,
nished, focr rooms, bath, front and renovator, buckbnard,
BABY CHTCIi's ' and hatching eggs,
good location, 1506 double and single harness.
Apply at
Mountain View R. C. R. I. Heds; prlee hack porch, garage;
Central; no children. Apply 724 Mann's Garden.
winner at El Paso,' Albuquerque and Kast Central.
Denver; bred for the best In color, type East
house at 418
WANTED Position
and egg prediction.
Order chlx In ad FOR RENT Five-rooWest Atlantic; large airy rooms and
vance. C. P. Hay. 23C North High.
WANTED
Ironing, by Iho
Washing and 1T03-big yard; Ideal location for railroad emRED POULTR1 YARDS Hlue ribbon ployes: rent 831.80. City Realty Co., 207
Call
dosen or
winners, eggs for hatching, from six- West Gold, phone 667.
BKACTICAL NUKHE wants pnsltlim: will
teen grand pens; best winter layers; S. Ctake confinement casas. Phone 6U4-FOR RENT Home of four rooms, large
r. i. neoe, id lor tmb. f d, i, u. ii.iicn
n
glassed-ldelightful
WANTED
porch,
100
sleeping
In
16
for $2, 13, 1.1; cheaper
Washing and Ironing to tnka
Rocks,
use
of
phonofurnishings throughout;
Fhone
Iroma; all work guaranteed.
iuib, line oreeuiiig cocaereis. win.
will 1606-graph, electric sweeper and washer; sat3
West Atlantic, phone 14S3-lease for six months to party giving
houseYOUNO
to
do
IADT
wishes
light
isfactory references. Apply 817 North
work and act as companion. 1113 South
KUK SALE
Livestock
seventh.
Walter.
FOR SALE
Phone FoR RENT One of most modern homes BOOKKEEPER wants
Euster
2400-Jposition by hour
In city; close In, extra good location;
or permanent. Address liox A- -l 5, care
FOR SALE Little white Easter bun- - beautifully furnished, hot water heat, Journal.lovely
rooms,
six
gnrage,
sleeping porch;
nies.
710 West Lead.
DHAPEHIB3 AND CURTAINS cleaned,
porch, piano and Edison Included
FOR SALE Two cows, two heifers, all front
In furniture.
New 'bungalow, located on
renovated, hand work, called for and
giving milk. Phone 2409-RHast Central; owner going east, will leaee delivered. Phone 1541-FOR SALE Bucks and docs; also fry to desirable parties.
Apply 716 East OFFICES CI.1ANED DAJ LY Janitor
lng rnhhlts. 710 West Lend.
Central.
services, house cleaning (with vacuum!.
FOU SALE Fresh Jersey cow. Grande
yfloors polished; references. Phnne E13.J
Wagon Yard, 310 North Broadway,
WE LIKE YOUU TOWS
phone 1S6S-BU'f
By the day or at bona. OIVB us work to slay on: will ilo anyFOR SALE Breeding does and hutches DRESSMAKING
802' West Iron, phone 1820-for lied or Bill and
also White Angora Easter bunnies.
Call 1635-thing.
70(1
HEMSTITCHING,
South Third.
pleatrng. Wllllami T7T--Mil- see.
2iif.
South
ph.
linery.
Brosdway.
FOR 8ALE A team or young, gentle
FOR SALE Furniture
mules and all kinds of 2nd hand wag- pi .K ATljS'd. Hocorflion. side and box
North
mail orders. N. Crane, 815
ons, plows and
saddles; prices right
814,
FURNITURE REPAIRINO -and upholsterSeventh. Crane Apartments,
flmon GniJa, 1202 North Arno Bt.
KrvlPhone 1S-ing.
Bedding Co,
MILLINERY
AND
FOR HALE Jersey cow. giving two and DRESSMAKING
one-ha- lf
Hats made and trimmed to order; work SALE OF FURNITURE at prices you
gallons of milk a day: will
tn
cannot
once.
sell cheap If taken at
Albuquerque.
Phone nnd style guaranteed; prices reasonable.
duplicate
American Furniture Cn.r 2IS Sou ill Fecon.1
S400-Hcorner Highland, and Harvard. :"0 i West Cold.
FOR
SALE Furniture
University Heights.
if flva-ron- two
Miscellaneous house, piano hens.and S'JOphonograph,
FOR PALE Carload of good young heavy FOR RENT
North Twelfth.
dosen laving
work horses, will he at (J ramie Wagon
821 North Fourth.
Yard, 810 North Itroadway. Albuquerque, FPU RKNT Ua ago.
FOR SALE
Cheap, player piano. Morris
RENT
FOR
I'hone 1327-N, M Monday, April 17. and thereafter
Oarage.
Kitcnen cup
.machine.
ohalr, sewing
110 Booth Arno,
until (old. Scott Rldennur, phone Hif8-board, kitchen table. Perfoctlon oil heal'
313
West er. forge with blower, three pair tongs
FOR RENT Offlee rooms.
ana anvil. 211 Staniord avenue,
Joumnl Wain Ads Bring lU'sulls,
Central, nnr woolwuritis, ,
FOR SALE
cockerels

rr

tSSMAKING

TO TRADE

AUTOMOBILES
Foil SAI.K

tirrd beuai. lust like new.

pin no 4,"id.

I'OIt

SALE Dodge truck (Graham); or
iraoe ror riinimre. 4DU care Journal.
FOR SALE
5
Dulclt touring car;
first-c'ss- s
Co..
condition. Bond-Dillo- n

city

For California Property,
We have $25,000 worth

desirable property in
best residence sections of

of

Fult

HALE Dodge touring; must be sold.
I'xtrus.
nogver Motor Co., 418 West
(.'.Plier,
FOU SAI.K finna txtra goud used
eay terms. Mcintosh Auto Co., Sll
Wpm C"ppr.
t
KOU SAI.K
Lute mode Overland 4, very
1'hpnp: "vvm-leaving town; muat sell.
Apply 1110 Huuth Walter.
lb' You Altlfl luukinff for
Rood Ford
madster, re.TB'naM
mine. 209
N'Tlh Htnh, plume 195R-K- .
K(Mt tiAi-mmlH Bufek, in perfect mediant ou! condition; a bargain
if sold iit once.
Inquire tn rear of 215
H.mrh Third.
Fi U SAI.K Worm tlrivo
Llht
liuirk. Jfloo; Kord touring, 1125; gturie-bilke- r,

'Albuquerque.

cr;

ll'i

enr,

VOL' It

WE

TO

TRADE

This for' property
SOUTHERN

in

CALIFORNIA,

Preferably Los Angeles
or suburbs,

See

Ford touring

"West Gold.
VACATION CAR

IS READY, either Fore1 or Grant touring
fine condition,
Just overhauled and
ll quick; extra
both priced rlsrht to
tires free. Offman, 124 North Second.

C, OESTREICH,
Realtor.

W,

Loans, Abstracts,
Phone Q9. 216

!.o to 75 per cent on used
sarto.
bearln-- ,
tfres
.heeh
mago tos.
springs, eta. Oir stock grows larger
for Overlanda, 90,
Parti in stodally.
80, Chainiers, Maxwell truck ar pteaaar
ca, Chevrolet. 490, Paine 4, Reo 4. Stude-bak4
and 6.
Mclntosb Auto Co

SAVE

311

WANT

I

Insurance.
2

W. Gold.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

W"8t Copper.

,

TiruvErtr.nes iord
JOHN W. IVUJsON,
FOR RENT Kr tes
mile,
Atlornev.
fl per hour minimum. Special rates Ro.ms
II, 11 and It. Cromwell Building-- .
week days.
Ask for them. 121 North
I'none 1155-J- .
Third, phone CS0.
PIIVmiriAVH AND HI HI1KONS.
WHEN IN NEED fjF
UK. a. I III RTON,
TIRES, rims, carburetors,- gprings. magDl.ea.ee r tnn Stomach.
netos, generators, wheels, gears, axles,
Biille. 8 narnett Building.
beiirlntrs. horns, accessories.
IH. . . CI.AHKK.
COMI3 TO PARTS HBADQUARTERS.
Kr. Ear, Nose anil Throat.
We have sulvaged to date the follow,
Barnelt Bullllng.
Pbone tit.
II Ick,
lng cars:
Maxwell,
Chandler,
Office Hours
Mltrhetl, Chevrolet 490 and F. B. : Overto li a. m., and I to I p. m.
land, every model: Hup. Olds, rrow, Elk"
hart. Reo, Dort, Saxon. Sludebaker, both DB. MAIIOAKKT CAKTWRIflHT:
4 and 6.
Residence
East Central. Phone UL
VIADUCT OA RAO!?,
671.
pnnne
tOO KOUTH
SECOND.
T.nrgest pnrts house In the state.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D."
SAV'K upward of GO per cent on tested
parts. Htuilebaker. Dodge, Oldsmoblle,
Practlco Limited to
Muxwell, Oraut,
Overlnnii, Chevrolet, GFNITO . C'niNARY DISEASES
K. if. F, Interstate,
ChalmAND
DISEASKA OF T1IR KKIV
Dort. Stoddard-Dayto- n
ers, Pulge, Hiiie-kU'assermaB
In Cnnnertlon,
Lnhoretorj
and others.
Engines for stationary, truck
Citizens Bank Bide. Phono N8.
and tractor use.
automoor
for
Any part
accessory
any
CO.
15o per

FORDS

CHIROPRACTORS

bile.

AfTO WRECKING! CO.
West Central.
Phone 434.
New Mexico's oldest wrecking lronse.
Tsod curs bought soli! and exchanged.

Al.m'Qt'ERQUE
r,lS-1- 5

K.

V.

CAIiMEN,

It

CARPENTERING
ODD
JOB MAM.
THE
All kinds of work. Phone lfi"3-J- .
Ood j"bs carpi ntering. house
WANTED

rETTrFOTlD

painting and repairing,

at reasonable

I'AINTIXU and kalgomlnlng done; wall;
paper cleaned ; roofs
price
repaired
nr 1515-rtvisnnahte.
Phone Rfi.l-t'AI NTlMx, paper banfflng cnS caiwm-tnlngr- :
L. W
sll wo k quaranteed.
RdHh. phone 1344-Owen. fi(8
and
WR 110 ODD JOB carpentering
home building, reasonable; Investigate
low prices: estimates
free.
Phone
0

Kluken. 21 2 Tale street.
WANT j'U to Investigate my low prices
on any kind of a building proposition
A. K. Palmer, runpa-leyou have In view.
Milder. bx 41. eltv. phne- 17BH-Ul' 1. DING, alterations. repairHig.
largs
Jobs or small: work by contract or by
the dny; rtssonabts prices; work guar
1765-E
nnteod: estimates free. Call
E. Johnson, 618 John.
2? rt

M

.T.

V,

an

I

rillroprnpfor
SO

ArmLU

Building.

MONEY TO LOAN
MONEY TO I.OA.N On watches, diamonds, gune and everything valuaDie.
Mr. B Marcus. Jl
S'Uth First.
MONBT TO LOAN on diamonds, wau-hesnd go d Jewelry: liberal reliable, eon.

fldentlal

Oottlleh Jewelry

On..

10S N

st

MONEY TO LOAN
From 1.0I0 up; can
make good rlzed loan on close-I- n busl
ness property.
McMUIton A Wood, !0
West Gold.
Realtors.
I'ON KIDENTI A L loans on jewelry, diamonds watches. Liberty bonde, plan is.

sutomobllss. Lowest rates. Rothman's
117 Eouth First.
Bonded la th state.

PERSONAL
Train.
DETECT! VK Alt JNCY.
Phone 932-1
MEN'S IIAIHCUT. 60o; children, J5c, at Nu. 1
No.
their home. Phone 20&S-No. T
WANTED
An unupposeU medleal prac' No, t
In
town. Ad-

TIME CARDS

WBSTBCCNO Dally.
Arrive. Depart.
The Scout.... 1:30 pm 1:10 Dm
("all t. Limited. Jd:80 am 11:00 am
Fargo Kat..l0:t0 am 11:20 am
The Navajo. .11:39 aa 1:01 urn

small dry farming
tiee
SOUTHBOUND.
dress Doctor, care Journal.
No. 19 Bl Paao Eip
10:10 pru
Dit. UHATOPP,
11:10 tin
Vltapatlno
No. 87 El Paso Exp
nervous and chronic ailments a
EAST BOUND.
West Central. No. I The
exnmlnatlon free. 321
1:10
pra 3:40 pm
Navajo..
SECRETS OP THB SILENCES
Nu I Calif. Limited. 0.00 pm ft 40 pm
WHEN understood will bring you heart's Na I a r. Eight.. T:M pm 0:10 pm
desire, whether love, health, money or No, 10 Th. Scat.... 7:20 in 7:60
rr:ou
finding a true mate. Silver quarter, carethis wonderful No. tl r"rum KI Pasoscl'ts
e:s8 pn
fully wrapped, brings
manuscript to you. Coffman, Dlv. l.
Nn. 10 rrom El I'ssii I'OO am
N. M.
Atbuiiucrqus,
No. SO connect at Telen with Na tl
for Clovis. Pecos Valie- -, Kass- - Cltf anj
FOR RENT Office Rooms O Coast
with No, tl
No. U eonneet at Hel-if oil HENT Office rooms, Luna htrlckei
from riovle and ptilnta eat and south
btillriln
Korber Atitn Department.
at
FOll IIKNT Destruble hall, lixiO,
HS'i West Central; suitable for school,
duueius or oIXlc
work.
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STRAWBERRIES

Fresh peas direct from the growers are expected. Wo
have been the largest handlers, so far and expect to continue
to be.
Florida new potatoes are due.
Genuine sweet potatoes came in yesterday.
You know we broke the price to 30c a pound.
Asparagus
Extra nice apples Just came In.
Think we have the largest Florida grapefruit In town.
The Monarch extra small beans, extra small peas, extra
imall lima beans, and extra sweet corn will grace any Easter
dinner table.
Special on candy as usual. ,

At Springers' Hall at Duranes.
Everybody is Cordially Invited.!

DAHLIAS

Are my specialty have a few
varieties in different colors
left, if von order early.
KAVMOM) F. ULOOM,
P. O. Unx Ml- - Phono 21 67--

Gallup Lump Coal
Pound.

2.000

$11.00
Weights Guaranteed
Wo
Is Why
Lead, Others Follow
Phone

I

388--

Orders Delivered for 10c

Phono 28.

B. H. CALKINS,
General Engineering
Work,
Municipal
Irrigation.
Surveys of all kinds, Mapping.
120 S.

PASTIIW

LET'S GO

LAST
TIME

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S

"THE GIRL FROM PORCUPINE"
with

Fourth

Phone

Faire Binney and Buster Collier
AS LEADING STARS
Also CLYDE COOK in "THE CHAUFFEUR"
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

1920 Model Buick In perfect mechanical condition;
a
bargain if sold at once. InIn
rear of 315 S. Second.
quire

At ZAMORA'S HALL
Old. Town
Music by Carrlllo and Zamora's
Everybody

most economical fuel sold
in Albuquerque. Use it in
FurnaceHeater, Range,
Areola. Car on track today.
New State Coal Co. Phone
35.
-

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LAUNDRY

ROTHMAN'S
and Jewelry Store

Music

117 South

rirst

St. Phone

917-- J

Phones 148 and 449.

Well Country Camp

Convalescent Tnbereiilars
in the mountains. Kates $12.50
per week. For reservations
490-- J
For

Phone

FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
11 Vz

pounds

25c
$1.07
$2.10

FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
50 pounds
FANCY COLORADO POTATOES,
100 pounds
22cs
Picnic Hams- lb
21c
Bacon Squares, lb
48c
Armour's Sliced Bacon, package
Red Wing Cider, gallon
$1.25
38c
Red Wing Cider, quart
RED STAR FLOUR,
48 lb. bag
RED STAR FLOUR,
24 pound bag
RED STAR LOUR,
12 pound bagrpT;
...
RED STAR FLOUR,
...
6 pound bag
Monarch Catsup, large bottle
24c
Lea and Perrin's Sauce, small bottle
37c
Lea and Perrin's Sauce, large bottle
66c
Nut Ola, pound
25c
CLOVERBLOOM BUTTER,
pound
Preserved Ginger, pot
53c
55c
Crystallized Ginger, can
38c
Tulip Filled Candy, 412 oz. jar
57c
Tulip Filled Candy, 92 oz. jar
Assorted" Homespun Candy, 1 pound tin
43c
THE QUALITY AND PRICE OF OUR GOODS
WILL APPEAL TO YOU.
21c
Large Prunes, pound
Sunkist Prunes. 5 lb. can
;
$1.10
Sunkist Prunes, No. 212 can
38c
NATURAL SMYRNA FIGS,
5 XL
Fine for Stewing, pound
Easter Egg Dyes, package
5c
28c
Puyallup Blackberries, No. 2 12 tin
Michigan Hand Picked Navy Beans, pound. . . ,14c
CAMPBELL'S TOMATO SOUP,
can
-

37c

01

10c

Fruit and Vegetable Dept.
r
XUC

BANANAS,

--

per pound
Large Florida Grapefruit, each
Large Lemons, per dozen

pay good prices for fire
such as Rifles, Shot
Guns. Pistols.
Must he In
Acondition.
2IS Somb first Street
-l

MONDAY,

COLOMBO HALL
TONIGHT
Best Ventilated Hall
City. Best Floor.

The Highest Grade Macaroni

Sell

Noodles, Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Products
Egg

Free Call and Delivery
Work Done While You Wait

n

i

THEATRE
LAST TIME TODAY

A

:

3

'f

LIVESTOCK
AGRICULTURAL
115 South

AND
LOAN

CO.

Second.

AUCTION SALE

APRIL 17TII AT 523 NORTH ELEVENTH ST.
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.
Six rooms of beautiful house furnishings to go to the highest
bidder for cash. Note the following articles to be fold: $125
Solid leather davenport,
two $35 leather rockers to match.
$135 phonograph with records, South American red gum bed
room suite, consisting of dresser, dressing table, bed and
chairs to match and it suro is a beauty; white enamel bed
room suite, consisting of dresser, chiffonier and bed; oak
chiffonier, iron bed, dining room suite, consisting of table
buffet, china closet and leather upholstered chairs to match,
and is Just the same as new. Refrigerator and many other articles that we do not have room to mention. Now if you want
beautiful house furnishings you cannot afford to miss this sale
as these goods are all tho same as new and have never been
used by sick. These goods should be seen to be appreciated;
the closer these goods are Inspected the more they would be
appreciated, in fact these goods will appeal to the most discriminating person. Don't miss this sale be on hand.

.

32c

W C06B CMfc

SUGARITE
SWASTIKA
AH Sizes. Best Prices.
1

WANDA

PHONE 35
Exclusive Agent for Swastika and Sugarite Coal.

"TOO

(Makers of Milk Chocolate

s)

A

TODAY
We have a surprise in store for you
about it.

in

WIFE"

MUCH

i

"PUT AND TAKE"

Products

Bon-Bon-

I1AWLEY

ADDED ATTRACTION

EXTRA SPECIAL
Demonstration of Merchant Biscuit Co.'s

Two-Pa- rt

HALLROOM BOYS' Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

let us tell you

connors grocery

PHONE

516 West Central Ave.

702--

Lyri c

OUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

Of GOOD FUEL
ORDER CERRILLOS
THE

SATISFACTORY,
91-H-

1 TO 11

P. It,

LAST TIME TODAY

EGG

A Little "Steno" Longed to be a Follies' Star

ECONOMICAL

QQj
COAL CO.

AIIII

TllEflTEG

ooifToroocs

PRIVILEGES OUR SUGGESTING!

PHONE

Excellent Locution
Light,, water, heat and Janitor
service Included.

s

5r

'kMl d

KATIIERINE

MacDONALD

"THE BEAUTIFUL
Balk Green Olives, pint
Hulf Gallon Pure Fruit Jam
P. & G. Soap, 17 for.....
Campbell's Pork ami Beans
Taney Evaporated Apples, er pound
Fancy Evaporated Pears, per pound
Pound box of Extra Good Clioeolates

28c
90c
$1.00

12o
20o
,

WE DELIVER.

683

'

LIAR"

:
Presented by B. P. Schulberg
One of Those Pictures You Can't Help But Like It's
S)f
Romantic

ADDED ATTRACTION:

,...23o

....55c

"SNEAKERS"

ROBERT JONES
Phone

and Did

In a picture without a villain

OFFICE ROOMS

in

DIME PER DANCE
Muyc by Syncopators

A Two-PaComedy
REGULAR PRICES.
rt

822 S. Walter.

MONDAY,

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
TRUE FRUIT BRAND ALWAYS THE BEST

SPECIAL EASTER ATTRACTION

A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR YOUR

CRYSTAL

EASTER DINNER

TWO

It's the Quality of the Food You Serve that Satisfies
We handle only high class merchandise.
Wo suggest a
can of Llbby's Asparagus Tips, Snokop or Spring Garden Peas,
B. & M. or Country Gentloman Corn, Glass Jar Tomatoes,
Glass Jar Apricots, Pineapple, Peaches, Plums, Pears, Raspberries, Blackberries, Strawberries, Cherries.
Sweet Pickles or Sour, Dills, Green Olives, Stuffed Olives,
Ripe Olives.

FRESH VEGETABLES
Radishes, Onions, Rhubarb, Spinach, Cauliflower, Lettuce, New Cabbage, Peppers.
Home-Grow-

n

STRAWBERRIES
If You Buy More Than Yon Can Carry We Will Deliver It For
You Free of Charge.

JOLLY
WEEKS
rST.

I

OPERA

HOUSE

STARTING
SUNDAY,
APRIL 16

FOUR
PLAYS
A WEEK

Ferris Taylor Stock Company
2 Shows in If 9
pfQpj f Drama & Vaudeville

r IS
ZlAlfniM am
rrkV
and I HE
iimt lAJivi&uiAN,
FAMOUS TOBY, MALE QUARTETTE
Opening Play Sunday and Monday.
"THE CHURCH AND ITS PEOPLE," in 4 Acts

TflRV
m

Fruit Salad, True Fruit, Strawberry, Chocolate and
Vanilla Ice Cream. Delivered, $1.50 gallon.

UinrhlmriCasli

limiKHIU

and

cai

Grocery

GEO. D. HAMMOND. Proo.

Velvet Ice Cream

Corner Coal and Arno.

Special today and tomorrow fresh home-mad- e
candies. Mixed candy, 18c lb.; Cocoanut Brill, 25c
lb.; 1 lb. box Chocolate Cherries, 58c; 12 lb. box
Chocolate Cherries, 30c, at

THE CANDY SHOP

Phone 328

(0)

No Reserved Seats.

Easter Shoes
FOR MEN

UUD

501 North First St.

PHONE 319

.We have the best Spring Styles in Shoes and Oxfords. A large variety of choice models, dull or
bright black leathers or thenew brown shades, on
lasts that show the skillful work of an artistic de- aiom or

Armour's Hams, per lb

36c

(BY THE HAM)

SPUDS

$2.05
PER 100 POUNDS

Strawberries Today
FORMIIAL'S

GROCERY

"Where the Dollar Does Its Duty"
1124 South Edith.
Phone 1517
We Sell for Less and Deliver the Goods.
We
Sell

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg

J

PRICES: Children 25c; Adults 55c; Including tax.

You will certainly not feel at your best unless
you have something new in Footwear for Easter
Sunday. Every Spring Suit and every, new and
dainty Dress will need new Shoes.

D

110 South Second St.

SPUDS

'

lLAUGHAT TOBY 1

TODAY

13C

205 South First St.

ifv

HEW STATE COAL CO.

Ladies' Half Soles
75c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
Men's Half Soles
90c
Rubber Heels, Goodyear 40c
City Electric Shoe Shop
213 South Second St.
Phone 567--

MODERN

SKINNER'S
...

17TII

Hnrmonizcrs
$2.00 a Couple
Benefit Day Nursery Mortgage
Fund.

If You Cannot Come to the Store Phone Your Orders

PHONE 60.

APRIL

MchtnliiR

36c

WILLY-NILL- Y

Club

At Armory
White

mi

WOOD
flKJ

GALLUP

PHONE 503.
Eighth and Mountain Road.
We give S & H Ureen Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Farts of
the City.

BALL Fine Shoe Repairing

by Woman's

"pun

PHONE 138

COAL

RONEY'S

Finest

arms

Given

,piny

MARKET

Has Quality Meats. Our Prices Right.
Three Free Deliveries Daily:
10 a. m., 2 p. m., 4 p. m.
Phone Orders Given Special Attention

AT

rooms in the state-st- eam
cold
heat, hot and
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath. 14 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath V$2.G0 single ana
double $3.00.

I

THE ARRANGEMENT OF OUR STORE MAKES
SHOPPING A PLEASURE.
Native Asparagus
Lettuce
Tomatoes
New Peas
New Beets
New Turnips
Radishes
Spinach
Rhubarb
Young Onions
Blue Goose Oranges
Apples
30c and 45c
STRAWBERRIES, basket
We Deliver Orders Over $5.00 Free
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

BROADWAY CENTRAL

Buy Your Groceries

WANTED

$2.45

$1.30
75c
40c

371

CHARITY

;ijU'i''iiJ

;

'4

;

Lamp shades, flowers, place
cards, enameled glassware, tie
and dye work, batik, embroidery, stencillnir, china.
I. B. WESTLAKE,
Melini Building, Over Penney's.
Phone 10.

ELMS HOTEL

OF QUALITY"
Dyeing, lints
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked. Rum
latest
cleaned
process.
by

PHONES 5
Vou will not regret having a ton In your bin.

Home Dressed Fat Kens,

Sunday Flcnlcs a Specialty

We

mmtty "Si, J"

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

4

324 South Second.

JUST OUT LATEST
DANCE RECORD

Fox Trots, 75c
Also Advance May
Records Now on Sale

Arts and Crafts
Studio

Invited

GUY'S TRANSFER

"Virginia Blues"

fuP

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

CO.,
MlLl.En CONSTRUCTION
Office Ground Floor, K. P. Building.
Gold.
and
Third

,

Cordially

Phone
Sugarite Fancy Chestnut
Coal at $9.50 per ton is the

NIGHT

Orchestra

WASTED TEAMS TO HAUL CBAVEL.
Will psy f cnt per hour for teams
over 1.000 pnunl per horse; 33 cents
1.000.
per hour under for
good teami,
Steady work

414.

FOR SALE

DANCE SUNDAY

$ 'WfrRmmii man

FEEL SAFE AND COMFORTABLE;
By having at least one ton of coal in your cellar.
The very Dest In
Gallup, Dawson and Canon City Coal

Johnson Coal Co.
900 N. First

"

J.

CASH STORE

WARD'S

EVE

FIESTA

DANCE TONIGHT

youi
place
clothes cleaned and pressed.
us
a
trial.
Give
BILL'S SHOP,
213 S. Second.
1'hono 480.
Prompt Service.
A

If any store In town has them wo will. They; are due from
California and from Gulf of Mexico and our prico you will
find the lowest.

508 West Central.

FOUND
to get
real

BIG

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

KANSAS CITY MEATS

.. .45c
,
Frying Size Belgian Hares, lb
Dressed
Hens
35c
Fancy
We also have Choice Beef, Veal, Pork and Easter
Lamb.

PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

Sell

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
Tha Highest Gratis Macaroni
Egg

Neodlas, Spaghetti and

thsr Macaroni Products

$3.50, $4.00, $5.00, $6.00 and Higher.
FOR WOMEN
Handsome new Spring models in Oxfords, Pumps,
Straps and Slippers; brown, black, gray. or white,
in kid, patent colt, calf, suede, satin and linen.
$3.00, $3.50. $5.00, $6.00 and Higher.
FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
High Shoes, Oxfords, Straps and Pumps in calf, kid
or patent leather; black, brown and .white. Good
looking, well wearing and made to fit growing feet

...

properly.
Properly. Prices according to size and quality but
always the lowest.

,

1

